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Abstract

Nowadays data breaches are one of the most prominent cyber incidents affecting
enterprises across all industries. These incidents are not only an issue for the fi-
nances and reputation of companies, but they are also a legal problem. According
to data breach notification laws, companies are obliged to disclose incident details,
including the number of affected individuals. Thus, companies need technical so-
lutions to detect data breaches and to evaluate their impact.

The development of defensive mechanisms against data breaches is difficult
because attackers deploy offensive techniques that increase in sophistication. This
technical development is the consequence of the attacker’s need of being stealthy,
in order to perpetrate her offensive actions for a longer period of time.

Currently, companies lack in efficient defensive mechanisms to deal with such
sophisticated attacks: (1) traditional detection systems do not effectively detect
data exfiltration attacks, because they either cannot detect new and sophisticated
attacks or they produce too many false alerts; (2) traditional logging systems are
not designed to protect information from an attacker that compromised parts of
the system and thus they cannot be relied upon for evaluating the impact of a data
breach. This thesis proposes technical systems that can help companies to better
detect and evaluate data breaches despite the presence of sophisticated attacks.

Concretely, we investigate the problem of detecting data exfiltration over HTTP
and we propose different technical solutions to tackle it. Data exfiltration detection
is a difficult problem because there are no clear predefined patterns to be identified.
The attacker chooses how much data to hide, how to encode it, etc. Attackers can
further improve the stealthiness of their communication by mimicking the traffic
of their victim. In this thesis we address both scenarios: non-mimicking and mim-
icking attacks. In the setting of non-mimicking attacks, traditional signature-based
detection solutions are not effective because they cannot detect unforeseen attacks.
Similarly, existing anomaly-based detection systems rely on coarse-grained models
that are imprecise and often miss malicious communication. Thus, we introduce
a new anomaly-based detection approach for data exfiltration called passive ap-
plication fingerprinting, which relies on fine-grained detection models to better
identify anomalous connections. We show that our proposed system outperforms
the current state-of-the-art solutions in terms of detection performance and eva-
sion resistance. Moreover, we evaluate the current state-of-the-art detection sys-
tems against mimicking attackers over HTTP, and we show that none of them
can accurately detect malicious communication while triggering few false alerts.
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The reason is that mimicked communication helps malicious traffic to not deviate
from normal traffic, thereby breaking a fundamental assumption in detection sys-
tems. Consequently, we present honey traffic, a deception-based detection system
to identify mimicked communication, without relying on the same assumptions
as existing approaches. The main idea is to generate fake network messages that
an attacker may mimic while observing the victim communication. If an attacker
mimics fake messages, then a security monitor detects the attacker by identifying
inconsistencies between the original and mimicked messages.

We also present a technical solution for the impact evaluation of a data breach.
Existing logging mechanisms are not reliable for impact evaluation because they
can be tampered with by an attacker. The reason behind this is that machines are
the sole responsible to generate the content of the log. Once they are compromised,
it is not possible to know whether the content is legitimate or not. We present a
distributed logging system to determine what has leaked after a data breach by
combining threshold cryptography and Byzantine consensus protocols. Compared
with related work, our system is more reliable in adversarial environments and
more precise in determining what data has leaked.

To conclude, our work reduces the technical gap for detecting data exfiltration
over HTTP for non-mimicking attackers, by providing better solutions than the
current state-of-the-art. We provide insights in the inherent limitations of passive
network monitoring solutions against mimicking attacks, specifically, for a sub-
category that we call victim-aware adaptive covert channels. Our work makes a step
forward in addressing the open problem of detecting victim-aware adaptive covert
channels by introducing the first detection mechanism for such threat. Finally,
under certain assumptions, we solve the problem of determining what has leaked
after a data breach in adversarial environments.
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Samenvatting

Tegenwoordig zĳn datalekken één van de meest prominente cyberincidenten waar
bedrĳven in alle sectoren te maken mee hebben. Deze incidenten vormen niet alleen
een probleem voor de financiën en de reputatie van bedrĳven, maar leiden ook tot
juridische kwesties. Door de meldplicht datalekken worden bedrĳven verplicht om
details van incidenten te openbaren, waaronder het aantal getroffen gebruikers. Als
gevolg hebben bedrĳven technische oplossingen nodig om datalekken te detecteren
en om hun impact te bepalen.

De ontwikkeling van defensieve technieken tegen datalekken is moeilĳk omdat
aanvallers steeds geavanceerdere offensieve technieken gebruiken. Deze technologi-
sche ontwikkeling is het gevolg van de aanvallers noodzaak om ongezien te blĳven,
zodat deze langer zĳn offensieve acties kan uitvoeren.

Momenteel hebben bedrĳven geen efficiënte defensieve technieken om met deze
geavanceerde aanvallen om te gaan: (1) traditionele detectiesystemen zĳn niet ef-
fectief in het detecteren van data-exfiltratie, òf omdat ze nieuwe en geavanceerde
aanvallen niet kunnen detecteren, òf omdat ze te veel onjuist alarm slaan; (2)
traditionele logsystemen zĳn niet ontworpen om te beschermen tegen een aanval-
ler die delen van het systeem heeft overgenomen, en dus kunnen ze niet worden
vertrouwd wanneer er een datalek moet worden onderzocht. Dit proefschrift stelt
technische systemen voor, die bedrĳven helpen om, ondanks de aanwezigheid van
geavanceerde aanvallen, beter datalekken te kunnen detecteren en te onderzoeken.

Concreet onderzoeken we het probleem om data-exfiltratie via HTTP te de-
tecteren en stellen we verschillende technische oplossing voor. Het detecteren van
data-exfiltratie is een moeilĳk probleem omdat er geen duidelĳk vooraf te defini-
eren patronen zĳn. De aanvaller kiest zelf hoeveel data te verbergen, hoe het wordt
gecodeerd, enz. Aanvallers kunnen hun communicatie beter verbergen door het ver-
keer van hun slachtoffers na te bootsen. In dit proefschrift behandelen we beide ge-
vallen: niet-imitatie- en imitatie-aanvallen. In het geval van niet-imitatie-aanvallen
zĳn traditionele op signatuur gebaseerde detectie-oplossingen niet effectief, omdat
ze onvoorziene aanvallen niet kunnen detecteren. Evenzo zĳn bestaande op af-
wĳking gebaseerde detectiesystemen afhankelĳk van onnauwkeurige modellen en
missen ze kwaadaardige communicatie vaak. Hierom introduceren wĳ een nieuwe
op afwĳking gebaseerde aanpak voor de detectie van data-exfiltratie, genaamd
passieve applicatie herkenning. Deze aanpak gebruikt verfĳnde detectiemodellen
om afwĳkende verbindingen beter te identificeren. We tonen aan dat ons voor-
gesteld systeem de huidige oplossingen overtreffen met betrekking tot de detectie
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en het tegengaan van omzeilen van detectie. Bovendien evalueren we de huidige
state-of-the-art detectiesystemen tegen imitatie-aanvallen via HTTP en tonen we
aan dat géén van deze accuraat kwaadaardige verbindingen kan detecteren zonder
veel onjuist alarm te slaan. Dit is een gevolg van nagebootste communicatie dat
kwaadaardig verkeer niet laat afwĳken van normaal verkeer en daarbĳ een funda-
mentele aanname in ons detectiemodel schendt. Derhalve presenteren wĳ honey
verkeer, een op misleiding gebaseerd detectiesysteem om nagebootste communica-
tie te identificeren zonder gebruik te maken van dezelfde aannamen in gebruikelĳke
methoden. De hoofdgedachte is om nepverkeer te genereren wat een aanvaller zou
kunnen nabootsen na het zien van de communicatie van het slachtoffer. Als een
aanvaller nepberichten nabootst zal een monitor de aanval detecteren door incon-
sistenties tussen het origineel en de nagebootste berichten te identificeren.

We presenteren ook een technische oplossing voor het bepalen van de impact
van een datalek. Bestaande logsystemen zĳn niet betrouwbaar voor het bepalen
van de impact omdat logs kunnen worden vervalst door een aanvaller. De achter-
liggende reden is dat machines de enige verantwoordelĳke zĳn voor het genereren
van de logs. Wanneer deze overgenomen zĳn, is het niet meer mogelĳk om te be-
palen of de logs legitiem zĳn. Wĳ presenteren een gedistribueerd logsysteem om
te bepalen wat er is uitgelekt na een datalek door gebruik te maken van threshold
cryptografie en Byzantine consensus protocols. Vergeleken met verwante werken is
ons systeem betrouwbaarder in een vĳandige omgeving en preciezer in het bepalen
van welke data is uitgelekt.

Samenvattend, ons werk reduceert de technische kloof voor het detecteren van
data-exfiltratie via HTTP voor niet-imitatie-aanvallers door betere oplossingen
aan te dragen dan de huidige. We geven inzicht in de intrinsieke beperkingen van
passieve netwerkmonitoring om imitatie-aanvallen te detecteren. In het bĳzonder
voor een ondercategorie die we victim-aware adaptive covert channels noemen. Ons
werk maakt een stap voorwaarts in het aanpakken van het openstaande probleem
om victim-aware adaptive covert channels te detecteren door het introduceren van
de eerste detectietechniek voor deze dreiging. Tot slot lossen we het probleem,
onder bepaalde voorwaarden, op om in binnengedrongen omgevingen te bepalen
wat er is uitgelekt na een datalek.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decades, the way people communicate has changed dramatically. The
Internet and computers are at the center of this revolution. While the Internet has
enabled more efficient communication worldwide, computers have facilitated the
process and storage of large quantities of information. Today, almost any business
is partially, or totally, relying on these two fundamental building blocks. Most
companies have a website, communicate via emails, or have an information system
for administrative tasks [6]. Digital technologies provide a benefit because they
process, transfer, and store data that is important for the business. Today, data is
a valuable asset.

Unfortunately, data is also valuable for illegal businesses run by cyber crim-
inals, whose goal is to attack companies’ IT infrastructures, steal their valuable
and sensitive data, and sell it on the underground market. Examples of stolen
data include: customer personal information (e.g., social security numbers, credit
card numbers, or medical records), company secrets (e.g., intellectual property or
product blueprints) and sensitive employee information (e.g., salaries or emails).
According to a recent study [7], the cybercrime economy has reached at least $1.5
trillion in revenues per year, and at least $500 billion of which is from trading
secrets and intellectual properties theft, and another $160 billion are from to data
trading.

An incident where information is stolen or taken from a system without knowl-
edge or authorization of the system’s owner, is a data breach [8]. This type of
incident does not only affect small or medium businesses, but also major corpo-
rations such as Yahoo, eBay, Sony, JP Morgan Chase, and Equifax just to name
a few [9]. The 2018 data breach analysis from the Ponemon Institute estimates
the average costs of a data breach around $3.86M [10], which increased compared
to previous years. Mega breaches with 1 million of compromised data records can
cost in excess of $40M.

A data breach does not only affect a company and its business, but also its
customers’ privacy. Governments consider this threat an important issue for so-
ciety and started to enforce regulations known as data breach notification laws.
These legislative acts oblige companies to disclose detailed information about data
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1.1 Introduction

breaches, including the individuals affected by it, to the appropriate authorities.
Data breach notification laws are active in both the United States [11] and the
European Union (article 33, Regulation (EU) 2016/679).

The increasing number of incidents, the costs to deal with them, and the legal
obligations highlight the need for companies to protect their business from data
breaches. In this work we propose different technical solutions that help companies
to protect themselves.

1.1 Motivation

The protection of a company’s infrastructure from cyber attacks is a continuous
process. From an abstract point of view, the process of protecting an infrastructure
can be described as a life-cycle of three phases. The first phase is Prevention,
which involves the understanding of risks the organization is exposed to, and the
implementation of the appropriate security measures to protect the infrastructure.
The second phase is Detection, which focuses on the discovery of cyber security
incidents within the organization. Finally, the third phase is Mitigation, which
involves the containment and eradication of the security threat, and the analysis
of the incident, including the understanding of its impact. The lessons learned, after
an incident is mitigated, can be given as input to the Prevention and Detection
phases, in order to strengthen the security posture of the organization against
similar future incidents.

The continuous process described by the aforementioned phases can be asso-
ciated with any type of cyber incident. However, this work focuses specifically on
data breaches. A data breach is a cyber incident where the attacker succeeded to
compromise one or more systems within the targeted infrastructure, and stole sen-
sitive data from it. The act of stealing data from a compromised system through
the network is known as data exfiltration.

The prevention of a cyber attack has always been the main focus of the se-
curity community. Thanks to the efforts of many professionals, companies can
rely on many procedures, technologies, and tools that help preventing many data
breaches attempts. For example, there are well-known technologies such as access
control [28] and cryptography, which can prevent unauthorized data access and
preserve data confidentiality. The transmission of sensitive data towards unautho-
rized locations can be prevented using tools such as data loss prevention (DLP)
systems [29]. There exist technologies that recognize malicious software and pre-
vent its execution, such as intrusion prevention systems [30] and malware sand-
boxes [31]. Furthermore, risk assessment methodologies help companies to under-
stand the risks their business may encounter and help them prioritizing and iden-
tifying proper countermeasures. Lastly, vulnerability management focuses mostly
on identifying and patching software vulnerabilities observed in the infrastructure.
Most of these prevention solutions are macro-areas of security research and, al-
though they may not seem specifically related to data breaches, they all contribute
to data breach prevention.

Despite the plethora of prevention solutions, data breaches frequently occur [12].
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Consequently, companies need technologies and tools to detect and mitigate the
impact of data breaches. Unfortunately, detection and mitigation technologies have
seen less attention compared to prevention solutions. This technology gap is also
demonstrated by the long time it takes for companies to detect data breaches and
to contain them. According to the latest Ponemon data breach study [10], the
mean time to identify a breach is 197 days, and 69 days to contain it. Hence, there
is a need to provide technologies and tools to discover and contain data breaches
more quickly.

One important aspect of providing security solutions is to understand the ca-
pabilities of the attacker. Performing a successful data breach is not an easy task.
Compromising an enterprise network and exfiltrating its secrets while remaining
unnoticed, requires skills and resources. This type of advanced attacker is also
known as advanced persistent threat (APT). APTs differ from common attack-
ers because they have a clear target in mind, they are organized and have many
resources, they perform long-term campaigns, and they use evasive and stealthy
techniques [32]. In the rest of this thesis, we refer to APT as advanced attacker.
When an advanced attacker targets an organization, we must assume she may
succeed. An attacker has to find a single weak spot in the entire organization in
order to get access to the network. Enterprises have a large attack surface, and it
is unrealistic to assume that an attacker never succeeds in gaining a foothold in
the network. Therefore, we must assume that prevention solutions are not enough
against this type of attacker. Furthermore, only a subset of technologies, of those
few commonly used during Detection and Mitigation phases, is designed to identify
and mitigate breaches perpetrated by advanced attackers. For all these reasons,
we focus the efforts of our work on the Detection and Mitigation phase.

In this thesis we propose technical solutions to handle data breaches, assuming
an advanced attacker is the perpetrator. More specifically, we discuss technical
solutions to detect data exfiltration (i.e., Detection phase), and to evaluate the
impact of a data breach (i.e., determine what has leaked, which is an activity
performed during the Mitigation phase). In short, this dissertation investigates
the following main research question:

How to detect a data breach and how to analyze its impact?

In the following section we describe the open problems, and their corresponding
subquestions, that we address in this work in order to answer the main research
question.

1.2 Problem Statements

We discuss the open problems addressed in this work in two separate sections. The
first section discusses the open problems in detecting data exfiltration. The second
section discusses the open problems in evaluating the impact of a data breach.
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1.2.1 Detection

It is crucial to identify when a data breach is occurring in order to mitigate the
damages and reduce the impact of the incident [10]. Thus, it is important for com-
panies to have automated tools that can identify when a data breach is happening.
Timely detection can reduce the impact of a breach, saving money and possibly
the reputation of the company. In this thesis we focus on detecting data breaches
using automated tools.

The three main sources of information that can be used to detect a data breach
are: (1) network traffic, which is used by network-based intrusion detection systems
(NIDS), (2) operating system activities, used by host-based intrusion detection sys-
tems (HIDS) and (3) log files, which are used by dedicated log analysis solutions.
Logs usually represent high level information about application, network connec-
tions, host activities, etc. Typically, the analysis of log files allows the correlation
of information from different sources, whereas NIDS and HIDS have a smaller
scope. However, log analysis usually does not provide real time detection, whereas
HIDS and NIDS typically do. Despite their differences, each type of information
source contributes to the detection of data breaches, and they can be considered
complementary.

We focus on network traffic, especially in the setting of a NIDS. Network-
based solutions are cheaper to deploy than HIDS, because they can offer protection
to multiple machines, independently from their operating system or architecture,
and they do not affect the performance of monitored machines. More information
regarding HIDS can be found in the surveys published by Axelsson [33] and Idika
and Mathur [34]. Regarding log analysis for intrusion detection, we refer the reader
to the survey of Zuech et al. [35].

There are two types of NIDS. A signature-based NIDS focuses on identifying
byte sequences known to represent malicious traffic (i.e., signatures). Although
these detection systems are precise in identifying known threats, they miss new
attacks because a signature can be generated only after an attack is analyzed.
This dependency on known attacks makes a signature-based NIDS unsuitable to
detect APTs, since their attacks are targeted and unlikely to be observed before.
Thus, we focus on the other type of detection system, namely the anomaly-based
NIDS. The main idea of an anomaly-based solution is to create a model that
represents normal behavior. An anomaly, and ideally an attack, is detected when
traffic shows a different behavior than that described by the model. Although this
type of NIDS is capable of identifying new attacks, it is often causing false alerts
(i.e., false positives). Obtaining high precision is very important for anomaly-based
systems, and it is one of the main obstacles to their deployment to practice [36].
Another important aspect is to design the detection technique such that it is
not easily evaded by an attacker. This becomes even more challenging in case of
advanced attackers, who are known to use stealthy and evasive techniques to avoid
detection.

Characterization of data exfiltration. Although the aforementioned chal-
lenges are generic to the design of anomaly-based detection systems in the presence
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of advanced attackers, data exfiltration detection has also its own challenges.

Data exfiltration does not have clear patterns. The attacker can arbitrarily de-
cide how data is exfiltrated by choosing: how data is encoded, how much and where
data is stored in one message, how often messages are sent, and the destination.
For example, an attacker can decide to encode an entire database, divide it into
chunks and exfiltrate it within hours; or exfiltrate a cryptographic key pair within
the same message.

Consequently, the lack of patterns makes data exfiltration detection difficult.
Many detection heuristics often rely on predefined threat knowledge (PTK) (i.e.,
observable patterns associated with a specific threat), meaning that a detection
heuristic usually tries to highlight patterns that are known to be suspicious.
Such predefined knowledge can be inferred by data, using supervised learning
approaches, where a detection model is built based from malicious and benign
data. Alternatively, PTK can be provided by an expert knowledgeable about the
threat, and it can be used to build detection rules. However, since data exfiltra-
tion is inherently diverse depending on the attacker choices, relying on PTK is a
sub optimal approach against unknown exfiltration attempts, because only exfil-
tration attempts similar to previous attacks can be identified. This is the main
reason why we focus our efforts on anomaly-based approaches, instead of focusing
on signature-based solutions.

Besides having no patterns, data exfiltration can also be performed over many
different network protocols. As a consequence, different detection heuristics are
needed. Each protocol transmits data differently, both in terms of syntax and se-
mantics, and the attacker has different ways to hide its data according to the proto-
col. In this work we decided to focus on data exfiltration detection over the HTTP
protocol, because it is a protocol commonly used in malware communication [37]–
[39]. A more detailed discussion about our choice is discussed in Section 2.3.3.
The focus on HTTP traffic implies that our work cannot be directly applied to
encrypted channels, such as TLS. However, the solutions proposed in this work can
be used on encrypted web traffic (e.g., HTTPS) in case a TLS-proxy is deployed
by the company. The proxy decrypts and re-encrypts the traffic, allowing security
solutions to inspect the network messages in cleartext.

Little related work approached the detection of data exfiltration over HTTP
using anomaly-based techniques, thereby aiming for a more generic approach with-
out relying on PTK [40]–[42]. These works have shown potential in identifying
anomalous outbound traffic. However, these approaches generate coarse-grained
detection models which are not precise, meaning that they have a high false nega-
tive rate (i.e., they often miss malicious communication). Moreover, the proposed
techniques are not robust against simple evasion techniques.

Our work focuses on proposing data exfiltration detection methods that, similar
to [40], [42], do not rely on PTK, but at the same time are more precise and robust
against evasion attempts. We achieve a more precise and robust data exfiltration
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detection method by answering two research questions. The first question is:

RQ1: How to detect data exfiltration without predefined threat knowledge?

The second question focuses on evasive attackers. We assume an advanced
attacker is capable of adapting her communication according to the communication
of the victim’s system she has compromised. Such technique would improve the
stealthiness of her data exfiltration. We define this way of communication as victim-
aware adaptive (VAA) covert channels. Hence, our second research question is:

RQ2: How can we detect victim-aware adaptive (VAA) data exfiltration?

We now briefly discuss the intuition of our proposed solutions to address both
research questions. More information regarding the contributions of each solution
can be found in the next section.

To address RQ1 we propose passive application fingerprinting for anomaly
detection. The intuition is that each software, or application, has its own charac-
teristics in generating network traffic. Thus, by inspecting the traffic from each
application installed on a machine, we can create models in the form of finger-
prints, that are capable of identifying traffic generated by the specific application.
Once the fingerprints for a machine are known, we can identify when malicious
software is installed and starts communicating, because its traffic likely does not
match with any known fingerprint from applications installed on the compromised
system. In contrast with previous work, our anomaly-based detection approach in-
troduces fine-grained models (i.e., application fingerprints), which, as we show in
Chapter 3, are more precise and more resistant to evasion than the coarse-grained
models used by existing work (e.g., [42]). An overview of the granularity of ex-
isting data exfiltration detection approaches is shown in Figure 1.1. To answer
the research question, we first propose DECANTeR, a detection system based on
passive application fingerprinting, which shows that our technique is effective in
detecting data exfiltration. Then, we propose HeadPrint, which uses a different
method to perform application fingerprinting that overcomes the limitations of
DECANTeR’s fingerprinting method, thereby making passive application finger-
printing more practical.

To address RQ2 we first introduce Chameleon, a toolchain to generate syn-
thetic datasets including VAA data exfiltration attacks, and we use these datasets
to evaluate the effectiveness of existing detection systems against this threat. We
show the inadequacy of existing detection tools, and we propose HoneyTraffic,
a deception-based technique to detect some specific types of VAA data exfiltration.
The intuition behind this technique is to create fake network packets from each
machine (i.e., each potential victim), and wait until the attacker adapts its network
messages to the fake traffic. Since benign applications do not try to mimic other
application traffic, duplicated fake messages can only expose attackers that have
copied them. We provide estimates showing that HoneyTraffic is effective and
requires negligible network overhead. We discuss how HoneyTraffic comple-
ments existing detection solutions, thereby making it harder for attackers to evade
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the model granularity of existing HTTP data exfiltration
detection approaches.

detection. Finally, we discuss the limitation of HoneyTraffic, highlighting what
types of VAA covert channels cannot be detected.

Our work focuses on the detection of data exfiltration, however there are still
other open problems that our work does not address. One open problem is data
exfiltration detection over encrypted channels (e.g., TLS). Another problem is
the identification of what data has been leaked through the network during the
exfiltration.

1.2.2 Impact Evaluation
The Mitigation phase is responsible for containing the damage of an incident,
collecting the digital artifacts and analyzing them. The collected artifacts can be
used to learn details about the data breach, such as the causes and the impact.

Evaluating the impact of a data breach, and therefore determining what data
has leaked during a data breach, is possible by using the information collected
during the Mitigation phase. There are many different types of digital artifacts that
can be used, for instance log files, memory dumps, traffic captures and disk images.
All these artifacts require different tools and techniques to be collected, preserved
and analyzed. Memory dumps can be analyzed to get insights and visibility about
the current state of a machine (e.g., running processes, data used by processes,
etc.). Memory analysis has a lot of potential especially in investigating advanced
attackers that use fileless malware, which does not store artifacts on disk but only
operates in the system memory [43]. Analyzing disk images (e.g., hard drives, usb
devices) allows for the exploration of the filesystem stored on the devices, and
inspecting files to identify malicious artifacts that may have been involved in the
incident. The analysis of traffic captures from infected systems allows the analyst
to understand how the attacker has communicated with her infrastructure, and
possibly what data was transmitted. Lastly, log analysis focuses on inspecting log
files that contain high level information from different sources, such as kernel logs,
authentication logs, system logs, system boot logs, application logs (e.g., firewall
or web proxy), etc. The correlation of logs, which is often the result of a significant
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manual effort, helps understanding the dynamics of a cyber incident. All these
techniques are complementary and they are all used during the analysis of an
incident.

Our work focuses on log files. Log files are important during the analysis of an
incident because they contain relevant information about the status of critical parts
of the system. Moreover, they are easy to generate and to analyze, because they
are usually simple text files. For example, if a log would store what files have been
accessed, by which user and when, an automated tool could analyze the impact
of a data breach, assuming the affected systems and users are known. Although
their implementation and usage seems straightforwards, their security is not, and
therefore the information they store is not reliable. Below we discuss the open
problems related to log files. More information related to memory analysis can be
found in the survey presented by Vömel and Freiling [44], and the book authored
by Ligh et al. [45]. We refer the reader to the work of Soltani and Seno [46] for
disk analysis, and to Pill et al. [47] regarding network analysis.

Reliability of log information after compromise. Log files contain useful
information that can be used to quickly understand what has happened during a
breach, thereby reducing the costs of handling the incident. Unfortunately, existing
logging systems do not produce reliable log files. When an attacker compromises
a machine, she can manipulate the logs created or stored by the victim. She can
delete log entries, modify them, or add fake entries. Such modifications are in the
best interest of the attacker because they may help her to remain undetected and
remove the traces of the attack. Thus, these manipulations can severely affect the
determination of data leakage. Currently, secure logging mechanisms can protect
log information generated before the system is compromised, and not after the
compromise [48], [49].

Consequently, incident responders inspecting these logs have no other option
than considering all data stored on that machine to be leaked, because they cannot
prove otherwise. Alternatively, they must rely on other artifacts. The main reason
why the attacker can easily manipulate log files after a compromise is because
the compromised machines are solely responsible for the creation of content for
log files. If the attacker has complete control over the only system responsible for
log generation, then it is unavoidable that logs can be manipulated. Moreover,
there is no way to recognize what information in the log has been modified after
the compromise. Therefore, an important challenge to determine what data has
leaked is to secure logs from advanced attackers, despite the compromise.

Data Loss Prevention systems (DLPs) cannot guarantee the prevention of data
leakage in case advanced attackers are the perpetrators. Furthermore, once data is
leaked, they cannot quantify what was stolen. Another way to prevent data leakage
from happening, and therefore determine that nothing has leaked, is to encrypt
the data and perform computations over it in the encrypted domain. Examples
of these techniques are fully homomorphic encryption [50] and secure multiparty
computation [51]. However, these techniques can be applied only in very limited
settings, because they are computationally efficient only for a restricted set of
simple data operations.
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A promising approach to determine data leakage is to use data provenance sys-
tems. These solutions track all the historical information of a data item: who had
access to it, when, what was operation was performed, etc. Bates et al. proposed
the Linux Provenance Module (LPM) [52], a Linux kernel module that keeps track
of the provenance of each data item, and can be used to investigate data leakage.
Unfortunately, despite being a solution dedicated for a single operating system,
LPM can be secured against advanced attackers only by using trusted hardware.
Such solution is invasive and expensive because it requires important changes to
the existing infrastructure.

In our work we focus on proposing a new way to secure information from
advanced attackers, such that we can reliably determine what has leaked after a
data breach. Although the threat model is similar to the one discussed in [52],
our work does not rely on trusted hardware assumptions. Thus, our third research
question is:

RQ3: How to reliably determine what data was exfiltrated despite the host being
compromised?

To address RQ3 we propose a distributed system where machines determine
in a coordinated fashion what data should be accessed, when and by whom, and
each node stores this information in a replicated secure log. Essentially, we shift the
responsibility of generating a log, and accessing the data, from a single machine to
a group of machines, making it a group effort. Consequently, even if the attacker
is capable of compromising a subset of machines and tamper with their logs, there
still exists a majority of machines having an intact log. The log contains the
information of what data was accessed by compromised nodes, allowing us to
determine an upper bound of what has leaked. More details about the contributions
of this work can be found in the next section.

Our work focuses on providing a solution that is able to provide secure logging
despite the system being compromised, however, it does not address the problem
of providing legacy compliance, with respect to existing logging systems.

1.3 Thesis Overview and Contributions

Figure 1.2 provides an overview of this thesis and the contributions of our work.
We start in Chapter 2 by presenting the background information necessary to un-
derstand the remainder of the thesis. Moreover, we discuss the state of the art
related to data exfiltration detection in NIDS. DECANTeR is introduced in Chap-
ter 3, a system that uses passive application fingerprinting for identifying data
exfiltration attempts. We improve on DECANTeR with HeadPrint in Chap-
ter 4, where we present a fully automated application fingerprinting technique
for anomaly detection. In Chapter 5 we introduce Chameleon, a toolchain that
generates adaptive data exfiltration traffic, and we investigate the effectiveness of
adaptive data exfiltration attacks against state-of-the-art detection solutions. We
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introduce HoneyTraffic in Chapter 6, a new deception-based detection tech-
nique to detect specific types of VAA data exfiltration. In Chapter 7 we present a
secure distributed logging system that can be used to determine the impact of a
data breach. Finally, in Chapter 8 we present the conclusions and future directions.
We now discuss in more details the contributions of each chapter.

Chapter 3 - Detecting Data Exfiltration via Application Fingerprinting
We present a new methodology for anomaly detection called passive application
fingerprinting. We propose DECANTeR, a system that leverages such methodology
to detect data exfiltration attempts, without the need of predefined threat knowl-
edge. We show DECANTeR is capable of detecting communications of malware
known to be used in APTs. Furthermore, our proposed technique has shown better
detection, lower false alert rate and more evasion resistance than DUMONT [42],
which was, at the time, the state-of-the-art data exfiltration detection mechanism.
DECANTeR has appeared in ACSAC 2017 [1].

Chapter 4 - Enhancing Passive Application Fingerprinting Although
DECANTeR has shown good detection performance, its fingerprinting method re-
lies on a small set of fixed and hand-picked features, which has some performance
limitations in correctly identifying some application traffic. DECANTeR overcomes
these limitations by assuming the presence human operator who manually and
continuously monitors and updates the fingerprints. Based on these observations,
we present HeadPrint, a new method that generates fingerprints by automati-
cally identifying relevant traffic characteristics for each application. A real world
validation shows that HeadPrint outperforms DECANTeR both in terms of ac-
curacy, to correctly identify application traffic, and resilience to software updates.
Additionally, we show that HeadPrint is still capable of identifying potential
data exfiltration attempts, while generating significantly fewer false alarms than
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DECANTeR. At the moment of the writing of this thesis, the paper was still in
submission at a peer-reviewed conference [2].

Chapter 5 - Victim-Aware Adaptive Data Exfiltration A victim-aware
adaptive (VAA) attacker is an attacker that mimics her victim’s communication
in order to avoid detection from a security monitor. We investigate this type of
threat by introducing Chameleon, a toolchain that allows researchers to gener-
ate VAA data exfiltration traffic. Using the datasets generated by Chameleon,
we perform a comparative analysis of three state-of-the-art data exfiltration de-
tection methodologies: HED [53], which is based on predefined threat knowledge,
and DECANTeR and DUMONT [42] which are not based on predefined threat
knowledge. The comparison shows that none of these techniques is effective in
detecting adaptive data exfiltration. Our work highlights the intrinsic limitations
of network-based heuristics against VAA attackers. This work will appear in Se-
cureComm 2019 [3].

Chapter 6 - Detecting Adaptive Data Exfiltration via HoneyTraffic
We introduce HoneyTraffic, the first detection solution capable of detecting
specific types of VAA data exfiltration attempts. More specifically, the types rep-
resented by Chameleon. HoneyTraffic is a signature-based network security
solutions, which also relies on a client installed on each monitored host. We discuss
how HoneyTraffic can be easily integrated within existing network security so-
lutions. Finally, we give estimates of its performance, which show a negligible net-
work overhead and a negligible false alert rate. This work is part of the same paper
discussing Chameleon, and, therefore it will appear in SecureComm 2019 [3].

Chapter 7 - Evaluating Data Exfiltration by Determining What Has
Leaked We present the architecture of a distributed system, where machines
coordinate each other to determine which machine should access what data and
when. Moreover, machines are also responsible to store this information in a repli-
cated log. Our architecture does not rely on trusted hardware, and we show it
is capable of protecting logs from attacker manipulation as long as the attacker
does not compromise at least one third of the total number of machines. For the
concrete application of client-server authentication, which is relevant in the set-
ting of data breaches, we show that our approach is feasible in practice, it can
be integrated with existing services, and it can precisely identify what has leaked.
This work has appeared in ACSAC 2016 [4].

This chapter introduces the research questions and the contributions of our
work. In the next chapter we describe the background knowledge to understand
our work on the detection of data exfiltration.
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Chapter 2

Intrusion Detection

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a tool that monitors events occurring in
information systems or networks, and analyzes such events to identify potential
security incidents. The first work describing the idea of IDS appeared in 1980
with the seminal work of Andersen [54], while the first real-time IDS model was
discussed few years later by Denning and Neumann [55], [56]. The IDS concept
kept evolving since then, and it is now a fundamental tool for companies to protect
their infrastructures.

There are two main types of IDS. A signature-based IDS, also referred as
misuse-based IDS [57], uses knowledge about malicious behavior and generates
models of it. Traditionally, models are manually created by security experts for
specific malicious samples. However, these models can also be generalized by ana-
lyzing similarities between clusters of malicious software [58]–[62]. The IDS takes
these models as input, monitors events of a system or a network, and it verifies
whether these events are similar to any known model. If similarities are found,
an alert is triggered to the security operator. An anomaly-based IDS takes the
opposite approach. Instead of relying on known malicious characteristics (e.g.,
specific byte sequences of malware communication), it uses only knowledge of be-
nign behavior to generate models. In other words, the IDS learns a representation
of the normal behavior of a system or network, by analyzing the characteristics
of observed events. An alert is triggered to an operator when an event is not
similar to learned models (i.e., anomalous). However, in some specific scenarios
(e.g., SCADA networks, or building automation systems) model construction can
also be supported by specifications describing the modus operandi of a system.
For example, technical documentation could describe how exactly a specific de-
vice should normally behave [63]. An IDS that leverages this type of knowledge, is
known as a specification-based IDS [64], and it can be considered a sub-category
of anomaly-based IDS.

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Signature-based approaches
are easier to implement than anomaly-based approaches, and they are also more
precise because they trigger fewer false alerts [65]. These advantages explain why
signature-based are more widely used by companies compared to anomaly-based
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Figure 2.1: Overview of an anomaly-based IDS’s components. Red blocks represent
the components we focus on in this work.

solutions. However, signature-based techniques are limited by existing knowledge
of malicious behavior, thus such a technique is not suitable to identify unknown
threats. On the other hand, anomaly-based techniques are harder to implement and
learning normal behavior is not trivial in environments where data is heterogeneous
and may change over time. Thus, an anomaly-based IDS usually generates more
false alerts than traditional signature-based approaches. Nevertheless, anomaly-
based models are not limited by existing knowledge about malicious behavior,
thereby making this approach more suitable for detecting unknown malicious be-
haviors.

As we mentioned in the introduction, signature-based approaches are out of
scope for this thesis, since they are intrinsically not capable of identifying unknown
threats. In the next section we discuss the core components of an anomaly-based
IDS, how IDS performance are evaluated, and, finally, the state of the art of
anomaly-based research with regards to data exfiltration detection.

2.1 Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection

An anomaly-based intrusion detection system has four main components: monitor-
ing sensors, detection model generation, anomaly detection, and an alert processing.
An overview of the components of an anomaly-based IDS is shown in Figure 2.1.
Sensors are responsible for monitoring an information system and for reporting
events to other IDS components. The model generation component, sometimes
referred to as learning engine [66], is responsible for the generation of models
representing the normal behavior of the system. The anomaly detection module
evaluates whether the events received from a sensors deviate from the normal be-
havior represented by the learned models. When an anomaly is identified, an alert
is triggered and forwarded to the last module. The alert processing module elab-
orates the alerts and present the security events to the security operator. In case
an IDS alerts a security operator, the IDS is considered to be passive. If the IDS
enforces security policies to isolate and mitigate threats automatically, then the
IDS is considered to be active. An IDS can also be both active and passive by both
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warning the operator and taking actions on his behalf.

There exist two main types of anomaly-based IDS: host-based IDS (HIDS)
and network-based (NIDS). The difference between these two type of IDS is the
type of data they process. On the one hand, a HIDS analyzes the internal be-
havior of a machine. A HIDS collects information from the running operating
system, in order to learn how users and legitimate software behave on the host.
Finally, a HIDS uses detection metrics to compare the monitored behavior with
the learned models. Examples of information used by a HIDS are system calls [66]–
[68], storage accesses [69], and file system accesses [70]. On the other hand, a NIDS
analyzes the communication of a machine. A NIDS collects information from the
observed network traffic sent, and received, in order to learn how machines nor-
mally communicate. Lastly, a NIDS uses detection metrics to identify anomalous
network behavior deviating from the learned models. The information used by a
NIDS is represented by two macro categories: flow-based and payload-based. Flow-
based approaches extract meta-information about network connections, such as
IP addresses, ports, transport protocol and the number of transmitted bytes [71].
Payload-based approaches, also known as Deep Packet Inspection (i.e., DPI-based
approaches), focus on the information contained within the payload of network
messages [36]. As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis focuses on anomaly
based NIDS using DPI-based approaches. Figure 2.2 illustrates the focus of the
thesis.
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2.1.1 Network Sensors

Network sensors play a crucial role for a NIDS, because they are the NIDS main
source of information. Thus, sensors must be able to correctly parse the information
observed in the network. The performance of sensors is usually represented by the
amount of correctly processed network messages, and it is determined by different
factors: how much detail should be extracted from a connection, the computational
capabilities of the sensor (i.e., hardware specifications), and the bandwidth of the
monitored network. These factors lead to two main type of NIDS sensors: flow-
based and payload-based. The latter is also known as Deep Packet Inspection
(DPI) based.

Flow-based technologies (e.g., Netflow and IPFIX [72]) focus on extracting
high-level information from a connection (e.g., IP addresses, ports), focusing mainly
on information up to the transport-layer. By not parsing application layer infor-
mation these sensors can process more information than DPI based solutions. Con-
sequently, with cheaper hardware they can monitor larger networks. However, the
lack of detailed information limits the detection capabilities. On the other hand,
DPI-based solutions focus on extracting as much information as possible from
network traffic in order to have better visibility about the status of the network.
Such a level of detail gives more opportunity to detect anomalous and malicious
behavior, but it also affects the costs of deployment.

The tools available today are often open source and highly customizable, thereby
leading to hybrid approaches that lie somewhere between flow-based and DPI-
based. For example, there exist flow-based techniques that can be integrated with
parsers for specific protocols, in order to extract more information about the net-
work. For instance, a flow on port 80 can be enriched with the strings representing
the URI and the Host headers for HTTP. These additions enable further detection
capabilities. On the other hand, DPI-based solutions may limit the extraction of
detailed information to a subset of protocols, in order to reduce the computa-
tional requirements while providing a detailed view for protocols where details are
relevant for detection (e.g., HTTP, DNS, TLS). For other less critical protocols
(e.g., ICMP, IRC), the DPI-based solutions may decide to extract only connection
metadata.

Encrypted Channels and DPI-based Approaches The main goal of en-
crypted channels, such as TLS, is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of
network communications. These communication channels are becoming more and
more popular and they became an important challenge for a DPI-based NIDS.
The detection capabilities of a DPI-based NIDS are severely limited by encryp-
tion, because network content cannot be inspected in order to identify malicious,
or anomalous, patterns. Having no access to the content of network communica-
tion, does not only affect the performance of detection tools, but also reduces the
visibility of what is happening in the network.

Today, the solution many enterprises are adopting is to deploy a TLS-proxy
in their network. TLS-proxies are dedicated machines that intercept encrypted
traffic, decrypt it, such that it can be inspected, and re-encrypt it again towards
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the correct destination. In other words, TLS-proxies perform a (legal) man-in-
the-middle attack. Currently, these proxies are the only solution that allows DPI-
based detection systems to have access to encrypted traffic. Although this is the
current solution, it is not ideal, because these machines are not affordable for many
companies, and the security of these proxies is questionable at the moment [73].

An alternative solution has been proposed in academic literature, where DPI-
based solutions could access encrypted data while never accessing the data in
plaintext [74]. However, such alternative solution is not practical because it requires
one of the endpoints (i.e., client or server) to be trustworthy, while in the setting
of data exfiltration, both communicating endpoints are malicious. The only other
practical (and cheaper) alternative is to rely on flow-based solutions. Flow-based
approaches can still be used for detection because the connection metadata is
available for analysis. However, choosing flow-based approaches comes at the costs
of lower detection capabilities.

Security Risks for Network Sensors The role of sensors is to interpret and
extract information from network traffic, so that the NIDS can analyze the sensor
data for potential anomalies. Therefore, an attacker may try to hide her presence
from the NIDS by attacking the sensor, and avoid that her communications are
analyzed by the NIDS. This type of attack often focuses on the reconstruction
of TCP streams, which is an operation performed by all sensors, both flow-based
and DPI-based, in order to understand the connection between two IP addresses.
Examples of this type of attacks are memory buffer attacks [75] and fragmentation
attacks [13]. In this thesis we assume the sensor is resistant against such type of
attacks [75], and, therefore, the sensor correctly extracts the information from the
network. This assumption is needed to guarantee that the data generated by the
attacker is analyzed by the NIDS. This assumption is often implicit in research
NIDS.

2.1.2 Detection Model Generation

The most important phase in anomaly-based NIDS is the detection model gener-
ation (see Figure 2.1), which creates the models representing the characteristics
of normal traffic. These models are then used by the anomaly detection module,
which compares them with the observed traffic in order to identify anomalies.

An anomaly-based detection system is usually designed to detect a specific
anomalous behavior, which is often associated with the behavior of well known
threats (e.g., botnet, port scan, DDos). Hence, it is important that the design of
each detection model is tailored to each specific use-case. A detection model is
built in two separate steps: feature selection and modeling technique choice.

Feature Selection

During feature selection, the model designer identifies what network characteris-
tics (i.e., features) can be useful to detect the specified anomalous behavior. This
process usually entails data analysis and expert knowledge.
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Data analysis is often used as an exploration process, where the designer an-
alyzes network data, possibly containing both normal and anomalous behavior.
This analysis process is important because it helps the designer to identify what
features are relevant to recognize the anomalies. The designer can also use in this
process techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to automate the
discovery of relevant features. However, data analysis is limited by the quality of
the underlying dataset. If the dataset is not representative enough for both normal
and anomalous behavior, the feature selection may not be as representative in a
real network.

Consequently, expert knowledge becomes important when choosing the fea-
tures. For example, expert knowledge may help a designer to discard certain fea-
tures that seemed stable during data analysis, but may not be in a real network,
thereby improving the future detection performance in real settings. Most impor-
tantly, expert knowledge helps formulating more accurate assumptions about the
attacker capabilities. These formulations may also help identifying those features
that are harder to evade for an attacker. A detection system that relies on features
that are harder to evade is, overall, a better detection system.

Choosing a Modeling Technique

Once the set of network features has been chosen, the designer chooses what tech-
nique fits best to model the selected features. This choice is affected by the type
of features (e.g., numerical, categorical, ordinal), the number of features, the com-
putational costs of a modeling technique, the data available to be analyzed, and
so on. There exist two main techniques to learn models: machine learning based
and knowledge based.

Machine Learning based Machine learning based techniques analyze normal
traffic data and they infer the traffic characteristics according to the chosen fea-
tures. The analyzed data is usually labeled and it represents a single class (e.g.,
benign traffic). The output of these techniques is a model that describes the nor-
mal behavior. Models are built during a phase known as training phase. These
machine learning techniques are known as semi-supervised learning techniques.

There exists another type of machine learning techniques that can be used to
perform anomaly detection: unsupervised learning techniques. These techniques do
not require any training phase or labeled data, and they can identify anomalous
data points within a given dataset. However, unsupervised techniques are typically
used for data mining purposes, where a user wants to identify anomalies within
a dataset. Therefore, these techniques are mostly used in offline setting (e.g., to
process batches of historical data). Unsupervised algorithms are rarely used in
anomaly-based NIDS. In the rest of this thesis, we focus on semi-supervised ap-
proaches. Furthermore, we exclude supervised learning techniques, because models
are trained relying on both malicious and benign data. Therefore, supervised learn-
ing techniques are not considered anomaly-based approaches.

The main advantage of machine learning techniques is that the algorithms can
analyze large quantities of data, both in terms of data items and features, and
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infer distinguishing patterns to identify anomalies. The main disadvantage is that
networks often contain heterogeneous values and change over time. Therefore, it is
difficult to generate a training dataset that is representative of the normal network
traffic. Consequently, the models may not be representative enough for the normal
traffic, and they can trigger large numbers of false alerts. Furthermore, it is not easy
to interpret why certain events are triggered as anomalous by machine learning
algorithms. Sommer and Paxson discuss, in a seminal paper [76], the practical
limitations of using machine learning technique in the context of NIDS.

Knowledge based Knowledge based techniques are most often used in practice.
Experts leverage their domain knowledge to define a set of heuristics (i.e., a model)
which is used to identify anomalous traffic, according to the chosen features. These
heuristics often rely on thresholds, which are set to specific values defined by
the experts, to distinguish behaviors. For example, an anomaly-based port scan
heuristic can be the following: if we observe a host sending more than 15 messages,
on different destination ports, to another host in the internal network, then we
consider this event as a port scan attempt. Such a heuristic implies that benign
traffic (i.e., not a port scan attempt) sends fewer than 15 messages, on different
destination ports, to a host on the internal network, and traffic towards non-
internal IP addresses is not interesting for port scan detection.

The upside of these systems is that they are often computationally efficient and
easy to interpret, allowing the system to provide a better reasoning about why a
specific anomalous event has been triggered. The downsides of knowledge based
heuristics are: 1) sub-optimal threshold values, often these values are set based on
personal experience and they are not based on a thorough analysis; 2) sub-optimal
feature selection, meaning that the experts generate heuristics based only on a
small set of features, thus the may miss other important traffic characteristics.

Building the Detection Model

After choosing the technique to use, a machine learning based detection model can
be built as follows: i) the network information transmitted by the sensor is trans-
formed into feature vectors, representing the information chosen by the designer;
ii) the feature vectors are collected, and form together the training dataset ; iii) the
model is created by analyzing the training dataset. In case of knowledge based ap-
proaches, the experts manually define the heuristics (i.e., the model) according to
the selected features, their experience and the data they have manually analyzed.
It is common to use both approaches in order to build detection models.

Once the models have been described, the designer needs to decide how to
evaluate the model, meaning that he needs to choose a function that can compare
the existing model with the newly observed data. Such a decision function should
measure how similar the data is to the model, in terms of distance or other sim-
ilarity metrics, and label the data as anomalous if it deviates too much from the
model. Both the model and the decision function represent the detection model.
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2.1.3 Anomaly Detection
Once the model is ready, the system can start detecting anomalous behavior. The
sensors extract and process the network data, and they send it to the anomaly
detectors. These detectors evaluate the extracted sensor data against the trained
models. In case the new events deviates from the known model, then an anomalous
event is triggered and forwarded to the alert processing module.

It is important to notice that network data is not only processed by the sensor,
but it may also be processed by the detector itself. For example, in case of machine
learning, events must be transformed in the same type of feature vectors that have
been used to build the model, otherwise the event cannot be properly evaluated.
Similarly, data must be processed if knowledge based heuristics analyze specific
features and not only raw data.

2.1.4 Alert Processing
Before alerts are finally shown to the security operator, alerts are often processed
in order to provide more valuable insights about the security events. Valeur et
al. [77] provide a detailed description of this process. The main objectives of these
procedures are: 1) reduce the number of events in order to avoid redundant in-
formation (i.e., alert fusion); 2) reduce the number of false alerts by verifying,
according to predefined procedures, whether the alerts likely represent benign be-
havior or unsuccessful attacks (i.e., alert verification); 3) reconstruct an attack
scenario involving one or more machines by correlating different alerts (i.e., thread
reconstruction and multi-step correlation); 4) assign a severity score to the se-
curity events such that operators can focus on the most impactful attacks (i.e.,
impact analysis and prioritization); and 5) visualize the information to the end
user, the security operator. All these intermediate steps are important to improve
the usability of an IDS.

2.2 Performance Evaluation
When an IDS evaluates an event (e.g., a connection), the result of the evaluation
falls in one of the following categories:

• true positive (TP): the IDS triggered an alert and the event was malicious;

• true negative (TN): the IDS did not trigger an alert and the event was not
malicious;

• false positive (FP): the IDS triggered an alert and the event was not mali-
cious;

• false negative (FN): the IDS did not trigger an alert and the event was
malicious.

From the point of view of IDS performance, FP are particularly relevant be-
cause they represents false alarms, and they strongly affect the usability of an IDS.
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A high False Positive Rate (FPR) can make the IDS not practical to use [36], [76].
Other metrics relevant for the evaluation of IDS performance are: precision, which
describes the percentage of true alerts over false alerts; recall, which describes the
percentage of detected malicious events over the total number of malicious events;
and accuracy, which is an overall metric to describe the classification performance.
These metrics are computed as follows:

• FPR = FP/(FP + TN)

• Precision = TP/(FP + TP )

• Recall = TP/(TP + FN)

• Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FN + FP )

2.3 Data Exfiltration Detection
Malicious software requires network communication in order to perform many of
its functionalities [37]. For instance, bots receive instructions from Command and
Control (C&C) servers [78], ransomware downloads encryption keys from remote
locations [79], and information stealers exfiltrate data to external servers [80]. Mal-
ware activities last as long as security monitoring products (e.g., NIDS) do not
identify the suspicious behavior, and until operators are able to clean the compro-
mised machine from the infection. Consequently, attackers implement techniques
to evade network monitoring tools to pursue their malicious activities for a longer
period of time.

In this thesis we focus on data exfiltration, which is defined as an unauthorized
transfer of data from a network to a location controlled by the attacker [14]. In this
setting, the attacker wants to hide the transfer of information from the network
security monitor, in order to successfully finish the exfiltration.

In the next sections we discuss how attackers hide their communication chan-
nels, and what is the current state of the art for data exfiltration detection tech-
niques.

2.3.1 Network Covert Channels

Attackers can hide their communication from network security tools by using net-
work covert channels. A network covert channel is a communication channel over
the network that violates security policies by using network protocols in ways
which they were not designed for. The overall idea is to hide the presence of a ma-
licious communication channel (e.g., a C&C protocol) within an existing protocol,
such that a security monitor does not notice the presence of malicious communi-
cations. An example of a network covert channel is to hide encrypted messages
(e.g., commands) in the subdomains of the DNS Query Domain Name [81]. In this
example, the malware violates the security of the network by sending and receiving
commands for malicious purposes. Moreover, such communication channel abuses
the DNS protocol in order to hide its presence from a security monitor. Network
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covert channels are commonly used to hide from a security monitor that is capable
of inspecting the content of the messages.

There are two types of network covert channels [82]: covert storage channels,
where the secret data to be transmitted is hidden within network messages; and
covert timing channels, where the transmitted secret data is represented by the
delay between messages. In this work we only focus on the former type, because
it can be used to exfiltrate larger quantities of data and it is more popular than
covert timing channels.

The main principle of covert storage channels is to embed the data within ele-
ments of a network message that are redundant or uncertain [83]. In fact, network
security monitors are not able to determine whether these elements contain mali-
cious data or not. The size and quantity of these elements define the bandwidth
of the covert channel. Bandwidth affects the quality of a covert channel because
more data can be transmitted, thereby allowing faster communications. Handel
and Sanford [83] give examples of such elements across the entire OSI Network
Model. After Handel and Sandford, many other researchers discussed possible el-
ements in network protocols that could contain data for a covert channel. Most of
these techniques have been summarized in several survey papers [82], [84], [85].

There are several examples of malware using different network covert chan-
nels techniques to avoid detection: Stegoloader [15] hides information using steno-
graphic techniques in images, FAKEM RAT [16] mimic the traffic of known appli-
cations, while FrameworkPOS uses DNS tunneling to exfiltrate data [17]. Cabaj
et al. [86] discuss examples of hiding techniques deployed by malware observed in
the wild.

Regarding HTTP-based covert channels for data exfiltration, malware can use
different methods to exfiltrate data. Figure 2.3 shows how a malware exfiltrates en-
coded data using GET parameters. Figure 2.4 shows malware mimicking a known
application and exfiltrating encoded data over a custom HTTP header of a GET
request. Figure 2.5 shows a malware POST request exfiltrating plaintext data
from the compromised system. Finally, Figure 2.6 shows a malware POST request
transmitting encrypted (or binary) data. These examples represent some of the
techniques that attackers can use to exfiltrate data over HTTP. Note that all
these samples are part of a dataset we collected in this work and they are publicly
available 1.

2.3.2 Anomaly-based Data Exfiltration Detection

Data exfiltration detection can be performed using different approaches. As men-
tioned by Wendzel et al. [82], there is a large number of covert channel techniques.
Consequently, it is difficult to mention all the detection approaches proposed in
literature. Hence, in this section we focus on those anomaly-based data exfiltration
detection approaches that are more relevant within the context of this thesis.

1https://scs.ewi.utwente.nl/downloads/show,DataExfiltrationMalware(DEM)/
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Figure 2.3: CosmicDuke Malware HTTP Exfiltration Attempt

Figure 2.4: Ursnif Malware HTTP Exfiltration Attempt

Figure 2.5: Shakti Malware HTTP Exfiltration Attempt
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Figure 2.6: Pony Malware HTTP Exfiltration Attempt

Since network covert channel are often developed for specific protocols, we
organize the rest of this section by categorizing detection techniques per protocol.

TCP/IP

Hammouda et al. [87] propose different detection rules to identify covert channels
embedding information in distinct parts of the TCP and IP protocols, for example
they address “ISN” and “Urgent Pointer” fields for TCP, and the “Type of Service”
and “IP identification” for the IP protocol. Zhai et al. [88] propose a Markov model
that characterize the normal behavior of TCP flags for different application layer
protocols. The authors show that these models can be used to identify cover chan-
nels abusing the TCP flag field. Zhao and Shi [89] propose a new statistical model
to identify covert channels over the TCP Initial Sequence Number (ISN). Their
technique requires little data representing benign TCP ISN sequences compared
with previous work, and it also has a much lower computational complexity than
other existing solutions. Murdoch and Lewis [90] give an overview of the oppor-
tunities to hide data within TCP/IP headers. The authors propose distinct rules
to identify these type of covert channels. Moreover, they also show that naïve ap-
proaches to hide data can be easily distinguished because they significantly modify
header values compared with the header values in normal traffic.

DNS

Paxson et al. [91] develop a procedure to detect DNS domains that are associated
to suspicious outbound query streams. DNS domains are flagged as anomalous in
case they are associated with a large amount of outbound traffic. This procedure
is composed of different filtering stages and it relies on lossless compression tech-
niques to precisely measure the amount of information an attacker has possibly
transmitted. The authors show this method can trigger very few false positives,
while being able to identify DNS tunnels in large ISP datasets.

Instead of quantifying the amount of information transmitted, Nadler et al. [92]
propose an isolation forest classifier to identify DNS exfiltration attempts. The
model uses features such as character entropy, unique query ratio, query volume,
query average length, and other DNS characteristics. The authors show that their
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approach can identify exfiltration attempts with both high and low throughput.
Cambiaso et al. [93] propose a combination of dimentionality reduction and mutual
information to model the normal behavior of DNS traffic. These techniques are
applied to statistical features describing the inter-arrival time of DNS messages.
The proposed technique is able to detect high throughput exfiltration attempts.
Homem et al. [94] propose to learn the information entropy typically observed
within the DNS messages, and use this characteristics to identify communication
channels that embed other protocols, such as HTTP or FTP, within DNS. The
proposed solution also identifies what type of protocols is being tunneled through
DNS.

Some researchers has focused on covert channel detection over DNS using flow-
based data. Ellens et al. [95] discuss a technique that use different statistical meth-
ods to identify DNS exfiltration. The authors use 8 numerical features related to
DNS flow data (e.g., bytes per flow, packets per flow, flow duration, etc.), and
provide a set of detectors that can be used to identify anomalies in DNS traffic.
Similarly, Aiello et al. [96] use DNS flow statistics to identify DNS tunneling, but
propose to model the traffic according to a two-tier system that rely on different
machine learning algorithm to identify anomalies.

HTTP

Pack et al. [97] present an HTTP tunnel detection system by profiling user behavior
according to traffic flow characteristics (e.g., average packet size, total packet size,
etc.). The system tries to identify anomalies in sequences of HTTP messages, and
within HTTP sessions. Anomalies are further analyzed by a verification module,
which triggers an alert to the administrator in case it identifies specific keywords
in the anomalous traffic.

Borders and Prakash [40] propose Web Tap, a system that models the outbound
traffic characteristics of internal hosts to detect covert channels over HTTP. Web
Tap profiles each host’s traffic according to a set of filters (or sub models). Each
model tries to identify anomalies within different HTTP aspects, such as header
formatting, time delays, requests size and regularity, and so on. The system flags
anomalies when HTTP connections do not fit at least one of these models.

A different approach was taken by Dusi et al. [41]. The authors propose to
use only TCP information for covert channel detection, and they propose Tunnel
Hunter, a system that uses one-class classification to identify anomalous traffic
hidden in HTTP and SSH. Models rely on statistic information related to the
packet size and the inter-arrival time between two consecutive packets, following
the protocol fingerprinting ideas discussed in [98]. In case of HTTP, the model
is trained with only benign HTTP data. The authors show that HTTP tunnels
(e.g., SMTP over HTTP) can be identified by the models because tunnels statistics
deviates from normal HTTP behavior.

A more quantitative approach was introduce by Borders and Prakash [99]. The
authors introduce a new approach to quantify data leakage in HTTP traffic. The
proposed approach inspects three main components of web traffic: HTTP mes-
sages, HTML content and Javascript code. The authors’ solution evaluates these
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components statically (e.g., header fields in HTTP messages) and dynamically
(e.g., execute the scripts and analyze their generated traffic), in order to precisely
quantify the amount of outgoing traffic. The authors show their approach is able
to highlight the presence of exfiltration.

More recently, Schwenk and Rieck propose DUMONT [42], a system to detect
covert communication over HTTP. DUMONT use a One-Class SVM (OCSVM)
classifier to build a model for each monitored host. The system uses different nu-
merical features to characterize normal HTTP traffic. The features are categorized
as length, structural, entropy and temporal features of HTTP requests. The au-
thor show that DUMONT is able to identify HTTP tunnels and backdoors, and
that it has better detection performance than Web Tap [40].

Other protocols and techniques

Marchetti et al. [100] propose a technique to rank internal hosts according to their
possible involvement in data exfiltration or other malicious activities. The authors’
solution analyzes only flow-based information, so it can be applied in any network
independently from the protocol.

He et al. [101] discuss a method to identify encrypted data exfiltration in a
cloud environment. The method models the meta-information (e.g., destination
IP, port) of the encrypted communication of each host. Once the training phase
is completed, all new encrypted communication are evaluated against the model
of their corresponding host. In experimental settings, the authors show that their
technique detects unexpected encrypted channels.

It is also possible to detect data exfiltration by detecting malware behavior.
Botnets are known to perform data exfiltration activities [39]. Therefore, data ex-
filtration detection can be performed by detecting the presence of botnets. There
exist several works in the literature that describe anomaly-based solutions to detect
botnets. For example, botnets can be detected by correlating and finding similar-
ity in spatial-temporal traffic characteristics [102], by clustering groups of hosts
showing both similar network behavior (e.g., coordinate activities) and behavior
that may indicate malicious activities [103] or by analyzing the persistent of traffic
destinations [104].

2.3.3 Focus on HTTP traffic

Protocols with many redundant and uncertain values are ideal for storage covert
channels [83]. Consequently, these diverse values are ideal to exfiltrate data, be-
cause a lot of secret information can be hidden, while it is difficult to distinguish
them from normal protocol values. Furthermore, the larger is the volume of traffic
generated by a protocol, the harder it becomes to reliably identify covert channel,
because the detection mechanism would likely generate more false alerts. Proto-
cols with these characteristics are ideal for an attacker also because they are not
blocked by firewalls, and they guarantee communication with external entities.

The two main protocols that share these characteristics are HTTP and DNS,
and it is not a coincidence that most malware uses these protocols for their com-
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munication channels [37]. These protocols are both used to access web content,
therefore, they inherently transport heterogeneous values, thereby making the de-
tection of these covert channels not trivial. Furthermore, they are both never
blocked by firewall. TCP/IP are also never blocked and have redundant header
values to hide data into, but the bandwidth headers can guarantee to a covert
channel is rather low compared to HTTP and DNS.

However, DNS only offers a single header value to hide data in: the Query
Domain Name. This is a limitation that reduces the bandwidth of the covert
channel. However, this limitation also helps detection mechanism to focus on a
single aspect of the protocol, and it is the main reason why practical anomaly-
based detection solutions for DNS exfiltration exist (e.g., [91], [92]).

On the other hand, HTTP offers multiple locations where data can be exfil-
trated, such as URI, Body, and Cookie, just to name a few. This provides a high
bandwidth for the covert channel, and it also makes detection difficult because
multiple parts of the protocol could potentially be used to hide data. This helps
explaining why a large majority of malware still uses HTTP for its communi-
cation [37]–[39]. Moreover, it also helps explaining why there exist no effective
anomaly-based detection solutions to detect this type of threat. For the aforemen-
tioned reasons, we focus our efforts on detecting data exfiltration in the setting of
HTTP.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have described the following:

1. A brief overview on the architecture of intrusion detection systems.

2. The focus of our work in the setting of network intrusion detection systems
(NIDS), providing a detailed description of its main components.

3. We described how NIDS performance are usually evaluated.

4. We discussed the related work on the detection of data exfiltration, and we
motivated our choice of focusing our efforts mainly on HTTP traffic.

This chapter provides the background knowledge to understand our works on
the detection of data exfiltration, which we start discussing from the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Detecting Data Exfiltration via
Application Fingerprinting1

As discussed in Chapter 1, existing data exfiltration detection approaches over
HTTP are limited. On the one hand, approaches based on predefined threat knowl-
edge (e.g., signature-based) cannot identify unknown data exfiltration attempts.
On the other hand, existing anomaly-based detection solutions are not precise
in terms of detection performance, mainly due to the coarse granularity of their
detection models.

In this chapter, we address RQ1. We present an anomaly-based detection ap-
proach based on passive application fingerprinting, and we introduce DECANTeR,
a system that relies on passive application fingerprinting to detect anomalous out-
bound HTTP traffic. The core idea behind our approach is that malicious software,
as any other application, has its unique traffic characteristics, which differ from
other applications’ characteristics installed on the same machine. Hence, if we
can precisely recognize application traffic via application fingerprints, we can also
identify unknown application traffic, which may indicate the presence of a newly
installed malicious application. Our approach uses fine-grained detection models,
because it models the HTTP traffic of each application installed on a monitored
machine (i.e., application fingerprints). On the other hand, existing work [40], [42]
generates a single model representing the whole HTTP traffic of a single host,
thereby obtaining a more coarse-grained detection model, since the characteristics
of all application traffic is modeled together. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the
granularity of the existing detection models. We implement DECANTeR and we
evaluate it with realistic data from an international organization and datasets com-
posed of malicious traffic. We show DECANTeR outperforms DUMONT [42], the
state-of-the-art regarding anomaly-based covert channel detection over HTTP, in
terms of detection performance and evasion resistance. Furthermore, we we pub-
licly released the dataset of data exfiltration malware samples we used in our
research. In addition, we released the implementation of DECANTeR and our

1This chapter is an edited version of a peer reviewed paper that appeared in ACSAC ‘17 [1]
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implementation of DUMONT that we used for comparing the two approaches.

3.1 Motivation

Existing anomaly-based detection systems for covert channels over HTTP do not
show good detection performance [40]–[42], meaning that they either raise too
many false alerts (i.e., high false positives) or they miss too many exfiltration
attempts (i.e., high false negatives). This limitation is a consequence of the coarse
granularity of their detection models.

Dusi et al. [41] propose to model the typical behavior of HTTP traffic using
packet sizes and inter arrival time as characterizing features. Their model can
distinguish when a protocol is being tunneled over HTTP (e.g., SSH messages are
hidden within the HTTP protocol). However, in case the exfiltration occurs using
the HTTP protocol itself, and not by using a different protocol within HTTP,
(e.g., sending a POST request containing a list of password to a web server), the
proposed solution does not detect the exfiltration attempt.

Borders and Prakash [40] propose to model different HTTP statistics (e.g.,
header formatting, request delays, etc.) for each monitored host. The proposed
system, Web Tap, can identify a data exfiltration attempts that have values sig-
nificantly different from the learned characteristics. Unfortunately, their approach
is not practical, because it generates a high number of false alarms and it is easy
to evade, due to its strong dependency on static header fields [42].

Schwenk and Rieck [42], similarly to [40], propose to create a single model to
characterize the HTTP traffic generated for each monitored host. DUMONT [42]
uses numerical features describing the content and the temporal characteristics of
HTTP requests. Overall, DUMONT shows better detection performance than Web
Tap [40], in terms of false positive rate and evasion resistance. The HTTP model
of DUMONT can identify exfiltration attempts if the malicious messages have
“different structure” than benign messages. For example, exfiltration attempts are
detected if the generated messages contain very long headers field or header values,
or if they contain content with high entropy (e.g., encrypted data), or if there is
a sudden large number of outgoing messages. However, if the attacker generates
messages with a “normal structure”, DUMONT likely misses those attempts. An
attacker can achieve this by using common header fields and values, and by hiding
the data to exfiltrate in parts of the protocol known to contain large values (e.g.,
URI).

Due to the aforementioned limitations, we decided to investigate a different,
fine-grained, approach, which we describe in this chapter.

3.2 Intuition

The intuition of our work is the following: all traffic generated by a specific
host is the consequence of network activities produced by a set of applications
A = {a1, . . . , an} installed on the host. Each application ai has specific network
characteristics, and it is possible to create a fingerprint Fai for each application.
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The network traffic of a host H can then be defined as the union of all application
fingerprints: H =

⋃n
i=1 Fai . Malware is also an application and is likely to have

its own fingerprint. This also holds in case of malicious add-in software (e.g., a
browser add-on produces a different fingerprint than the browser itself). There-
fore, when the malware infects the host and communicates with the outside world,
it should be possible to distinguish its traffic because it should differ from the set
of benign applications A installed on that host. In other words, the set fingerprints
act as a whitelist, and traffic that does not match the whitelist can represent a
potential anomaly.

Although the intuition seems straightforward, there are several challenges to
address. Traditional fingerprinting solutions create fingerprints from offline and
often complete datasets, where an application is dynamically analyzed according to
different inputs in order to trigger all possible behavior embedded in it [105]. In our
setting this would require an analysis a priori of all existing HTTP clients (not only
browsers), which is unrealistic. Therefore, one challenge is to generate fingerprints
of applications from live traffic, which is likely to be incomplete (due to limited
capture time) and heterogeneous (due to differing messages of the same application
over time). Secondly, the system should provide an updating mechanism in case
new fingerprints are created owing to new software installed on the host. In this
chapter we address both challenges.

We are aware that many fingerprinting techniques have been proposed in liter-
ature, such as mobile applications or browser fingerprinting. However, those pro-
posed techniques are not directly applicable to our setting, because they use fea-
tures that are not able to characterize the traffic of workstation applications. For
this reason, a new method is required.

3.3 Threat Model

We consider a scenario where an enterprise monitors the network traffic of its
hosts by (passively) routing all traffic through a network monitor that cannot be
bypassed. We assume that the network monitor cannot be compromised by an
attacker. This is a common assumption because access to the monitor is assumed
to be restricted. We also assume there is a security operator who analyzes the
alerts produced by the network monitor. The attacker can, however, infect one or
more enterprise monitored hosts with malware.

We assume the malware uses HTTP to communicate over the network. As
already mentioned in Section 2.3.3, we focus on HTTP traffic mainly for two
reasons: 1) a large majority of malware uses HTTP [37]–[39], either to communicate
with their C&C server or to exfiltrate data; 2) many enterprise firewalls implement
strict filtering rules that block non-web traffic, which forces malware to avoid
customized protocols and to use HTTP or HTTPS.

Our approach can be applied to encrypted traffic only if the enterprise deploy
a TLS proxy. Although proxies are not an optimal solution due to their security
and privacy concerns [73], they are often deployed in enterprise environments to
enhance network visibility and to protect the most sensitive parts of their networks,
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Figure 3.1: High level overview of DECANTeR’s architecture.

by inspecting the traffic with advanced security solutions. These sensitive networks
are those likely to be targeted by data exfiltration attempts.

3.4 DECANTeR

DECANTeR is a system with the goal of identifying anomalous outbound HTTP
traffic. DECANTeR has two different phases: training and testing. The training
phase works as a setup phase. For a fixed amount of time, the system passively
monitors the network and learns the application fingerprints for each monitored
host. Similarly, during the testing phase, the system monitors the network and
extracts application fingerprints. However, the system additionally compares the
newly extracted fingerprints to those learned during the training phase, in order
to determine the presence of new applications on the monitored hosts. A high level
overview of DECANTeR is shown in Figure 3.1.

The training mode is divided into two modules: labeling and fingerprint gen-
eration. The labeling module groups information from HTTP requests in different
clusters and labels each cluster with its application type (i.e., browser or back-
ground). The labeling module enables the fingerprint generation, which creates
the fingerprint according to the application type (i.e., label) of the cluster and its
HTTP requests. Different features are used to describe browser and background
messages as a consequence of their different characteristics. The outcome of the
training mode is a set of fingerprints for each monitored host.

The training mode is assumed to be trusted, meaning that we assume no mali-
cious application is installed on the machine. In practice, we can avoid to include
malicious data in the training phase in two ways: 1) the host is in a malware-
free state (e.g., just formatted or new); or 2) exclude from the training phase all
the requests that are flagged as malicious by external threat intelligence. In our
evaluation we use both strategies, depending on the dataset.

The testing mode has three modules: labeling, fingerprint generation and de-
tection. The first two modules work the same as in training mode. The labeling
and the fingerprint generation modules extract the set of fingerprints seen in the
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Figure 3.2: Overview of different cases for the DECANTeR labeling method. A)
represents the case of a background application cluster. B) represents the case
of a browser application cluster, where two requests are considered suspicious of
exfiltrating data and not being a browser. In the figure, each circle represents a
request. Black circles are head nodes, outlined circles are requests spawned by
head nodes, dashed circles are disconnected nodes, and dashed circles filled with
a pattern are requests that may exfiltrate data.

network in the last X minutes. Next, the detection module verifies through differ-
ent similarity checks whether these newly extracted fingerprints are anomalous or
not.

Our solution focuses on outgoing HTTP requests only, and more specifically,
GET and POST requests, as these are most commonly used. However, our method
can easily be extended to other request types.

3.4.1 Labeling

The labeling module takes as input HTTP requests, clusters them according to
their User-Agent header field, and assigns a label to each cluster according to its
application type. Benign applications often use unique User-Agent values to be
recognized by web servers, so there is almost a guarantee that all those requests
have been generated by the same application. Therefore, using this value, allows us
to isolate requests from distinct applications in an efficient manner. The labeling
module collects traffic for a time window that we call aggregation time t. During
testing mode, t is a fixed time window of X minutes, while in training mode, t
matches the length of the training period. When t ends, each labeled cluster is
passed to the next module.

Application Types: Background vs. Browser We have identified two types
of HTTP applications: background and browser. The background type represents
those applications whose traffic content and destination are not directly influ-
enced by user inputs (e.g., an antivirus update query). These applications have
predictable behavior, and show fixed patterns in their communication. They often
use the same structure of HTTP headers. Their communication is often towards
the same set of domains, and the size and content of their requests is similar over
time.

The browser type represents web browsers, which generate HTTP traffic whose
content is unpredictable and dynamic, because it directly depends on both user
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actions and the specific visited web sites, especially considering the widespread use
of dynamic web content.

The Labeling Process

The goal of the labeling process is to distinguish between background and browser
application clusters. For each cluster, we inspect all the requests and we try to
determine whether they show the dynamic behavior typical of browser traffic. We
achieve this by relying on a specific data structure called the Referrer graph. If
we are able to construct a Referrer graph from the requests of a cluster, then the
cluster is labeled as a browser application, otherwise as background application.
Mistakes in the labeling process likely cause false positives, because the clusters
of a specific application would be fingerprinted with a different feature set and
the fingerprint would not match the one of the original application. This issue is
discussed further in our evaluation in Section 3.5.3.

In case the cluster is labeled as a browser, we apply an exfiltration filter over the
requests that are not connected to the graph. This filter tries to identify requests
that are potentially hiding in browser traffic while trying to exfiltrate data. This
filter searches for requests (i.e., POST or GET requests with parameters) that are
similar and which repeat over time, because they may represent an attempt of ex-
filtrating data with subsequent similar messages. The requests matching the filter
are inserted in a new cluster labeled as a background application, otherwise they
are considered part of the browser cluster previously identified. Figure 3.2 shows
a detailed overview of the labeling process. In the next paragraphs we provide a
more detailed description of the Referrer graph and the exfiltration filter.

The Referrer Graph

The labeling process distinguishes background and browser application clusters
by leveraging the dynamic behavior of browser traffic. For example, when a user
visits a website, the browser generates a request for a web page (usually HTML).
Once the HTML page has been downloaded, the browser generates additional
HTTP requests to retrieve extra information such as images, scripts, CSS and
others. This information is needed to properly render the webpage. This behavior
is unique to browsers, and it is not present in background applications traffic.
Therefore, we can assign an application type to each cluster by identifying such
behavior in the cluster’s requests.

Several researchers have previously proposed some solutions [106]–[108] to en-
code the dynamic behavior of a browser into a graph data structure known as
Referrer Graph. Nonetheless, none of them are directly applicable to our setting.
ReSurf [108] and ClickMiner [106] focus on reconstructing the user browsing ac-
tivities from network traffic into a graph by connecting all requests that have
been generated by user input, and consequently discarding all the other requests.
The Triggering Relation Graph (TGR) [107] connects requests to user input in
order to detect stealthy malware activities (i.e., identified by disconnected nodes).
User input is collected by an agent hooking browser functions. The TGR approach
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cannot be used because it requires access to the host, which is outside of our sys-
tem model. The ClickMiner approach could be used, but processing all servers
responses would be too resource demanding for live traffic analysis. Additionally,
DECANTeR needs to identify all requests generated from the browser and not
only from the user, as ReSurf and ClickMiner do.

For these reasons, we introduce a new approach to generate a Referrer Graph
by introducing the concept of head nodes. For each cluster request we check based
on the CONTENT-TYPE header if it accepts HTML, javascript, CSS or flash content.
If so, we consider it as a head node. A head node is a request that may lead to
the generation of other HTTP requests. Once we have identified all head nodes in
a cluster, we link to them all requests that they have spawned; thereby a graph
is created. Requests are linked to head nodes if their Referer or ORIGIN domain
value matches with the HOST value of the head node. Head nodes may spawn other
head nodes. If at least one graph is present, the connected nodes are moved to a
new cluster, which is labeled as browser. In case all nodes are disconnected, we
check if the nodes connect to the Referrer graph of the previous time slot t − 1.
This step is needed because the head node, which may have spawned one or more
requests, may have appeared during the previous aggregation time t−1. Therefore,
a link during aggregation time t cannot be found. If the node connect to the head
nodes of the previous graph, the process continues as discussed above. Otherwise,
we label all nodes in the cluster as background. Essentially, the Referrer graph
distinguishes browser and background clusters.

The Exfiltration Filter

A malware may use the same User-Agent as the browser installed on the victim
(accidentally or not). In case its traffic is close in time with (real) browser traffic, it
is likely that malware traffic is included in the same cluster with the browser. This
would allow an attacker to evade detection. However, it is unlikely that malware
generates requests according to a Referrer Graph. Thus, the exfiltration filter tries
to identify potential requests in browser clusters that may represent malicious
exfiltration attempts, and re-classify them as background application. As such,
they are more likely to be identified as new applications.

In case a cluster is labeled as a browser application, the labeling process further
analyzes the disconnected nodes (i.e., nodes in the cluster that are not linked to the
Referrer graph). We want to check if, in a cluster labeled as a browser, there are
hidden malicious requests trying to exfiltrate data. The idea is to identify similar
requests that transmits an excessive amount of information. For example, a set
of successive POST requests containing different data items in the body of the
message.

Firstly, the exfiltration filter marks all the disconnected requests that use the
POST method, or use a GET method and include query parameters in the URI.
Secondly, the filter searches for requests that share similar header fields and same
URI path. We do not look for similarities in query values and parameters because, if
they are used for exfiltration purposes, their values change across requests. Lastly,
we check whether the values contained in the POSTs bodies, or GETs parameters,
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exceed an outgoing information threshold of 500 bytes. If there are multiple re-
quests that share the same URI, similar header fields, and exfiltrate enough data,
then we label them as background request and insert them in a new cluster. The
other disconnected nodes are inserted in the browser cluster.

3.4.2 Fingerprint Generation
This module takes as input the labeled clusters from the labeling module. The
fingerprint generation module creates a fingerprint by extracting a specific set of
features depending on the cluster label. We inspect each request in the cluster and
we extract the following features:

1. Host : the set of domains that are stored in the HTTP field Host. More
specifically, we consider only the top and second level domains. Intuition: we
have observed that many applications, which often operate as background
services, mostly communicate with the same set of domains.

2. Constant Header Fields: the set of header fields always present in the cluster
requests. Intuition: many applications, especially non-browser applications,
systematically use a fixed set of header fields for each request they generate,
making it a unique characteristic. This feature is not new, but previously it
was used to model malicious communication [61], while we use it to model
benign software communication.

3. Average Size: the average size of an HTTP request, computed from the sizes
of all HTTP requests (including both header and body size). Intuition: al-
though the content may vary per request, some applications often generate
requests of very similar sizes, especially when they are generated systemati-
cally.

4. User Agent : the string of the request field User-Agent. Intuition: this value
is often unique for each benign application.

5. Language: a set of string values present in the Accept - LanguageHTTP field.
Intuition: web browsers use this field to advertise which natural languages
they prefer in the HTTP response. This field characterizes not only the
instance of the browser, but also the user settings.

6. Outgoing Information: a close approximation of the total amount of infor-
mation transmitted by all the requests belonging to the cluster. This feature
is used only during testing phase. Intuition: we want to keep track of how
much information the requests within a cluster have transmitted.

It has been already shown that malware can use User-Agent values that look
like valid browser user-agents [37], [38]. Therefore, a fingerprinting method that
relies on this feature alone is not effective. Hence, we want to create fingerprints
that rely on several characteristics of an application network traffic. In this way,
even if the malware correctly guesses the User-Agent value, we can still identify
the malicious fingerprint as anomalous, because the other features may not match
with the real application fingerprint.
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Outgoing Information

The way the amount of information is calculated is relevant, especially for the case
of data exfiltration. If an application periodically generates HTTP requests that
always have the exact same content (e.g., antivirus software requesting updates),
the amount of outgoing information should be only the information contained in
the first request. On the other hand, if an attacker exfiltrates a data item through
several HTTP requests, those requests should contain different information, and
the amount of outgoing information should be as close as possible to original the
exfiltrated item. A naïve approach that quantifies the outgoing information by
summing the size of HTTP requests would fail to address these two cases, because
it would not consider the content differences between requests.

Therefore, we introduce a new method to compute a more precise amount of
outgoing information (OI). Given a set of requests REQ1 . . . REQn in cluster i,

OIi = size(REQ1) +
n∑
i=2

LevenshteinDist(REQi, REQi−1).

The intuition behind this approach is that the content of the first request should
be considered new information, while the next requests add new information only
if they contain new (different) information than their prior request. Please note
that to obtain a tight upper bound, we should compute the edit distance between
the current request i and all previous requests, and then sum only the minimum
value. However, this would be computationally expensive, therefore we decided to
compute the edit distance only with the previous request i− 1.

Algorithm 1 Computation of Outgoing Information. The operator ’in’ is iterator
for the object, while ’.’ access an attribute of the object. In this algorithm a header
is an attribute of a request.
Require: the current request REQi, the latest request REQi−1 transmitted by the

same application.
1: procedure ComputeOutInfo(REQi, REQi−1)
2: OI ← 0 . Initialize counter
3: for all hj in REQi do . hj is the jth header in REQ
4: if hj in REQi−1 then
5: OI += edit_dist (REQi.hj , REQi−1.hj)
6: else
7: OI += length(REQi.hj)
8: end if
9: end for

10: OI += edit_dist(REQi.body, REQi−1.body)
11: updateCache(REQi.huser-agent, REQi)
12: return OI
13: end procedure

Algorithm 1 represents the pseudocode to compute the outgoing information
between two requests. The function ComputeOutInfo takes as input two values: the
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new incoming request REQi, and the latest analyzed request REQi−1, which is stored
in a cache (i.e., hash table) that uses the User-Agent strings as keys. The function
verifies if there are headers, including the URI, present in REQi that are also present
in REQi−1 (line 3-4). If so, it computes the edit distance (i.e., Levenshtein distance)
between the two header values. The result is the new information introduced by the
specific header value of REQi and it is added to the counter of outgoing information
(line 5). For those headers that are present in REQi but not in REQi−1, we consider
their values as new information (line 7). Then the edit distance between the body
of the requests is computed and is added to OI (line 10). Once all headers have
been analyzed, we update the cache by substituting REQi−1 with REQi (line 11),
because now REQi is the last analyzed request.

Different Set of Features for Different Labels.

The traffic patterns of background and browser applications are almost poles apart.
This diversity is the main reason why we decided to have a different set of fea-
tures to represent the fingerprints of these two types. Tailoring the set of features
according to the characteristics of an application and its type, strengthens the
fingerprint against malicious emulation attempts. For example, background appli-
cations have stable patterns, so if a fingerprint characterize them, then it becomes
more difficult for an attacker to emulate the application since it has to follow the
same patterns.

We model background applications using the following features: Host (1), Con-
stant Header Fields (2), Average Size (3), and User-Agent (4). We model browser
applications using the User-Agent (4), and Language (5). These features capture
fixed communication patterns that are characteristics of background and browser
applications, respectively. Moreover, for both application types, we keep track of
the Outgoing Information (6) for each cluster to determine, during the detection,
whether an excess of data is being transmitted or not.

3.4.3 Detection

The detection module takes as input a set of application fingerprints Ftest =
{Fa1 , . . . , Fan}. Each fingerprint Fai is compared against the fingerprints gener-
ated during the training mode Ftrain = {Fb1 , . . . , Fbz}. The comparison is done
by computing specific similarity functions, which are application-type dependent
and verify whether the features of the two fingerprints are similar or not. In case
Fai is not similar to any of the fingerprints in Ftrain, DECANTeR considers Fai as
a new application. The list of similarity functions is shown in Figure 3.3.

Once a new application is found, DECANTeR verifies if the new fingerprint is
a software update (see Section 3.4.4). In case an update is found, the fingerprint
representing the “old version” of the application (i.e., before the update), it is
updated with the new information. Otherwise, if Fai is not an update, an alert is
raised if at least one of these two conditions is satisfied : 1) the amount of outgoing
information of Fai is above a threshold σ, or 2) the User-Agent in Fai resembles
a browser User-Agent string. 2) is checked by simply verifying if strings such as
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“Firefox”, “Chrome”, etc. are in the User-Agent string.
The detection checks 1) and 2) are used for the following reasons: with 1) we

want to know if new applications on the machine are transmitting too much data
over the Internet. This may be indicate a malware installed on the hosts that starts
exfiltrating data; with 2) we want to identify those applications that are trying to
imitate a browser. This check is based on a common malware behavior, which tries
to use user-agent strings of known browsers to hide themselves [37], [38]. Therefore,
new browser-looking fingerprints should be considered as anomalies. In case the
operator considers the alert to be a false positive, he can add the fingerprint to
the list of known application fingerprints, as discussed in Section 3.4.4.

Background Similarity Function

A fingerprint is represented by a set of features. Let us consider Fa and Fb to be
two background application fingerprints generated in Ftest and Ftrain, respectively.
Fa and Fb have the same label. The background similarity function verifies whether
Fa and Fb are representing the traffic of the same application or not. The function
is defined as

sback(Fa, Fb) =

4∑
i=1

si(Fai , Fbi),

where si represents a function that checks the similarity of the ith feature. The
first four similarity functions in Figure 3.3 are used to compare background appli-
cations. Fa and Fb are considered similar if and only if sback(Fa, Fb) ≥ α, where α
is the similarity threshold for sback.

Function s1 (3.1) assigns 1 point if all the Host domains visited by Fa were
also seen by Fb, and 0 otherwise. We require all domains to be present because
background applications often talk with the same set of domains. If the domain
set differs, it might be an indication that the two fingerprints are not representing
the same application.

Function s2 (3.2) assigns 1 point if the Constant Header Fields found in Fa
traffic matches those in Fb, 0.5 if they are a superset of the headers of Fb, and
0 otherwise. HTTP headers are often repeated in background applications re-
quests. However, sometimes the same application generates requests with addi-
tional header fields. This case is addressed giving half of the similarity points. In
case any of the header fields observed during training phase is not present, the
fingerprints may not represent the same application.

Function s3 (3.3) assigns 1 point if the absolute difference between Fa and Fb—
the Average Size—is lower than ε, where ε = Fb3

3 . If it is lower than 2ε, 0.5 and
0 otherwise. An exact match is almost impossible to find. Therefore, we use two
different intervals that depend on ε, which represents an error rate, so we address
the case where the average size may have changed due to some dynamic properties
of the application communication. If the average size is not within the intervals,
the fingerprints are likely not generated by the same application.

Function s4 (3.4) assigns 1 point if the User-Agent of the two fingerprints
matches, and 0 otherwise. In case there is no match, applications are likely differ-
ent.
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These functions describe patterns that we have observed on real traffic and
are tailored to some HTTP characteristics. Through the combination of these four
features it is possible to correctly identify the fingerprints sharing the same ap-
plications despite small changes in behavior, for example a change in User-Agent
or communication with a different domain. The “similarity threshold” α also plays
an important role, because it guarantees a certain flexibility. From our empirical
evaluation, α = 2.5 is the best value that allows us to match different fingerprints
from the same applications, and to distinguish them from those of other appli-
cations. A threshold of 2.5 makes sure that a fingerprint should match with at
least three features. A partial match of the constant header features scores 0.5
points. We have observed from our data that scores lower than 2.5 would match
fingerprints that do not represent the same application, because they may share
the same headers and size, but they communicate with completely different ser-
vices (e.g., using distinct hosts and User-Agent). Higher threshold values do not
guarantee flexibility towards changes in the requests. This can be a problem when
fingerprints are trained on little data, which contains only a specific subset of the
requests generated by the application.

Browser Similarity Function

The browser similarity function is easy to compute, because there are only two
features to evaluate:

sbrow(Fa, Fb) = s4(Fa4 , Fb4) + s5(Fa5 , Fb5)

where s4 is the same as in the background setting. Function s5 assigns 1 point if
the Language of the two fingerprints matches, and 0 otherwise.

Fingerprints Fa and Fb are considered similar if and only if sbrow(Fa, Fb) = β,
where β is the similarity threshold for sbrow. For browsers both features should
exactly match, thus β = 2. A lower β would result in a more permissive check,
allowing one of the two features to not match, which would lead in an easier evasion
for the attacker.
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s1(Fa1 , Fb1) =

{
1 if Fa1 ⊆ Fb1 ,

0 otherwise;
(3.1)

s2(Fa2 , Fb2) =


1 if Fa2 = Fb2 ,

0.5 if Fa2 ⊃ Fb2 ,

0 otherwise;
(3.2)

s3(Fa3 , Fb3) =


1 if |Fa3 − Fb3 | ≤ ε,
0.5 if |Fa3 − Fb3 | ≤ 2ε,

0 otherwise;
(3.3)

s4(Fa4 , Fb4) =

{
1 if Fa4 = Fb4 ,

0 otherwise.
(3.4)

s5(Fa5 , Fb5) =

{
1 if Fa5 = Fb5
0 otherwise (3.5)

Figure 3.3: DECANTeR’s similarity functions. The function subscript is enumer-
ated according to the feature the function analyzes, as discussed in Section 3.4.2,
while ε refers to the error rate accepted for the Average Size feature, discussed in
Section 3.4.3.

3.4.4 Fingerprint Update
When the detection module finds a new application, it is possible that a false
positive is triggered. This can happen for different reasons: a new application has
been installed, the application did not communicate during the training phase, or
an existing application has been updated. These are events that may happen over
time during live monitoring, therefore it is important that DECANTeR is updated.

Common browsers, such as Chrome, often update themselves without user in-
teraction. When a browser is updated, its User-Agent string changes, leading to
a new different fingerprint. DECANTeR addresses this issue by verifying for every
new fingerprint if the User-Agent string is similar to any of the existing finger-
prints. DECANTeR computes the edit distance between the two strings, it divides
the outcome with the length of longest string, and it obtains a final value between
0 and 1. If the value is smaller than 0.1, DECANTeR considers the strings to be
similar. We have determined this threshold empirically. Therefore, only if a small
part of the string changes, they are considered similar (e.g. increased software ver-
sion). If the strings are similar, DECANTeR runs the similarity functions (again)
according to its type, and it automatically assigns the maximum score for similar-
ity function s4 (3.4). If the fingerprints are considered similar, the older fingerprint
is updated with the new information.
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The other main causes of false positives are: 1) the installation of new software,
and 2) software that did not communicate during the training mode. In these
cases, DECANTeR is updated by the security operator. Once he flags an alert as
a false positive, DECANTeR can simply add the flagged fingerprint in its pool of
trained fingerprints. This method of updating is computationally efficient, because
DECANTeR only needs to add an element into a set.

3.5 Evaluation

In this section we describe the datasets we used to evaluate DECANTeR. We dis-
cuss how the main system parameters aggregation time t and threshold σ (i.e.,
threshold for the outgoing information) are chosen. We evaluate the detection
performance of DECANTeR and compare it with DUMONT [42]. We have imple-
mented a Python version of DECANTeR and DUMONT 2, because its original
implementation was not available. In this evaluation, we consider alerts triggered
by malware to be true positive (TP), while false positives (FP) are those alerts
triggered by benign software.

3.5.1 Datasets

User Dataset (UD). We have collected data from 9 researcher machines at an
international university. An overview of the dataset is shown in Table 3.1. User 5
has a significantly higher number of trained fingerprints due to an adware installed
on its machine. We used real data to avoid possible biases by capturing data in
a lab (e.g., a fixed set of installed applications). The period of time of collection
varies per user, as it spans from three working days to a few weeks. The dataset
contains 123,766 HTTP requests and represents more than 493 hours of network
traffic.

Organization Dataset (OD). DECANTeR has been deployed to an interna-
tional organization monitoring outgoing HTTP traffic on a network link with
thousands of hosts. The traffic was inspected using Zeek (previously known as
Bro [109]) and filtered on port 80, which created ad-hoc HTTP logs that have
then been processed by DECANTeR. From the organization, we have obtained
307,053 fingerprints (representing 3,773,106 HTTP requests) generated by DE-
CANTeR for 441 partially self-managed hosts that communicated for a period of
a month: 291 employee workstations, and 150 infrastructure machines.

Data Exfiltration Malware (DEM). We analyzed hundreds of malware sam-
ples within a virtual machine (VM) for roughly 60 minutes per sample using
Cuckoo3. In our VM, we have installed known software, stored account credentials
for real services (e.g., Gmail, LinkedIn), and placed some decoy documents of dif-
ferent format containing sensitive information, which we obtained from Wikileaks.

2Both implementations are available at https://github.com/rbortolameotti/decanter
3https://cuckoosandbox.org/
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User ID HTTP
Requests

Total
Hours
Traffic

Training
Time

(hours)

Testing
Time

(hours)

Trained
Finger-
prints

1 6739 27 10 17 8
2 4709 48 7 41 3
3 10250 18 7 11 9
4 4480 30 8 22 7
5 20075 35 9 26 93
6 3296 47 9 38 6
7 18525 17 7 10 20
8 41527 125 5 120 8
9 14165 145 10 135 11

Table 3.1: User Dataset Overview.

We have removed all network data samples that generated less than 100 bytes of
HTTP traffic. This resulted in 59 traffic malware samples known for their exfiltra-
tion capabilities. The samples belong to 8 families of information-stealer malware:
iSpy, Shakti, FareIT, CosmicDuke, Ursnif, Pony, Dridex, and SpyEye. The main
reason why the number is low is because the (fresh) malware we evaluated was
able to detect the VM, and therefore it did not perform any communication. De-
spite the relatively low number of samples, we believe this dataset can have an
important value for the community, because there are two requirements needed to
collect it that are not easy to fulfill for all researchers: 1) access to fresh malware
samples from specific malware families, because (even few months) old malware
may not be able to communicate anymore, and 2) connect the VM to the Internet,
which may not be allowed due to risks the infrastructure may incur by running live
malware. The collection of this dataset has been approved by the IT department,
and the dataset is public 4, together with both implementations, to foster research
on data exfiltration.

Ransomware (RAN). This dataset consists of ransomware traffic. We obtained
290 pcaps from the authors of FSShield [79]5, and the virtual machine used in their
analysis. The VM is used to label benign and malicious traffic (see Section 3.5.2).
We removed those pcaps that did not generated at least 100 bytes of HTTP traffic,
obtaining a total of 287 samples. These samples belong to 5 different families of
ransomware: CryptoWall, CryptoDefense, Critroni, TeslaCrypt, and Crowti.

3.5.2 Evaluation Setup

The UD, RAN, and DEM datasets are network traffic files (i.e., .pcap). Each file is
analyzed with Zeek [109] to generate a log file, which contains the HTTP headers
and additional metadata for each request. The OD dataset is a set of log files.

4https://scs.ewi.utwente.nl/downloads/show,DataExfiltrationMalware(DEM)/
5The RAN dataset can be requested from the authors of [79].
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Labeling the datasets. We have labeled malicious and benign requests in our
datasets as follows. In UD, we have manually labeled requests as malicious if they
were showing User-Agent values not matching any application installed on the
machine (e.g., iPhone in User-Agent strings on a Windows machine). In RAN and
DEM, we have generated network traffic with the VMs, without running malware,
and we labeled as benign all requests that had same User-Agent as the applications
found on the VMs traffic. The other requests are considered malicious, including
browser requests, because we know that during the analysis only the malware
could have used the browser to generate traffic. We have manually labeled the OD
dataset after analyzing it with the help of external threat intelligence services6
and with indicators of compromise we have obtained from a professional threat
intelligence provider.

Dataset split for training and testing. In all experiments with the UD
dataset we have used the traffic of the first working day for training and the rest
has been used for testing. The training mode—as any setup phase—is trusted,
therefore we manually checked if there were malicious fingerprints, and if so we
removed them. We removed dozens of connections known to be malicious from
a single host, which was infected by malicious software. In the experiments with
RAN and DEM we used the VMs traffic generated without malware for train-
ing, and all malicious samples are used for testing. In case of the OD dataset, we
have trained DECANTeR using the first week of traffic, and the rest was used for
testing.

Fingerprint Updates. In our evaluations, we assume that DECANTeR updates
its fingerprints. Thus, if DECANTeR would raise a false positive for five consecutive
time slots, and these are identical to each other, only the first is counted as a false
positive and the rest is considered true negatives. This represents the scenario
where an operator flags the first alert as a false positive, and DECANTeR adds
the new fingerprint to its trained set of fingerprints.

Parameter Selection. σ is the system parameter in the detection module that
decides whether to trigger an alert or not, depending on the amount of new infor-
mation generated by a fingerprint. We have evaluated the number of false positives
(FP) σ would raise on the UD according to different values. Figure 3.4 suggests
that the number of FPs is proportionally inverse to the threshold value. A high
threshold produces few FP. Obviously, a too high threshold can also lead to a
low detection rate of anomalous traffic. We suggest σ = 1000 bytes, because the
decrease of FP is less significant for higher thresholds. Moreover, 1000 bytes is
a low value that could detect an exfiltration of very small data items such as
cryptographic keys (e.g., a .pem file with a 2048-bit RSA key has a size of 1700
bytes).

6We have used the information provided by ThreatCrowd (https://www.threatcrowd.org/)
and VirusTotal (https://virustotal.com/).
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Figure 3.4: Represents the number of false positives generated from the traffic of 9
users, from the UD dataset, for different values of σ, and aggregation time t = 10
minutes.

The other relevant parameter of DECANTeR is the aggregation time t, used in
testing mode. The advantages of a long detection time are: the lower number of FP,
because more requests are aggregated in the same fingerprint, and there are fewer
fingerprint to analyze, if compared with lower thresholds; and an attacker, who
wants to remain undetected, must severely decrease its communication. If we set
t = 30 minutes and σ = 1000 bytes, it means that the attacker cannot transmit
more than 1000 bytes within half an hour. The disadvantage is slow detection,
because the detection is performed less often and an attacker can transmit more
data before it is detected. A low detection time has the opposite advantages and
disadvantages. We have tested DECANTeR with σ = 1000 and three different t
values to understand the relation between t and the number of FP triggered. We
used t = 1, 10 and 30 minutes. The overall number of FPs DECANTeR triggered
was 116, 73, and 63 respectively. Showing a clear relation between time and FP
reduction. Both 10 and 30 minutes cases generate a lower number of FP. However,
we consider 10 minutes a better trade-off, because it still provides enough time to
the operator to verify the alert, and it provides quicker detection. If having low
FPs is a necessity, 30 or more minutes as t values is a better option. For the rest
of the paper, we use t = 10 minutes and σ = 1000 bytes.

3.5.3 Detection Performance
We have evaluated the detection performance of DECANTeR against the UD,
RAN, and DEM datasets. We have trained and tested DECANTeR for each dataset
as discussed in Section 3.5.2. The analysis evaluates the number of fingerprints that
are correctly classified (or not) by DECANTeR. Fingerprints are labeled as mali-
cious if they contain at least one request previously labeled as malicious, otherwise
they are considered benign. The results are shown in Table 3.2.

Analysis of the User Dataset. In the UD dataset, DECANTeR detected 117
malicious fingerprints for a specific user, despite the use of a known antivirus
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Dataset Malware
Detection

Classification Performance

TP FN TN FP FPR TPR

UD - 117 36 4291 73 1.6% 76.4%
RAN 98.6% 3348 438 4257 2 0% 88.4%
DEM 96.8% 237 67 24 1 4% 77.9%

Table 3.2: Detection performance for different datasets with σ = 1000 and t =
10 minutes. Malware Detection indicates the percentage of detected samples by
DECANTeR. For the classification performance, the values represent the number
of fingerprints classified as true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives
(TN) or false positives (FP). FPR indicates the false positive rate FPR = FP

FP+TN ,
while TPR indicates the true positive rate TPR = TP

TP+FN .

software. The user was infected by an adware, which explains the presence of
many different fingerprints. Many requests contained distinct User-Agent values
(even mobile strings), header fields and domains. Possibly, the malware wanted to
emulate various requests, as they were generated from distinct hosts, to increase
the number of visits (or clicks) to specific ads links. Although adware may not
seem very harmful, we know that they also have data exfiltration capabilities [18].
The false negatives (FN) were all unknown fingerprints, meaning that they did not
match any of the existing fingerprints. However, DECANTeR did not trigger an
alert because they transmitted fewer bytes than the threshold σ (i.e., 1000 bytes)
during the aggregation period (i.e., in our evaluation is 10 minutes). Additionally,
those fingerprints did not have a User-Agent value of a known browser, which is the
last check that triggers alerts in case of fingerprints that transmit little data. The
false positives (FP) were mainly caused by applications that were not fingerprinted
during training mode. For instance, traffic generated by a Windows VM on a Linux
host. Other FPs were triggered due to labeling “mistakes”, where some browser
requests were considered as background. This labeling mistakes mainly occurred
in case of web scripts, which do not reference to previous requests and send out
information through GET with parameters (or cookies). OCSP POST requests
also were often mistakenly consider as background applications. Nonetheless, when
DECANTeR is updated, it learns the background fingerprints of these scripts, and
next time they are triggered DECANTeR will not raise a FP. Since we do not
know the amount of malicious software running on the infected host, we do not
know the number of malicious samples DECANTeR has detected.

Analysis of Data Exfiltration and Ransomware Malware Datasets. In
the RAN and DEM datasets, DECANTeR classifies most of the fingerprints cor-
rectly. As shown in Table 3.2, DECANTeR on average detects 8 malicious finger-
prints out of 10. Considering that a malicious sample is successfully detected if at
least one TP is triggered to the operator, our system detected 98.6% and 96.8%
of malicious sample from the RAN and DEM dataset, respectively. The FPR for
the DEM dataset seems very high, but only 1 FP has been in fact triggered by
DECANTeR.
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Similarly to the UD dataset, FNs are mostly caused by malware that have
fingerprints with low outgoing information. Moreover, a few malware samples (i.e.,
Ursnif family7 ), which were successfully detected, generated additional browser-
like traffic that was not properly classified. The samples in question turned out to
generate traffic that matched the browser traffic of our VM, because it generated a
Referrer Graph and it has been analyzed accordingly by DECANTeR. Therefore,
the communication was considered as a FN. However, this was only noise created
by the malware, which communicated with its C&C through other requests that
had different User-Agent and were not connected in any graph. This led to the
generation of background fingerprints that have been detected by DECANTeR as
anomalous, resulting in a successful detection of the sample. Another interesting
behavior used by other Ursnif samples was a mimicking attempt. Figure 3.5 shows
a comparison between the mimicking request 3.5b and the original request 3.5a.
The malware camouflaged itself by using a legit User-Agent value (i.e., Microsoft
Crypto API 6.3) and a valid URL (e.g., the shown URL is commonly used by
Microsoft Crypto API requests). However, as shown in Figure 3.5b, there have
been four differences that exposed the malware to detection. First, the malware
used a different set of headers than the original software (e.g., the Check header
does not exist). Second, the size of the exfiltrating request was much larger than
the original request (e.g., 3000 bytes per request). Third, the User-Agent, despite
being a valid value, did not match with the software version used on the infected
machine. Lastly, the Host value was not a standard DNS hostname, typically used
by the original software. Due to these differences, DECANTeR was able to identify
this case as well.

Analysis of the Organization Dataset. DECANTeR detected 8 machines
with actual anomalous behavior. Half of these machines showed traffic patterns
known to be caused by malware according to different sources. The other half
has shown known anomalous patterns related to advertisement websites, which
suggests the presence of some type of adware, perhaps browser hijackers. Unfortu-
nately, we could not check directly the host machine to get further proofs. In one
case, DECANTeR has identified a malicious IP address before being blacklisted
by VirusTotal. The overall FPR8 is 0.9%. The specific FPR values per machine
category are: 1% for workstations and 0.3% for servers. These values are expected,
because workstations produce more outbound HTTP traffic.

3.5.4 Comparison with DUMONT

The closest anomaly-based related work to DECANTeR are WebTap[40] and DU-
MONT [42]. In [42] the authors have already compared these two solutions, show-
ing that WebTap suffers of a high false positive rate, and the detection rate drops
significantly in case malware would use simple evasion techniques. Therefore, we
compare DECANTeR with DUMONT.

7 https://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/threat/encyclopedia/entry.aspx?Name=
Win32/Ursnif

8Also in this scenario we assume an operator is updating DECANTeR.
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(a) Original Microsoft Crypto API request.

1

2

3
4

(b) URSNIF mimick attempt.

Figure 3.5: Mimicked attempt from URSNIF malware detected by DECANTeR.
Figure 3.5a shows a typical request of Microsoft Crypto API from the infected
machine. Figure 3.5b shows the mimicking request generated by the malware. Red
boxes highlight the differences between the two requests. The mimicked request
has: 1) a different list of headers; 2) large header value; 3) valid User-Agent but
wrong in the context of the infected machine; and 4) IP address instead of DNS
hostname for Host value.

System Dataset Malware
Detection

Classification Performance

TP FN TN FP FPR TPR

UD - 928 51 90566 3378 3.5% 94.7%
DECANTeR RAN 98.6% 81910 1123 13520 10 0% 98.6%

DEM 96.8% 4887 2643 352 3 0.8% 65%

UD - 49 930 87003 6959 7.4% 5%
DUMONT .1 RAN 81.8% 17426 65607 13529 4 0% 20%

DEM 4% 20 7513 351 4 1% 0.2%

UD - 164 815 64824 29138 31% 16.7%
DUMONT .6 RAN 100% 81708 1325 1203 12330 91.1% 98.4%

DEM 40.5% 2688 4845 132 223 62.8% 35.6%

Table 3.3: Comparison between DECANTeR and DUMONT, evaluated over our
three datasets. We show the results for DUMONT according to two different
threshold, one (0.1) that is conservative and tries to raise the least number of
FPs, and the other (0.6) that shows a better ratio FPs and TPs.
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DUMONT creates a one-class SVM (OCSVM) from HTTP requests according
to 17 different numerical features that involve different metrics such as entropy,
length of header fields, and temporal traffic characteristics. During a testing phase,
DUMONT verifies if the features of each new requests are within a certain dis-
tance from the hypersphere represented by the OCSVM. We have reimplemented
DUMONT because its implementation was not available. Similarly, we evaluated
it using our datasets, because the dataset used in the original paper was not avail-
able. Our implementation takes as input only HTTP headers, therefore DUMONT
cannot use the entropy features for HTTP POST body. Considering that the num-
ber of POSTs in the network is much lower than the number of GET requests,
we do not consider this a serious limitation. For each experiment, we have fol-
lowed the procedure discussed in [42], by calibrating the model with malicious
data (from both RAN and DEM datasets), and tested it with different parameters
(i.e., OCSVM soft margin) to find a suitable ratio of false positive and detection
rate. In our results, we discuss two different values used to compute the optimal
soft margin: 0.1 that triggers a low number of FPs, and 0.6 that gives a reasonable
ratio between FPs and TPs.

For a fair comparison we have evaluated the correct classification of requests,
in contrast to fingerprints, since DUMONT works only on requests. We considered
for DECANTeR all requests in malicious fingerprints to be malicious. Similarly, all
requests were considered benign for those fingerprints labeled as benign. After all,
fingerprints are abstractions of a group of requests. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 3.3. The first observation is DECANTeR outperforms DUMONT in all three
detection aspects: FPR, TPR and Malware Detection (as shown in the tables).
One of the biggest differences lies in the detection of malicious samples, where
DECANTeR shows consistent detection independently from the underlying mali-
cious data, while DUMONT detection strongly suffer this dependency. The second
observation is that the detection performance numbers of DECANTeR are better
than those shown in Table 3.2. The different results between the two evaluations
are related to the distribution of requests across the fingerprints. For example,
given two fingerprints, one classified as TP containing 5 requests and one FN with
1 request, then the TPR is 0.83. On the contrary, if we consider only the number
of fingerprints (i.e., exclude the amount of requests), the TPR is 0.5.

The low detection performance of DUMONT is explainable by the fact that
many malicious requests are not structured (e.g., length of header fields) differently
from benign requests. Thus, the feature vectors representing the malicious requests
do not deviate from benign requests feature vectors. DUMONT misses this type
of requests. DECANTeR overcomes this issue by using semantics information and
different features per application type, leading to a higher specificity. A surprising
result is the high number of FPs in the UD dataset triggered by DUMONT. This
may be caused by two different behaviors. Firstly, the training set did not con-
tain all possible applications, so requests generated in testing phase by VMs, new
browsers, and other applications may have influenced DUMONT. Secondly, many
benign requests contain a large amount of data (e.g., COOKIE, large URI), which
are bigger than average HTTP requests. DECANTeR suffers less these behav-
iors because it does not monitor structural characteristics (e.g., request or header
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System Dataset TPR Malware Detection

DECANTeR (requests) RAN 99.9% 100%
DEM 99.2% 100%

DUMONT .1 RAN 4.3% 25.6%
DEM 0.4% 5.5%

DUMONT .6 RAN 58.4% 100%
DEM 15.8% 62.1%

Table 3.4: Evasion test against DECANTeR and DUMONT

values length). Moreover, DECANTeR can adapt over time through the update
mechanism. Thus, if a new benign application is detected as a false positive, its
fingerprint can be added to the set of known fingerprints. A similar update pro-
cess cannot be performed by DUMONT, because to retrain the entire OCSVM,
the system has to recollect all the user data again and the training of the model
again. This procedure can take a long time (e.g., several hours) depending on the
amount of data and features.

3.5.5 The Evasion Test

As we know malware tries to imitate browser User-Agent strings [37], [38]. A piece
of malware can choose an existing browser User-Agent or even copy the same as
its victim’s browser, by inspecting the OS (e.g., Windows Registry) or by sniffing
the network.

We evaluated how DECANTeR performs in case malware would use the same
User-Agent as its victim, and even its language. A similar test was performed
in [42]. We give the malware the exact features needed to bypass our browser
similarity check. We have modified all malicious requests in the DEM and RAN
logs by substituting the original User-Agent value with the one of the VM browser,
which in this case was the victim. We did the same for the Accept-Language
header, and if it was not present we have injected it in the log. We have tested
both DECANTeR and DUMONT, and again for fair comparison we considered
the requests.

The results shown in Table 3.4 ironically shows an increase in detection for
DECANTeR, even though one may expect a drop of detection. The reason lies
in the labeling method. Although part of the content of the message is exactly
the same as the real browser, malicious requests are still labeled as background,
because they do not create a referrer graph. Moreover, since they all share the
same User-Agent, their amount of outgoing information adds up and it always
exceeds σ. The results also show that DECANTeR is more robust than DUMONT
against these simple evasion attempts.
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3.6 Discussion and Limitations

In this section we discuss the application of DECANTeR in the specific use-case
of data exfiltration, how an attacker can evade DECANTeR and the limitations of
our fingerprinting approach.

3.6.1 Use-case: Data Exfiltration

DECANTeR has detected 96.8% of data exfiltration malware and also detected a
tool specialized in data exfiltration (i .e., Data Exfiltration Toolkit)9. We believe
DECANTeR is a good fit for detecting data exfiltration because the detection
works independently from the content of the communication (i.e., payload), which
is often obfuscated by attackers (e.g., using steganography [110]) as main mecha-
nism to avoid detection over the network.

From the network perspective it is impossible to determine whether a specific
communication contains sensitive data when it is obfuscated, unless the obfusca-
tion scheme, or decryption key, is known. This is the main reason why current
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions [111]–[116] fail to detect data exfiltration.

DLP systems work as follows: 1) someone (e.g., security operator) collects
documents that are known to be sensitive for the company (i.e., employees make
assumptions about documents’ sensitivity); 2) sensitive documents are provided
as input to the DLPs; 3) depending on the type of DLP solution, the system
learns the characteristics of a sensitive document (e.g., hash files); and 4) the DLP
monitors the network and blocks connections that are transferring sensitive files.
Unfortunately, when an attacker transmits sensitive files, she transforms them such
that are not recognizable anymore. For example, the attacker can divide documents
into small files and obfuscate each of them separately. Thus, when the documents
are transferred over the network, the DLP is not able to re-identify the sensitive
documents, because they have been transformed and they look very different from
the original document.

Approaches that try to detect anomalous encrypted outbound communica-
tion [101], [117] also fail, because they rely on the high entropy values of encryp-
tion or compression. However, when malware uses encoding after encryption, the
entropy drastically drops and the exfiltration is not detected.

Instead of focusing on the actual payload being transmitted, DECANTeR fo-
cuses on identifying anomalies in the metadata, which is described by the finger-
print features, and on quantifying the amount of data being transmitted. This com-
bination has shown good performance by detecting 96.8% of information stealers
samples, showing an improvement with the current state-of-the-art which detected
only 40% of the samples.

3.6.2 Evasion

The evasion test has shown that DECANTeR is not easy to evade with simple
evasion techniques such as spoofing User-Agent or other header values (see Sec-

9https://github.com/sensepost/DET
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tion 3.5.5). However, it is still possible to evade DECANTeR.
The first type of evasion is to exploit σ and t, by communicating little data in

each time slot without triggering the threshold, and using a non-browser User-Agent
string. This type evasion is inherent in anomaly detection, because it relates to
the thresholds and timeouts used for detection. It still possible to reduce the risk
of FNs by reducing σ and t, however this could lead to a larger number of FPs
as well. Lastly, randomizing σ and t within a certain range of values can make
the system less predictable to the attacker, and therefore may lead him to make
mistakes that can cost him the detection. Nonetheless, the attacker can still evade
using low values for σ and t.

The second type of evasion is more advanced. A malware can evade DE-
CANTeR by mimicking the dynamic behavior of a browser and using the correct
header values that are used by the victim’s browser. Alternatively, the attacker
may mimic an installed background application by mimicking its header values
and message sizes. In both cases, the attacker’s communication would show the
same characteristics as the installed applications, therefore it would become im-
possible for DECANTeR to identify any difference. We call this type of threat
an adaptive attacker. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of malware
samples that uses such type of mimicking techniques to evade detection. At most,
we have observed that malware mimics the communication of an application a
priori, meaning that it is programmed to communicate similarly to an existing
application. However, it does not change its way of communicating depeding on
the victim’s communication. Consequently, malware has to evolve from the tech-
niques it uses today, if it wants to evade techniques such as passive application
fingerprinting. An adaptive attack is quite advanced since the malware should be
able to monitor the network of the victim, and to adapt its content according to
live traffic details.

The third type of evasion is also advanced. An attacker can exploit an installed
application, and use its network capabilities to communicate with its infrastruc-
ture. Using this technique the attacker is indistinguishable from the existing ap-
plication, therefore the malicious communication is not detected. This type of
attack is most common against browsers, and it is known as Man-In-The-Browser
attack [118]. The attack could be performed against other applications as well.
However, this type of attacks limits the attacker to compromise only what the
application can access. In the case of browser, the attacker can read and write all
the information a user insert in the browser. However, the attacker cannot access
files stored in the file system, therefore he cannot exfiltrated sensitive documents
stored in dedicated folders.

Lastly, the attacker can try to poison the fingerprint update mechanism by
convincing DECANTeR to update a benign fingerprint with a malicious one. For
example, the malware can start generating HTTP requests with a User-Agent
similar to the victim browser, and same language feature. This would trigger an
update, and future connections of the malware will not be detected. However,
DECANTeR can detect this by monitoring the old User-Agent string (before the
update take place). In case DECANTeR detects requests with the old User-Agent,
then a poisoning attack has been detected. This works because, once it updates,
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benign software does not switch back to the old value.

3.6.3 Fingerprinting Limitations
There are two main limitations of DECANTeR’s fingerprinting method.

The first limitation is encryption. DECANTeR’s fingerprinting method is de-
signed to work on plaintext HTTP traffic. Consequently, unless a TLS-proxy is
being used, HTTPS traffic cannot be analyzed using passive application finger-
printing.

The second main limitation relates to the way fingerprints are built. A cen-
tral component in DECANTeR is the Referrer Graph, which tries to abstract the
browser dynamics to distinguish between background and browser applications, by
leveraging the requests generated by browsers to download the website resources.
There are three main situations that are problematic to handle for the Referrer
graph.

The first is when there are browser requests that do not contain the Referer
field. Web scripts (e.g., asynchronous javascript) sometimes generate messages
without such a header. OCSP requests never contains a Referer. Consequently, if
they are observed while no other browser message has created a referrer graph, then
the whole cluster would be considered a background application and a false positive
would be generated. This is the most frequent situation of the three. DECANTeR
tackles it using the update mechanism, which keeps the list of fingerprints updated,
thereby suppressing future false positives.

The second problematic situation may occur when non-browser applications
use the Referer field (e.g., cloud storage or chat clients). Do note that we did not
find any example of such an application in our analyses, probably because they
were encapsulated in TLS and we did not use a TLS proxy. In such cases, a Re-
ferrer Graph would be present and the application would be labeled as a browser.
However, the fingerprint would be different from the browser’s fingerprint, due to
the different header values. Nonetheless, this situation is not a major concern since
such a fingerprint would be either added during the training phase, or after it is ob-
served as FP. Therefore, it would not lead to many FP. In case a browser is used to
upload data on a cloud storage service (e.g., Google Drive) or a messaging service
(e.g., Facebook Chat), DECANTeR generates fingerprint that matches the browser
fingerprint. This happens because the presence of Referer and Origin fields gen-
erate a Referrer Graph for the cluster, and user-agent and language match those
of the browser. This can be checked using a tool that intercept HTTP/HTTPS
requests, such as Burp Suite10.

The third situation that is hard to handle for DECANTeR is when websites are
loaded only from the HTML. In this case a graph is not generated, because there
are no extra resources being requested to load the website page. In case the browser
has accessed only this “type” of websites within t, DECANTeR would generate
a background fingerprint. Thus, DECANTeR would likely trigger an alert (i.e.,
FP) because, despite the low outgoing information, the fingerprint has a known
browser User-Agent. However, it is more likely that, within t, the browser also

10https://portswigger.net/burp/
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other websites with additional resources to download. In this case, there would
be at least one graph for the cluster, and a browser label would be assigned to it.
The disconnected nodes (e.g., the requests to websites without extra downloadable
content) would be checked against the exfiltration filter. These requests probably
do not show signs of exfiltration, therefore they are just assigned to the cluster
previously labeled as browser.

3.7 Conclusions
We have proposed and implemented a new anomaly-based approach to detect
anomalous outbound HTTP traffic. We have evaluated DECANTeR against traf-
fic from a real organization, and from different sets of malicious traffic samples.
We have compared our solution with the current state-of-the-art DUMONT, and
we have shown that passive application fingerprinting performs better than ex-
isting solutions, both in terms of detection performance and evasion resistance.
Moreover, we have shown that DECANTeR can successfully identify malicious
communication that are known to be related to information stealers, which are
malware samples with data exfiltration goals.

With this chapter we partially address our first research question RQ1. We
have shown that passive application fingerprinting is a valid approach for data ex-
filtration detection without relying on predefined threat knowledge. Although the
overall approach is valid, the fingerprinting technique of DECANTeR is technically
limited, as discussed in Section 3.6.3. Therefore, we will continue to address RQ1
in the next chapter, where we discuss a more technically advanced fingerprinting
method that brings passive application fingerprinting a step closer to practice.
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Chapter 4

Enhancing Passive Application
Fingerprinting1

In Chapter 3, we have shown that passive application fingerprinting is a promising
approach for data exfiltration detection. However, as discussed in Section 3.6.3,
the fingerprinting methodology used by DECANTeR suffers of some limitations.
Therefore, to bring passive application fingerprinting one step closer to practice,
a technical improvement is needed.

This chapter continue to address RQ1. We introduce a different fingerprinting
technique, which can automatically infer the relevant characteristics of application
traffic by only examining the protocol headers of its messages. For this reason, we
name this technique: HeadPrint. In contrast with DECANTeR’s fingerprinting
method, which relies on few hand-picked features, HeadPrint takes into consid-
eration all message headers. More specifically, HeadPrint generates fingerprints
based on two different types of information: 1) the order of the header fields, and 2)
the header values that are identified, using an entropy-based heuristic, as relevant
characteristics for the observed application traffic. Our approach compares each
network message to the learned fingerprints according to dedicated similarity func-
tions. Finally, the score of the similarity functions is evaluated against a decision
function, which determines whether a message belongs to a specific application
or not. HeadPrint optimizes the decision function by analyzing existing data.
The automated discrimination of characterizing headers and the combination of
two orthogonal message characteristics, namely the order of the headers and the
values associated with them, represent the technical contribution of this chapter.

We implement HeadPrint and we evaluate it in terms of fingerprinting accu-
racy, resilience to application variations (e.g., software updates), and detection per-
formance in the setting of passive application fingerprinting for anomaly detection.
We compare HeadPrint with DECANTeR, showing a significant improvement
in all aspects of the evaluation. On average, HeadPrint shows an improvement

1This chapter is an edited version of a paper that is currently under review at a peer-reviewed
conference [2].
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of 20% in accuracy and 30% in update resilience. Furthermore, our approach gen-
erates significantly fewer false alerts than DECANTeR, while still being able to
correctly detect malicious HTTP communications. HeadPrint relies on HTTP
traffic characteristics, therefore it can be used to monitor TLS traffic in case TLS
proxies are deployed within the monitored network.

4.1 Motivation

The small set of hand-picked features used by DECANTeR’s fingerprinting method
intrinsically causes the following limitations: 1) low accuracy in identifying appli-
cations messages for which these features are not discriminative (e.g., web scripts
in browser traffic); and 2) the fixed feature selection cannot deal with dynamic
changes introduced by application updates. An example of the first limitation oc-
curs when there exist HTTP messages without Referrer header, such as those
generated by web scripts, as we discussed in Section 3.6.3. An example of the
second limitation is the browser update, which changes at least the User-Agent
value when it is updated. DECANTeR requires a dedicated heuristic to deal with
browser updates (see Section 4.4.5), and it is not the fingerprinting method itself to
directly tackle the issue. Moreover, background application updates are not taken
into account.

DECANTeR overcomes these fingerprinting issues by assuming a human oper-
ator who manually and continuously monitors and updates the fingerprints. Un-
fortunately, this assumption is unrealistic in practice, because a security solution
should not heavily rely on the maintenance from an operator in order to properly
function.

For this specific reason, we decided to investigate a more accurate fingerprinting
technique, which can also identify applications traffic after updates. The overall
goal of this chapter is to provide a more precise solution that allows to use passive
application fingerprinting for anomaly detection with less human involvement.

4.2 Intuition

The intuition behind HeadPrint is that the network messages of an application
share similar header values, and header order over time. In other words, we can
distinguish applications by learning what values an application associates with each
specific header (i.e., header values), and by learning in what order the headers are
inserted in each application message. These characteristics complement each other:
while the header values capture the semantics of the applications, the header order
catches their implementation details.

We can automatically identify the distinguishing headers by identifying those
header values that are being reused by the application. If a header value is often
present in the messages of a specific application, then we can consider that header,
and its values, to be representative for that specific application. On the other
hand, in case header values change very often, it is unlikely that the information
of that specific header can be useful to re-identify the application. For example,
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for browsers the Cookie header is not representative because its values change
depending on the visited webpage, however the Accept-Language value is often
constant, and therefore it is more representative.

By systematically analyzing all the headers contained in applications’ messages,
we can create fingerprints that capture specific applications details. This is not the
case for DECANTeR, which heavily relies on predefined headers.

4.3 HeadPrint

In HeadPrint, each application fingerprint is represented by two distinct mod-
els: a header-value entropy model and a header sequence model. The process of
generating a fingerprint for an application a works as follows: (1) we collect the
set of messages M generated by application a; (2) we create from M the two dif-
ferent models VALa and SEQa, which represent the fingerprint of the application
Fa = (VALa, SEQa).

Once the fingerprint is generated, we can evaluate whether a new message t
has been generated by application a by comparing t with the models of Fa. This
process is performed in two steps. First, we evaluate how similar the header values
and the header sequence t are with the respective models VALa and SEQa in Fa. We
achieve this by using tailored similarity functions, which output scores between 0
and 1 (= identical). Second, a decision function d checks whether both scores are
above (automatically determined) thresholds. If so, it attributes the message t to
the application a.

The details regarding the fingerprint generation and the similarity functions
for the two models are discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. We discuss how to
choose the decision function d in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Header-Value Entropy Model
The header-value entropy model VALa for application a consists of a set of (h, V )
tuples, where h is a header field and V is the multiset of values assigned to h, for
all messages M . The underlying assumption for this model is that an application
a generates messages such that the values corresponding to certain headers often
reoccur. Hence, we expect that a new message t from application a also contains
header values that have previously been observed, and are therefore contained in
VALa.

Unfortunately, not all header values exhibit recurring behavior. When a header
field value changes very often, it is likely that a new message from the same appli-
cation will also contain a different value for the same header field. Non-recurring
headers are not characteristic for an application, therefore the header-value en-
tropy model identifies and discards them. In order to recognize if a header h and
its corresponding values V are characteristic for the application, we compute the
entropy H(·) for the values in V . We use entropy because it is a measure for unpre-
dictability. If the entropy is low, the values in V can be considered “predictable,”
meaning that they are likely to reoccur over time, and that the tuple (h, V ) is
considered characterizing for the application. In case of high entropy values, the
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tuple is discarded. Consequently, we define VALa as the set of (h, V ) tuples, where
H(V ) ≤ α, and α is a threshold that defines the highest entropy value V can
have to be considered “predictable”. Figure 4.3 shows how HTTP headers are used
differently across applications.

To check whether a new message t has similar values to application a, we
evaluate value_sim(t, VALa) ∈ [0, 1], which is a similarity function for categorical
data. It evaluates how similar the values in message t are to the historical messages
of application a (i.e., represented by VALa). The function identifies the subset of
headers {hi} that represents the intersection between the headers in t and in VALa.
For each header in {hi}, if the value corresponding to hi in message t is present in
the historical values Vi where (hi, Vi) ∈ VALa , then we consider the value to be
a match. The similarity score is the number of matches divided by the number of
headers in {hi}. This technique for computing the similarity for categorical data
is called Overlap [119].

4.3.2 Header Sequence Model

The header sequence model SEQa consists of the set of header sequences of all
messages M observed for application a, where a header sequence is defined as the
list of headers occurring in a message. The underlying assumption of this model is
that application a uses a specific order of headers when it generates its messages.
Therefore, we expect that a new message t from application a uses a similar (if
not the same) header sequence that has previously been observed from a.

Although the majority of applications use a fixed set of header sequences for
their communications, this is not true for all applications. For instance, the header
sequences of browser messages sometimes depend on third-party JavaScript code,
which injects additional headers, thereby making it hard (if not impossible) to find
an exact match. Nonetheless, most of the time these new header sequences are still
similar with those previously observed from the same application. For this reason,
the concept of similarity for the order of the headers is effective.

To evaluate whether a new message t has a similar header sequence to ap-
plication a, we compute seq_sim(t, SEQa) ∈ [0, 1], a function that computes a
similarity score between the header sequence of t and each sequence in SEQa. We
use the sequence similarity metric proposed by Bakkelund [120], which is based on
the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem. The similarity score is defined
as the length of the LCS between the two sequences, divided by the length of the
longest sequence. In other words, the larger the longest common subsequence two
sequences, the more similar the sequences are. After we compute the scores, we
return the maximum. We choose to rely on LCS because subsequences are not
required to occupy consecutive positions within the original sequences, while this
is not the case for the longest common substring problem. It is difficult to predict
where new headers can be observed in a header sequence, because it may depend
on specific web application scripts. Therefore, LCS can still identify two messages
as similar despite new headers being inserted, because previously known headers
occur with the same relative order, thereby generating a long subsequence.
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Example of different decision functions

d1()

d2()

Figure 4.1: Distribution of messages after they have been compared with the finger-
print of Firefox. Crosses represent messages from applications other than Firefox.
Dots represent messages from Firefox. The straight and dashed lines represent two
potential classifiers to distinguish when a message is generated by Firefox or not.

4.3.3 Decision Function
When we compare a message t with a fingerprint Fa, we first compute two distinct
scores x and y, which are the output of value_sim() and seq_sim(), respectively.
These scores are then evaluated by a decision function d(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}, which
determines whether t is a message of application a or not.

In other words, d is a binary classifier for a two dimensional plane, where
value_sim() and seq_sim() similarity scores represent the axes (i.e., x and y, re-
spectively). The classifier decides whether the point (x, y) is in an area of the plane
where messages are considered to match the fingerprint, or not. Figure 4.1 shows
the distribution of the scores of messages when compared with the fingerprint of
an instance of Firefox. The green crosses represent messages from all the applica-
tions installed on the host that are not Firefox, while the blue circles represent
messages from Firefox. When t is compared with the fingerprint of its application,
we expect a point in the top-right part of the plane as both similarity functions
should yield scores approaching to 1. Assuming that the models underlying the
fingerprint of most applications differ from each other, a high similarity score is
only produced when a message is compared to the fingerprint of the application it
originated from. This observation suggests that we can create a general decision
function d for all fingerprints.

As shown in Figure 4.1, there can be different ways to determine a decision
function d. In this work, we propose and evaluate two different approaches:

• Static-rule: we use a threshold-based decision function (i.e., similar to d1()
in Figure 4.1) that we define according to our domain knowledge.
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• ML-classifier: we train a classifier using machine learning (e.g., similar to
d2() in Figure 4.1).

Choosing the Decision Function.

We can define a static rule as a decision function because messages receive a
high similarity score when evaluated against their application fingerprint and low
otherwise, thereby creating a predictable distinction. In this work, we chose to
evaluate threshold-based rules that consider a similarity score (x, y) to be a match
if x > X and y > Y , where X and Y are two thresholds.

Although a predetermined function has the advantage of neither requiring a
learning phase nor being computationally expensive, it is likely a sub-optimal so-
lution in terms of classification performance. At the expenses of an ad-hoc learning
phase, machine learning can be used to learn a decision functions from the data,
which likely provides a more precise solution. However, to properly learn a deci-
sion function, we need to obtain a representative dataset for a binary classification
problem, where the positive class represents the scores of messages compared with
their application fingerprint, and the negative class represents the score of messages
compared with other applications fingerprints.

The generation of such dataset is independent from the fingerprinting approach
itself, and it can be achieved in two different ways, depending on the available
resources. One method is to generate a dataset by analyzing many applications
offline. Although this setup can provide a precisely labeled dataset, it can require
a lot of resources. Alternatively, the dataset can be built by monitoring the traffic
for a set of hosts. This setup requires fewer resources, and it can contain data
contextualized to the network where the system would ultimately be deployed, but
the dataset is unlabeled. In this case the User-Agent can be used as groundtruth,
since it commonly represents a unique string identifying a specific application.
Consequently, when a message is compared with a fingerprint having a similar
User-Agent value (e.g., variations of version should be taken into account due
to updates), the similarity score (x, y) is labeled with 1 (positive class), and 0
otherwise (negative class). In this work, we use the latter approach.

In Section 4.3.5 we discuss the implementation details regarding the chosen
thresholds and machine learning algorithms, and how we generated a dataset to
train the decision functions for machine learning algorithms.

4.3.4 HeadPrint for Anomaly Detection

We model the machine’s normal communications by identifying and fingerprinting
the applications installed on it. The setting works as follows: (1) during a training
phase, we passively learn the fingerprints of applications installed on a machine; (2)
during testing phase (i.e., when the system is live) we verify if each new message
matches with any known fingerprint, and, in case no match is found, the message
is considered suspicious, since it is generated from an unknown application. Please
note that the training is always passive, therefore the fingerprints are generated
by analyzing only the network traffic observed from a host. HeadPrint does not
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Figure 4.2: Overview of HeadPrint anomaly detection. First, in the training
phase, we leverage our core fingerprinting approach to passively generate appli-
cation fingerprints. Then, in the testing phase, we compare new messages with
known fingerprints. If they do not match any fingerprint, we check whether they
transmit a certain amount of data (more than T ) and raise alerts accordingly.

require access to the operating system or the application software installed on each
host.

In this work, we are interested in using application fingerprinting to detect data
exfiltration attempts. Therefore, we do not want to trigger alerts for each suspicious
message, but rather when the amount of data transmitted by suspicious messages,
which share the same destination, exceeds a certain threshold T . The overview of
the testing phase is shown in Figure 4.2. The threat model for HeadPrint is the
same as the one discussed in Section 3.3.

Fingerprint Generation

We assume the training phase to be trusted, meaning we expect that machines are
not compromised during the training period. In practice, the training phase can
be assisted by deployed security tools, which can help identify malicious hosts,
thereby avoiding the collection of fingerprints for known malware communication.
The assumption of a clean training phase is common among anomaly detection
approaches. We made the same assumption in Chapter 3.

Fingerprint Convergence. A distinctive aspect of HeadPrint is how it au-
tomatically determines the required amount of data needed to train a certain
application’s fingerprint. Intuitively, the amount of training data affects the ro-
bustness of our fingerprints in terms of fingerprinting accuracy. However, this pa-
rameter strongly depends on the complexity of the application that HeadPrint
fingerprints. For instance, some applications always produce the same network traf-
fic, and hence can be accurately fingerprinted after a few messages, while others
(e.g., browsers) might have a very dynamic network behavior. Therefore, similarly
to [121], HeadPrint divides the training phase in intervals, repeatedly tests the
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generated fingerprints after each interval, and stops the training when new train-
ing data does not add information to the fingerprint. We call this a converged
state. In practice, we achieve this by testing the freshly generated fingerprints at
intermediate steps, HeadPrint can understand when it collected enough data to
model the application’s network behavior. In practice, we say that an application
reaches convergence when we do not see any prediction mistake for its fingerprints
for K consecutive intervals.

More precisely, HeadPrint performs the following steps: (1) collecting the
data of an application for a certain time interval i; (2) splitting the collected data
in training and testing datasets using 70-30 split while preserving the chronologi-
cal order of the requests; (3) training the fingerprint and tests it; (4) if there are
no prediction mistakes a success counter sc is increased by 1, otherwise sc is set
to 0; (5) moving to the next interval i+ 1; (6) finally, when sc reaches a conver-
gence threshold K (i.e., the minimum number of consecutive successful iterations),
the system stops the training and returns the generated fingerprints for that ap-
plication. The data collected in each interval is aggregated with the previously
collected data from other intervals. Also, because some applications might never
reach convergence, we set a maximum number of intervals.

Training Fingerprints. HeadPrint monitors host traffic and it clusters web
requests with “similar” User-Agent values, and it applies the aforementioned train-
ing process to each cluster. User-Agent values are commonly used by benign ap-
plications as unique identifiers to be correctly recognized by web servers. Since
we assume the training phase to be trusted, no application would actively try to
mimic other applications values. Thus, it is likely that requests generated by the
same application, within a specific time interval (e.g., training period), have the
same, or similar (e.g., version number increased) User-Agent value. The training
process stops when a fingerprint Fai = (VALai , SEQai) is trained for each cluster.
The set F = {Fai} represents the set of fingerprints of a machine. HeadPrint
requires a specific training timeout that forces it to stop generating new clusters,
otherwise, in the unlikely case new applications are regularly installed, Head-
Print would keep producing new clusters, thereby never ending the training. We
set this timeout to 5 days.

Testing New Messages. In anomaly detection we are interested in identifying
messages originating from unknown applications. We achieve this by comparing
each new message t against all fingerprints in F . If t does not match with any
fingerprint, then we consider t to be generated by an unknown application. From
now on we refer to these messages as suspicious messages. The comparison between
a message t and a fingerprint Fai ∈ F is achieved by computing test(t, Fai) ∈
{True,False}. The function returns True only if the decision function d, as defined
in Section 4.3.3, returns 1 for the similarity scores computed from t and Fai .

Alerts. Due to the high volume of HTTP traffic, and its heterogeneity, the sys-
tem triggers an alert only when it observes suspicious messages transmitting an
amount of data greater than a threshold T within a certain period of time (e.g.,
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five days), which may represent an attempt of a newly installed application (e.g.,
malware) to exfiltrate data. Thus, suspicious messages are aggregated per desti-
nation into clusters, one representing the domain name (i.e., second and top level
domains) and the other one representing the destination IP. Domain names are
identified through the Host header field. Each cluster has an attribute describing
the amount of data transmitted toward the destination by the messages within
the cluster. Every time a new message is added to the cluster, we update the data
transmitted with the minimum edit distance between the new message and the
previous messages. This way of computing outgoing information is discussed in
Section 3.4.1. Once the data transmitted exceeds a threshold T , an alert is gener-
ated containing all the messages as evidence. To avoid duplicated alerts, we verify
if the new alerts share messages with previous alerts. If so, we merge the two alerts
together.

It is important to note that the same message is assigned to two distinct clusters
(i.e., one for domain and one for IP address). The reasoning behind this seemingly
redundant check is the following: if we aggregated messages only based on IP
addresses, attackers may use known techniques, such as Fast- flux [122], to avoid
detection by communicating with the same domain over multiple IPs. Similarly,
if we used the domain as a single aggregation parameter, the attacker could spoof
different domains in order to exfiltrate data towards the same destination IP. The
redundant checks make it harder for attackers to exfiltrate data without being
detected, because it forces them to use multiple domains and IPs.

4.3.5 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation details of HeadPrint, such as
how we chose the decision functions based on thresholds and machine learning.
We implemented HeadPrint entirely in Python.

Threshold-based Decision Functions. We know that (most of the time) a
message obtains a high similarity score when it is tested with the fingerprint of
the same application. However, a perfect match does not always occur, because
messages may use different headers or values over time. Moreover, we observed
in our data that scores from the header-value entropy model are usually lower
than the header sequence model. After this observation, we decided to verify the
performance of HeadPrint using two different threshold-based decision functions:
1) the first uses 0.7 as value for both thresholds; 2) the second uses 0.65 for the
header value scores and 0.75 for the header sequence score. These values have been
chosen after an empirical evaluation on a small subset of data, and they allow us
to compare the differences in classification performance by using equal thresholds
for both scores, and two different values where the header-value score has a lower
threshold.

Machine Learning-based Decision Functions. We followed the steps in Sec-
tion 4.3.3 to create a training dataset to train different classifiers, which we use to
evaluate our fingerprinting approach.
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More specifically, we did the following: (1) we randomly selected a subset of 60
hosts out of 302 from our organization dataset (described in Section 4.4.1), in order
to obtain a representative dataset with a diversity of applications that might be
analyzed by our tool after being deployed; (2) for each of these selected hosts, we
used the first few days of data for training, following the same approach discussed
in Section 4.3.4 to train the fingerprints (see the training setup in Section 4.4),
and the remaining days of data for testing; (3) we tested each message against the
host fingerprints, and we labeled the score (x, y) with 1 if the User- Agent value
in the fingerprint is similar to the one in the message, and 0 otherwise2; (4) we
grouped together all scores with label 1 and label 0, respectively; (5) we under-
sampled the overly represented negative class, which had almost 20 times more
datapoints than the positive class, by randomly picking samples with replacement
using RandomUnderSampler from the imblearn.under_sampling Python library;
(6) we used the obtained (balanced) dataset of 2M datapoints to train three differ-
ent classifiers: Adaboost, NearestNeighborsClassifier (with k=5) and SGD3, using
the sci-kit library [124].

We chose these classifiers because they cover both the linear and non-linear
case, and they can be trained in a short amount of time despite millions of data-
points. Finally, we want to highlight that other classifiers can be used with Head-
Print as well, as long as they can work with two numerical features.

4.4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our approach and compare it with DECANTeR. We de-
scribe the dataset used in our evaluation. We evaluate the accuracy of HeadPrint
and DECANTeR in fingerprinting applications, their resilience to application up-
dates, and their detection performance in the context of anomaly detection.

4.4.1 Datasets

We evaluate our approach using a dataset, represented as a set of Zeek [109] HTTP
logs, obtained from the network of an international organization. The logs contain
only HTTP metadata, more precisely the HTTP headers without the body of the
messages. Only outgoing traffic generated by clients in the network is included;
server responses are not present. The dataset contains the network traffic of 302
hosts, from three different subnets, for a period of 40 days, for a total of 3.87
million HTTP requests. The collected traffic is generated by hosts with static IPs,
in order to be able to correctly identify hosts over time. Hosts represent mostly
workstations (no laptops) in the premises of the organization, and servers. Traffic
has been captured on port 80 and towards external network addresses. In other

2We consider two values to be similar if the Python library function
difflib.SequenceMatcher().ratio returns a value greater or equal than 0.9. The simi-
larity function is an elaborated version of a pattern- matching algorithm based on the gestalt
approach [123].

3In our evaluation we have used all default parameters of the scikit library.
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words, HTTP traffic within internal services has been excluded. HTTP messages
without headers are excluded from this evaluation.

4.4.2 Experiment Setup

To be able to evaluate the fingerprint accuracy and the resilience to update, we
need a labeled dataset such that we can verify whether messages and fingerprints
correspond to the same application. Considering the large size of the dataset, it
was not practical to manually label each individual message. Moreover, we also
could not install an agent on each machine to help labeling the data. Thus, we
decided to consider a message and a fingerprint to belong to the same application,
if their User-Agent values are similar. As discussed in Section 4.3.4, User-Agent
values are often used as unique identifiers by benign applications. Thus, we can
use these values to label the traffic of different applications.

In our experiments, we use the following HeadPrint parameters. Regarding
the training phase, we use a limit of 20 intervals of 6 hours each for the training
(5 days in total), and a convergence threshold K equal to 3. We picked these
values after a small-scale empirical evaluation, which showed that these parameters
do not significantly affect the performance of our tool. Regarding the header-
value entropy model, we performed some empirical tests to choose an α value
that is representative for predictable header values. We tested different values and
observed which headers where considered predictable. Using domain knowledge we
decided to choose α = 1, as it returned the most representative results. Overall, our
approach has evaluated more than 3.4M messages, and used about 430k messages
for training. Please note that in our evaluation HTTP BODY, Method, Version and
URI are not considered HTTP headers.

To achieve a fair comparison, we compared HeadPrint and DECANTeR in
terms of the number of messages correctly classified by the fingerprinting method.
Since DECANTeR evaluates fingerprints and not individual messages, if a finger-
print is considered a TP, then we consider the amount of messages observed by
DECANTeR to create that specific fingerprint to be TP as well. We use the same
method to compare DECANTeR with DUMONT in Section 3.5.

4.4.3 Characterizing Application Headers

Header Values. Applications associate different values to HTTP headers. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows how 10 distinct applications associate values differently to the head-
ers. The heatmap shows the entropy of header values observed by applications
(rows) for common HTTP headers (columns). Blank cells represent an entropy
value of −1, which means the header was not observed for that application. We
can see that different applications use different headers and their values are more
predictable (i.e., light cells) or less predictable (i.e., dark cells). HeadPrint is ca-
pable of identifying these differences in headers usage, and it embeds their values
in each application fingerprint, thereby achieving a more accurate characterization
of the application.

Header values may change over time for some application. In case of software
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Figure 4.3: Heatmap representing the entropy of header values for 10 popular
HTTP header and 10 different applications, including five different browsers. White
cells, where entropy is equal -1, mean that the header has never been used by the
application. When entropy is equal 0, it means the application uses a constant
value for the header.

updates, headers such as User-Agent can change values [125], [19]. These updates
do not disrupt our approach, in case enough training data is collected, because
most of the header values remain the same, yielding still a high similarity score.
We discuss how our approach deals with software updates in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.4.5.

Header Sequences. We observed that the majority of application fingerprints
in our dataset have a single header sequence, which on average is composed of a
small number of headers (i.e., around four or five). Another large amount of ap-
plications shows fewer than ten header sequences. Since HTTP has a limited set
of commonly used headers, this can lead to potential collisions, meaning that two
or more applications on the same machine share one or more header sequences.
Indeed, we found cases of collision in our dataset. For example, the header se-
quence used by Thunderbird can also be found in Firefox traffic. Thus, header
sequences cannot be used as a standalone technique to distinguish applications,
but we combined it with header values, which leverage other parts of the message.

Collisions are rare among browsers, despite the fact that their fingerprints are
characterized by a large number of header sequences. This has two reasons: few
browsers are installed on each host, and browsers from different vendors use stan-
dard headers (e.g., Host, User-Agent, Connection, Accept) in different orders.
This makes header sequences a good metric to distinguish browsers’ messages. The
reason behind the large number of sequences is twofold: (1) browsers implement
complex functionalities, uncommon for other applications, which require special
HTTP headers, and (2) web pages can influence (e.g., via JavaScript) the headers
of browser messages.

Fortunately, these header sequence changes do not disrupt our approach be-
cause, as Figure 4.4 shows, the accumulated amount of unforeseen header sequences
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Figure 4.4: Example of how often browsers generate new header sequences.

for new browser requests shows a logarithmic behavior, meaning that the more
the browser communicates, the rarer it becomes to find new header sequences.
Moreover, we observed that once enough samples are included in the fingerprint
generation, new header sequences are often evaluated with high similarity scores.

4.4.4 Fingerprinting Accuracy

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of the fingerprinting mechanisms used
in HeadPrint and DECANTeR. For a fair comparison, we assume DECANTeR
does not rely on the operator to update the fingerprints.

We consider a message to be: true positive (TP) if the returned fingerprint
with maximum score corresponds with the application generating the message;
false positive (FP), if the returned fingerprint does not correspond with the ap-
plication generating the message; false negative (FN) if no fingerprint is returned
(i.e., the decision functions identified all similarity scores to be too low to match
any fingerprint), but the fingerprint of the originating application is known; and
true negative (TN) if no fingerprint is returned, and indeed there is no finger-
print for the originating application because it is unknown (i.e., not present in the
training).

HeadPrint evaluates a message against multiple fingerprints and returns only
one fingerprint. The system is accurate if it returns the fingerprint of the correct
originating application. Thus, HeadPrint can be adjusted to return only the fin-
gerprint that yielded the highest score. Since (1,1) is the maximum score possible,
the highest similarity score (x, y) can be defined as the closest point (e.g., using
the Euclidean distance) to (1,1). On the other hand, DECANTeR evaluates newly
observed fingerprints against the trained fingerprints. The system is accurate if it
matches the new fingerprint with the highest similarity score to the fingerprint of
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the originating application.
Table 4.1 shows the classification performance of both HeadPrint, using dif-

ferent classifiers, and DECANTeR. Independently from the classifier used, Head-
Print outperforms DECANTeR in terms of recall and accuracy. The recall mea-
sures how many of the requests, for which an application fingerprint exists, have
been correctly identified. The results show that DECANTeR, without the help of
an operator, cannot correctly associate messages to their application. This is a con-
sequence of the strict and ad-hoc fingerprinting mechanism that cannot correctly
handle application variations.

On the other hand, HeadPrint without any update (human or automated)
shows an accuracy above 90% for all classifiers, and for Adaboost, which is the
best performer, the accuracy is 95.44%. All classifiers show very high precision,
meaning that, when they associate a message to a fingerprint, they associate it to
the correct one in the 98-99% of the cases. The recall is generally lower, because
the classifiers sometimes do not associate any fingerprint to messages, although
their fingerprint exists. Software updates are one of the causes of lower recall.
Additionally, by using autoconvergence in its training phase, HeadPrint uses less
data than DECANTeR during training, thereby making the fingerprint mechanism
also more efficient.

Overall, Adaboost performs better than other classifiers. This confirms our
hypothesis that machine learning decision functions can be more precise than
threshold-based ones. Adaboost identifies non-linear patterns that help to optimize
the classification performance, and this is not possible to do with the thresholds-
based functions. However, threshold-based classification still shows good results
compared with DECANTeR. For threshold-based classifiers we observe that a
lower score for the header-value entropy model increases the recall. Therefore,
HeadPrint can find a match more easily. On the other hand, the precision is
lower, because a lower thresholds allows messages of other applications, that may
be similar, to be misclassified. The reason of a lower accuracy for the threshold
(0.7,0.7) is the large number of browser requests. Browsers are updated over time,
which lowers the score of the header-value model (as discussed in Section 4.3.5).
A high threshold for header values may misclassify the requests as a non-match,
while a higher threshold for header-sequences affect less the results.

These results suggest that the models used by HeadPrint are capable of
capturing distinguishing characteristics of application messages. Moreover, the re-
sults show that it is possible to accurately fingerprint applications without actively
maintaining the system.

4.4.5 Update Resilience.

In this experiment we evaluate how HeadPrint and DECANTeR perform in case
of application updates, where the traffic of applications changes over time [125],
[19]. We considered only those applications that did not contain an update during
their fingerprint generation, but only during testing. We verified for all messages
having User-Agent value different (e.g., increased version number) than the one
used in training, whether they were correctly assigned to their application finger-
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Decision Functions Correct Matches [%]

Threshold (0.7,0.7) 75.34
Threshold (0.65,0.75) 84.20
Adaboost 92.00
NearestNeighbors5 77.64
SGDHingeL2 74.58

DECANTeR 54.32

Table 4.2: Percentage of updated application messages that successfully match
with the fingerprint of their originating application.

print or not. The total number of messages in our dataset generated by updated
application is 962,915.

Table 4.2 shows the percentage of updated application messages that are cor-
rectly matched with the fingerprint of their originating application. Due to the
predefined features used in its fingerprinting method, DECANTeR is not capable
of identifying applications after they are updated, unless there is human interven-
tion. This result highlights even further the limitations of DECANTeR to changes.
On the other hand, HeadPrint shows better performance. Adaboost is the best
classifier, and it correctly fingerprints more than 92% of the messages. Stricter
functions that focus only on high scores, such as SGD, are more penalized in this
scenario. Threshold mechanisms perform better when the threshold for value_sim
is lower, because they are more “flexible” toward header value changes, which can
be caused by updates.

The reason why HeadPrint is resilient to updates is shown in Figure 4.5.
The consequences of software update are observed in lower value_sim scores (x
axis), where the red circles never reach 1.0. This happens because the update
permanently changes some of the header values that are always in the application
messages. The value_score does not completely drop because several headers
continue to show the same values. More importantly, updates do not seem to
affect the sequence_sim score (y axis), which still yields the same high similarity
scores as in the messages before the update. This allows HeadPrint to be update
resistant. It correctly identifies update application messages, because the similarity
score remain in top-right area of the plane, and the decision functions can make
the correct decision.

To the best of our knowledge, HeadPrint is the first fingerprinting approach
that addresses software updates (including browser and background applications).

Updating HeadPrint’s Fingerprints. The fingerprints of HeadPrint can
be updated over time, thereby improving their accuracy and resilience against traf-
fic variations. Whenever a message is considered similar to a fingerprint, without
showing a perfect similarity score (i.e., 1 for both scores), we can include the
header values and their order in the new models, and regenerate the fingerprint.
This operation can be performed periodically after a certain numbers of similar
messages has been found, or after a specific period of time. Since we do not know
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Figure 4.5: Similarity scores in case of browser update.

how much an application behavior changes over time (e.g., after 10 or 20 updates),
it can be a good idea to periodically update the fingerprints.

However, we decided not to investigate such updating mechanism, because
HeadPrint is used in adversarial settings. Thus, an attacker can try to abuse
weaknesses in the updating process in order to ensure her evasion. We consider
the design of a secure updating mechanism, for a detection model in adversarial
setting, as a separate research question. Nonetheless, it is still possible to use the
aforementioned process to manually update the fingerprints.

4.4.6 Detection Capabilities
In this evaluation we compare the detection capabilities of the two approaches:
HeadPrint and DECANTeR, and we assume DECANTeR uses the help of the
operator to update the system. We analyze our dataset using our implementation
of HeadPrint, and the publicly available implementation of DECANTeR. We
have then manually analyzed, with the help of third-party threat intelligence, the
alerts generated by the two systems. Both DECANTeR and HeadPrint (see
Section 4.3.4) rely on a threshold-based system to trigger alerts. DECANTeR
applies it to each anomalous fingerprints, while HeadPrint applies the threshold
to the amount of data transmitted by anomalous messages towards a specific
application within a week of time. We evaluate both systems according to different
threshold values to understand their effect on the false positive rate.

Alert Thresholds. Table 4.3 shows the number of alerts we obtained for the
different classifiers we tested, and for different thresholds. The results show that
for HeadPrint, the higher the threshold the smaller is the number of alerts. Ad-
aboost shows better performance than other classifiers. For Adaboost, the lowest
threshold triggers 2,355 alerts, which represents 1.04% of all messages. With higher
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Decision
Function

Alert Thresholds (kB)

1 2.5 5 7.5 10 20 50 100

Threshold (0.7,0.7) 4343 1428 746 476 346 154 44 18
Threshold (0.65,0.75) 3296 1117 580 354 262 113 33 12
Adaboost 2355 721 345 212 157 67 17 9
NearestNeigh.5 4218 1288 588 375 270 109 30 11
SGDHingeL2 4543 1474 759 486 350 153 46 17

DECANTeR 2861 2739 2666 2609 2580 2544 2512 2486

Table 4.3: Number of alerts generated by different classifiers according to different
alert thresholds.

exfiltration thresholds, such as 5,000 bytes or 7,500 bytes, the number of alerts de-
creases to 345 (∼ 0.30%) and 212 (∼ 0.20%), respectively. This trend holds for all
classifiers. Figure 4.6 shows that the false positive rate is below 0.5% for rather
small thresholds. For example, if we consider Adaboost with a threshold of 5KB
for five days of exfiltration, we would obtain 345 alerts over 35 days, which means
10 alerts per day on average. With regards to data exfiltration, these thresholds
are very low, if we consider that a single document transfer involves few hundreds
Kilobytes. Smaller and more appropriate thresholds for data exfiltration, such as
50Kb or 100Kb, produce a smaller number of alerts such as 17 (∼ 0.05%) and
9 (∼ 0.01%), respectively.

The threshold does not affect as much the number of alerts generated by
DECANTeR. This occurs because in case an anomalous fingerprint contains a
User-Agent value that contains browser strings (e.g., ‘Firefox’), DECANTeR trig-
gers an alert independently from the threshold. Table 4.3 shows that even with
considerable human effort in updating the system, DECANTeR generates more
alerts compared with HeadPrint. Similarly, the false positive rate in terms of
requests is significantly higher for DECANTeR than in HeadPrint.

Detection of Infected Hosts. In this analysis we manually inspected the alerts
generated by HeadPrint and DECANTeR. For HeadPrint we analyzed the
scenario where it uses Adaboost as classifier and a threshold of 5KB. We opted
for this threshold because it is low enough to potentially detect also prolonged
C&C communications, where the malware communicates with its infrastructure
without necessarily exfiltrating data. Furthermore, 5KB would also allow us to
identify data exfiltration attempts.

To check whether our alerts actually came from infected machines, we leveraged
two sources of threat intelligence: VirusTotal and a third-party company involved
in the threat intelligence business. The former did not show any malicious behavior,
whereas the latter provided us with 18 indicators of compromise for our dataset.
Please note that an indicator of compromise does not mean that the URL itself is
malicious. For example, checkip.dyndns.org/ is often contacted by malware to
verify the IP of their victim, but the service is not malicious.
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are contained in the false alerts.

The 18 indicators provided by the third-party company involved requests gen-
erated by 13 different hosts. For 5 of these hosts we were able to confirm that
the indicators were false positives. For the other 8 hosts, we inspected the alerts
generated by both HeadPrint and DECANTeR. For HeadPrint we found evi-
dence of suspicious behavior of 2 of these hosts, while with DECANTeR we found
3 suspicious hosts. These hosts generated traffic associated with browser hijackers
or generic adware. The alerts included HTTP requests transmitting several thou-
sands bytes encoded in the URI. For the 5-6 remaining hosts, we did not find any
evidence of suspicious behavior. After analyzing the indicators, we inspected all the
remaining alerts. For HeadPrint we identified 3 other hosts showing suspicious
connections, which did not show suspicious behavior according to the indicators.
One of these hosts showed highly suspicious behavior (i.e., unknown software up-
loading 50Kb-100Kb of data toward cloud services), which merits extra investiga-
tion. On the other hand, DECANTeR found 5 additional hosts showing anomalous
connections, such as sequences of POSTs to a suspicious domain and IP, and large
quantities of anomalous fingerprints from the same host but with many different
(and inconsistent) User-Agent values.

Overall, HeadPrint is capable of identifying anomalous HTTP traffic, similar
to DECANTeR. However, HeadPrint achieves this result without requiring any
human intervention and by raising much fewer alerts. This difference is caused
by the more accurate and update-resilient fingerprinting technique used in Head-
Print.
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4.4.7 Detection of Mimicry Attempts

To avoid detection, malware needs to generate messages with high similarity scores
for both the header-value and header-sequence models of an existing fingerprint.
If the malware does not mimic an existing application, it is likely to be detected
as shown in Chapter 3.

We consider the scenario where a malware generates network messages follow-
ing a predefined format that correctly uses header sequences and values of a known
application. We assume the malware does not adapt the sequences and values to
the traffic of its victim (i.e., the malware remains non-adaptive). The scenario for
adaptive malware involves a more advanced mimicry technique and we discuss it
in Section 4.5.

Therefore, malicious messages contain header values that are common for each
specific header (e.g., User-Agent string that the malware author has observed as
common values from an existing application). Since our implementation of Head-
Print worked with log files, we generate messages containing header sequences and
values that were observed in the default installation of known browser. We compare
the mimicry messages against the fingerprints of each host, present in our dataset,
and we consider the mimicry to be successful if the message matches with at least
one fingerprint. Lastly, we compute the percentage of hosts for which HeadPrint
would have been able to identify the mimicry attempt (i.e., the mimicry mes-
sage does not match any fingerprint). We assume malware tries to mimic browser
messages, since they are common applications, and they generate heterogeneous
traffic.

Table 4.4 shows how HeadPrint is capable of identifying mimicry attempts.
First of all, even if the mimicked message represents exactly the format of a known
application, if the application is not installed, a match cannot be found. Second,
the values used in the mimicked message headers may differ from those used by
the same browser of the compromised system. For example, the malware may use
an ACCEPT-LANGUAGE value that is uncommon in victim’s country, or the user runs
an old version of an application, or user applications update over time changing
its values.

These value changes decrease the similarity scores making it harder to find a
correct matches, exposing the mimicry attack to detection. Consequently, “stricter”
models (e.g., Threshold (0.7,0.7)) are less vulnerable to these mimicry attempts,
as show in 4.4. Thus, there is a tradeoff to consider when a classifier is chosen
for fingerprinting, because accurate classifiers are more exposed to evasion. The
results in Table 4.4 shows that HeadPrint is not easily bypassed by a mimicry
attempt. In Section 4.5, we discuss possible evasion techniques an attacker may
used to avoid detection.

4.5 Limitations

HeadPrint overcomes some of the DECANTeR fingerprinting limitations dis-
cussed in Section 3.6.3, because HeadPrint does not rely on specific header such
as the Referer header. However, other limitations have not been addressed. First
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Classifiers Mimicry Failure [%]

Chrome Firefox Safari

Threshold (0.7,0.7) 97.68 87.09 80.46
Threshold (0.65,0.75) 74.83 80.13 74.83
Adaboost 76.82 64.24 57.95
NearestNeighbors5 76.82 67.22 59.93
SGDHingeL2 98.68 85.76 80.46

Table 4.4: Percentage of hosts where a mimicry attempt would fail, according to
different applications.

of all, HeadPrint does not work on encrypted data, because the headers and
their values cannot be observed. Therefore, HeadPrint can work with the TLS
protocol only in case a TLS proxy is deployed in the network. This is a setting that
can occur in an enterprise. It may also be possible to apply HeadPrint to the
unencrypted part of TLS (i.e., TLS Handshake Protocol) in order to model appli-
cations. The study of HeadPrint applicability to the TLS handshake protocol,
or the design of new methods to fingerprint applications over encrypted data, is
considered future work. Second, also HeadPrint does not detect advanced mim-
icking attempts, where a malware reads the traffic of the compromised system and
generates messages that mimic an installed application. We investigate the effects
of this threat in Chapter 5. Lastly, an attacker can try to evade HeadPrint by
sending an amount of data to each destination that does not exceed the threshold
to trigger an alert.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed HeadPrint, a technique for passive application fin-
gerprinting, which examines protocol headers to differentiate between various ap-
plications. Our results show that HeadPrint achieves 95.44% accuracy in cor-
rectly identifying application messages, while being resilient to minor variations
like software updates, and coping with different versions of the same application.
Outperforming the fingerprinting method proposed in Chapter 3, the accuracy
of HeadPrint also positively affects its performance in the setting of anomaly
detection, showing its capabilities in detecting malicious communications, while
raising significantly fewer false alerts. As a consequence of better performance,
HeadPrint also does not require as much operator attention as DECANTeR
does. In fact, all the results discussed in the evaluation assume no human involve-
ment. HeadPrint requires an operator attention whenever a new application is
installed and a new fingerprint needs to be added. Lastly, despite the fact that
HeadPrint has been evaluated on HTTP, its underlying fingerprinting technique
is protocol agnostic and may be applied to other protocols as well, such as SMTP,
TLS Handshake Protocol, etc. We consider the applicability of HeadPrint to
other protocols as future work.

With this chapter and Chapter 3, we address RQ1. In this chapter we have
shown that it is possible to precisely fingerprint applications by analyzing the head-
ers of their messages. More specifically, the order of the headers and the header
values seems to provide a significant amount of information to distinguish different
applications. Although our fingerprinting approach brings application fingerprint-
ing one step closer to practice, there are more challenges that must be addressed
in order to consider application fingerprinting to be practical in the context of
anomaly detection. These additional challenges are discussed in Chapter 8, and
are not addressed in this thesis. However, we make further contributions for data
exfiltration detection with Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, where we discuss the threat
of adaptive data exfiltration and how it can be detected, thereby addressing RQ2.
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Chapter 5

Victim-Aware Adaptive Data
Exfiltration1

In Chapters 3 and 4, we discussed how it is possible to detect data exfiltration
attempts. As any anomaly-based detection solution, our approach relies on the
assumption that an attack shows traffic characteristics that deviate from normal
behavior. This assumption holds as long as an attacker does not want to increase its
efforts to achieve stealthy communication. An attacker can increase the stealthiness
of her communication by creating a victim-aware adaptive (VAA) covert channel.
This means that the attacker does not only hide data within a message, but she also
tries to craft a message such that it looks like a legitimate message generated by
the victim. In other words, the attacker tries to attack the fundamental assumption
underlying detection heuristics (i.e., malicious traffic has different characteristics
from benign traffic). We call an attempt to exfiltrate data over such a channel:
victim-aware adaptive data exfiltration.

The main goal of RQ2 is to investigate how VAA exfiltration attempts can
be detected. A new detection approach is only needed if the existing solutions are
not effective. Therefore, the goal of this chapter is to evaluate whether existing
detection approaches are effective against VAA data exfiltration. First, we intro-
duce the design of a VAA covert channel, which mimics legitimate traffic at the
application layer. The covert channel works in two phases: 1) the victim traffic is
observed and its network characteristics are learned, and 2) a message with the
victim’s characteristics is created, and the secret data is hidden in some elements
of the message. Essentially, it is a mimicry attack performed on live data and
it is contextualized to each specific victim. Second, we introduce Chameleon, a
framework that implements the VAA covert channel. Chameleon is a configurable
toolchain that generates labeled datasets containing VAA covert channel attacks
from any network trace of benign traffic. We use Chameleon to generate syn-
thetic datasets that represent different strategies an advanced attacker may use to

1This chapter is an edited version of a peer reviewed paper that will appear in SecureComm
‘19 [3]
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perform VAA data exfiltration. We use these datasets to evaluate the effectiveness
of three different covert channel detection solutions over HTTP: DECANTeR [1],
DUMONT [42], and HED [53]. We chose these three approaches because they rep-
resent both semi-supervised (i.e., [42], [1]) and supervised (i.e., [53]) detection
approaches. Our evaluation shows that these detection solutions are not effective in
detecting VAA data exfiltration attacks. A solution to detect the attack presented
in this chapter is discussed in Chapter 6.

5.1 Motivation

Attackers can make their communication stealthier by using mimicry techniques.
Mimicry techniques were introduced in the host-based IDS domain by Wagner
and Soto [126], but their underlying principle can also be applied to network
traffic. Attackers can apply different techniques to morph network messages into
benign-looking traffic, and therefore try to evade detection. We call this type of
channels adaptive covert channels. Adaptation can be performed in two ways:
apriori adaptation and victim-aware adaptation.

The most common type of adaptation is a priori adaptation, where the at-
tacker implements her communication to look like benign software or protocol
before compromising any machine. The anti-censorship community provides sev-
eral examples [127], [128]. Wright et al. [129] proposed to modify the packet sizes
distribution of one class of applications in order to resemble another class. Moghad-
dam et al. [130] and Weinberg et al. [131] proposed two tools to camouflage TOR
traffic as Skype and HTTP protocols, respectively. Examples can also be found in
known malware samples, which mimic predefined, well-known applications, such
as the Windows and Yahoo Messenger protocol [16], common browsers, or other
known application (e.g., see URSNIF in Figure 3.5).

However, there exist detection systems that detect covert channels by modeling
the normal network behavior of a monitored host (i.e., potential future victims), as
we have shown in Chapter 3 and 4. These systems likely detect apriori adaptation
because the choice of adapting to a specific application (or protocol) does not nec-
essarily match the behavior of a specific victim. Thus, the adaptive covert channel
would show different network characteristics from the victim traffic. An example
is shown in Figure 3.5b, where the malware mimicked the Microsoft Crypto API
(i.e., apriori adaptation), but DECANTeR was still able to detect the anomalous
message. An a priori adaptation technique can avoid detection if the detection
model is known. In this setting, Fogla et al. [132], [133] proposed polymorphic
blending attacks (PBA), a technique to adapt shellcode payloads to fit the statis-
tical representation of normal traffic embedded in the detection model. However,
the detection model is not always available. In this work we assume the model is
not available to the attacker.

As discussed above, detection heuristics assume that malicious traffic deviates
from normal traffic characteristics. On the one hand, misuse-based approaches
(e.g., supervised learning) analyze the characteristics of benign and malicious traf-
fic to create a model that can reliably distinguish between the two groups. This
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approach works as long as future malicious communications have similar traffic
characteristics as malicious samples analyzed to create the detection model. On
the other hand, anomaly-based approaches (e.g., semi-supervised learning) only
rely on benign data, and the generated model describes the common characteristics
of benign traffic. This approach works as long as malicious traffic characteristics
deviate from those representing benign traffic. However, what happens if the covert
channel takes benign traffic characteristics of its victim into account to generate
its messages?

Victim-aware adaptation occurs when malicious channels mimic the observed
victim traffic to bypass detection. Casenove [134] proposed a technique called poly-
morphic blending technique (PBT) that is based on PBA [132]. PBT learns the
statistical representation of normal TCP payloads from the victim traffic. The data
to be transmitted is then encoded using byte frequency distribution, such that the
payload statistical byte distribution is similar to the victim traffic. However, PBT
does not preserve the correct syntax of the application layer protocol, including its
metadata. By substituting bytes in the payload, the syntax of the messages may
be disrupted. Similarly, also PBA does not try to resemble a message syntactically
similar to the victim traffic, but focuses on the byte frequency distribution. Conse-
quently, detection systems that rely on application layer information for detection
(e.g., [40], [42], [1], [53]) could detect PBT due to corrupted messages (e.g., un-
parsable syntax) or unrecognizable byte sequences. Yarochkin et al. [135] propose
to use covert channels over different protocols depending on the protocols used by
the victim. Although their solution adapts to the victim, they do not consider to
mimic the victim messages, thus their content would show deviating characteristics
from the victim traffic and the covert channel would be detected.

In this chapter we propose a different mimicking approach, which also provides
statistical similarity, but retains the syntactic structure of a message. Our mim-
icking approach preserves the content and metadata of the victim traffic, which
cannot be achieved using PBT.

Although we are not aware of malware families using VAA covert channels,
there exist malware families capable of sniffing and manipulating their victim
traffic [20], [21]. This suggests that existing malware already has the technical
capabilities to implement VAA covert channels, and that malware has interest in
performing malicious activities using the victim traffic. For this reason, we con-
sider VAA covert channels to be practical for advance attackers and we decided to
investigate the effects of VAA covert channels on existing detection approaches.
Specifically, our evaluation focuses on data exfiltration attacks over VAA covert
channels. Due to the lack of existing malware samples performing VAA data exfil-
tration, we introduce a configurable framework that allows us to create synthetic
labeled datasets containing both benign and victim-aware adaptive data exfiltra-
tion traffic: Chameleon. This framework creates the conditions to evaluate the
detection performance of existing detection heuristics.
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5.2 Intuition
The goal of VAA data exfiltration is to hide secret information within messages
that resemble benign messages generated by the victim. In other words, VAA data
exfiltration tries to fit the “benign class” of a detection model.

We assume that the attacker monitors the infected machine by collecting traf-
fic information such as headers and their values. Then, the attacker can create a
message that: 1) resembles the information observed from the infected machine;
and 2) hides the secret data that the attacker wants to exfiltrate. A detection sys-
tem would transform such a message into network features, and it would evaluate
them with the model representing benign traffic. Since most of the message is the
same as the content that appears in normal traffic, it is likely that the malicious
message has network features similar to benign traffic features. Thus, the detection
system would label the message as benign. This is an attack against the underlying
assumption of anomaly-based detection solutions. However, VAA data exfiltration
has also effects against misuse-based solutions. First, a supervised model trained
with the traffic of a malicious sample that infected machine X, may not identify
as malicious the traffic of the same sample that infected machine Y . The reason
for this is that machine Y may have different traffic patterns than machine X,
therefore the traffic patterns of the malware change as well. Thus, the model may
not work as expected, despite being trained on exactly the same sample. Second,
in case the characteristics of benign and malicious data are similar, it becomes
difficult to identify patterns that effectively distinguish the two classes. As a con-
sequence, the final model may become ineffective in identifying the two classes,
thereby generating too many false positives.

5.3 Threat Model
In this chapter we assume a more powerful attacker than the one discussed in
Section 3.3. We assume an attacker wants to establish a hidden communication
channel to bypass a security monitor (i.e., NIDS). The attacker controls both client
and server, and the monitor is capable of inspecting the communication channel
(e.g., the monitor can read communications as plaintext). The attacker is capa-
ble of observing the network traffic of the compromised host, and may generate
messages that are similar to those generated by the compromised host (i.e., adap-
tive). Therefore, we assume the attacker has enough privileges on the infected
machine to read from its network interface. Note, that this does not necessarily
imply that the attacker has system privileges (i.e., root) on the compromised ma-
chine. In fact, this can occur, for instance, when sniffing tools (e.g., tcpdump) are
given the permission and capability to allow raw packet captures (e.g., setcap
cap_net_raw,cap_net_admin). Thus, an attacker can access network packets by
compromising a user having permissions to run such network tools.

Although it is not trivial for an attacker to compromise such a user, we believe
it is realistic for an advanced attacker (e.g., APT). The first advanced attacks
have emerged. For example, security researchers have discovered different malware
samples with network sniffing capabilities. The Emotet botnet [20] uses sniffing
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capabilities to steal information from the host, or VPNFilter [21], a more recent
botnet, can sniff and also manipulate network traffic in order to perform mali-
cious actions. These examples show that it is realistic to assume that a malware
can (and wants to) read network traffic in non-targeted attacks such as botnets.
Consequently, it is also realistic to believe that APT may use the same techniques
targeted attacks.

Lastly, we assume that the attacker only adapts outgoing traffic. We analyze a
unidirectional VAA covert channel, because it is enough to bypass existing detec-
tion systems.

5.4 Chameleon

Chameleon is a configurable toolchain that generates VAA covert channel traffic.
We use Chameleon to create a groundtruth dataset to evaluate the effectiveness
of existing detection solutions against VAA data exfiltration attacks. The toolchain
will be publicly released. In the next sections we briefly discuss the process of
generating VAA messages, and we describe the architectural and implementation
details of Chameleon.

5.4.1 Crafting VAA Messages
Adaptive network messages are generated following a two phase process: the collec-
tion phase and the blending phase. This terminology was introduced by Casanove [134].
Figure 5.1 shows a high level abstraction of how adaptive messages are crafted.
These phases are performed by the client controlled by the attacker.

The collection phase is responsible for gathering information about the victim
traffic. For instance, what headers are used in a specific protocol, what values are
associated to each header, and so on. This step can be performed by sniffing the
traffic on the network interface (see step 1 in Figure 5.1). The collected information
allows the attacker to correctly mimic the victim traffic.

The blending phase is responsible for crafting messages that look like victim
traffic, while hiding secret data within those messages. The blending phase takes
as input the collected information and the secret data that the attacker wants to
transmit, it merges them in a VAA message, and transmits the VAA message to
a server controlled by the attacker (see step 2 in Figure 5.1).

5.4.2 Architecture
Chameleon takes as input a network trace, which represents the potential victim.
From this trace, it generates another network trace containing traffic representing a
VAA covert channel. Then, Chameleon merges the two network traces together.
The merged trace can then be used to evaluate detection systems, because it
contains both the normal traffic, from the original trace, and VAA covert channel
traffic. An overview of Chameleon is shown in Figure 5.2.

Chameleon works in two steps. The first step is Adaptive Traffic Generation,
which involves a client and a server. The client reads the network trace provided as
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the process of generating VAA messages. Benign applica-
tions send messages over the network. These messages are collected by the attacker
during the collection phase. In the blending phase, the attacker crafts her messages
by using the information collected from the legitimate traffic and by hiding within
them the secret data to exfiltrate. These messages are then sent to her controlled
server.

input, and it generates adapted network messages by performing both collection
and blending phase. Then, the adapted messages are sent to the server, which
responds to the client. The second step is Traffic Integration, which involves a
set of tools used to modify network traces. These tools are used to integrate the
adapted traffic, stored in a temporary trace, into the original trace. Chameleon
is implemented to work for HTTP traffic. We have implemented Chameleon in
Python.

We decided to design Chameleon as a “dataset generator”, so we could gen-
erate datasets including VAA covert channels traffic by using only network cap-
tures. This allows us to obtain datasets from machines running different operating
systems and applications, and to easily test defensive mechanisms in different set-
tings. This design decision makes it also easier for other researchers to generate
VAA covert channel datasets without requiring a dedicated machine on which
Chameleon needs to run. Instead, previously captured network traffic can be
injected with adapted traffic to analyze.

5.4.3 Adaptive Traffic Generation

The first step of Chameleon is to generate a trace containing VAA traffic. The
VAA traffic mimics the traffic observed in a network trace that is provided as input
(i.e., the victim traffic). The design of a VAA covert channel follows the high level
steps discussed in Section 5.4.1. As in any covert channel, before any communi-
cation, client and server need to share a set of parameters, in order to be able to
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the process followed by Chameleon, composed by two
separate phases: Adaptive Traffic Generation (see Section 5.4.3) and Traffic Inte-
gration (see Section 5.4.4)

.

identify the hidden data from the messages. We discuss these setup parameters in
the following subsection. Moreover, we also discuss the set of message parameters,
which a VAA client may use in order to specify its way of communicating, and
the details of our implementation, including how we perform the collection and
blending phase.

As we mentioned in Section 5.3, our work focuses on unidirectional adaptive
covert channels, where only the client adapts to the victim. Thus, in Chameleon,
the server is a listener that provides default responses.

Setup Parameters

Setup parameters SP are shared between the client and the server before any
communication is established. These parameters provide the basic information for
the client and server to identify the hidden data within the network messages,
and they are defined as SP = 〈p, e〉. For each network protocol p, the VAA client
and server share a list of encoding algorithms e. The parameter e also contains a
delimiter to identify the starting point of the hidden data. Our implementations
uses HTTP and base64 as protocol and encoding, respectively.

Message Parameters

Message parameters MP are not shared between the client and the server. They
are used to specify how messages should be crafted in the collection and blending
phases such that they appear to be legit messages, while hiding covert information.
As Chameleon only focuses on outgoing covert channels, the MP only have to
be set at the client side. The MP define how the clients generate messages for
their adapted communication. MP = 〈c, s, l, i, b, a〉, where c is the timeout of the
collection phase; s is the maximum size of the data to embed in each message; l
is the location where the exfiltrated data is embedded (e.g., URI, headers, body);
i is the delay between sending out successive messages; b is the timeout for the
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blending phase; and a is the type of application the attacker wants to mimic (e.g.,
Firefox). The values for i, l, and s may be learned in the collection phase. For
example, Chameleon can learn from the collected traffic what is the average delay
between messages, what is the location in network messages that often changes
(e.g., measure how many unique values are associated to each header), what is the
average size of network messages, such that it can adjust the amount of information
to hide within its template.

Client’s Implementation Details

The collection and blending phases depend on each other, meaning that the in-
formation gathered during the collection phase influences how the blending phase
crafts the messages. During the collection phase, for a specific application a com-
municating over HTTP, we propose to store the order of header fields for each
message and the values corresponding to each header field, which we refer to as
the header set and the header-value dictionary, respectively (see Figure 5.3). A
specific application can be identified using a string match in the User-Agent field.
Once collection phase ends, the collected information and the secret data to exfil-
trate are given as input to the blending phase.

The blending phase encodes the data using scheme e (from SP ) and split it
into chunks of size s (fromMP ), obtaining a set of data items. Before transmitting
the data, we generate a template. A template represents a set of headers, and their
associated values, that aim at mimicking the victim traffic. Headers are randomly
chosen from the header set, while the associated values are randomly chosen from
the header-value dictionary. The data item to transmit (i.e., the covert message) is
inserted in the location, within the template, indicated by the parameter l, thereby
generating the adapted message (see Figure 5.3). Thus, Chameleon inserts data
in a single message location, in order to maximize the mimicked parts of the mes-
sage, since the rest of the message is represented by the template which contains
only victim’s traffic information. Finally, the adaptive message is sent out to the
server using interval i. After b seconds, the process restarts from the collection
phase to mimic the most recent traffic. The server retrieves the message by iden-
tifying the delimiter described in the setup parameters e and by extracting the
adjacent data.

Our implementation uses HTTP and base64 as setup parameters. Message
parameters MP can be set before running the client and the server. Please note
that whoever establishes a covert channel is also in control of both client and
server behavior. Therefore, an attacker may use the protocol in a way that is
semantically wrong, but she can still communicate successfully. For example, the
client can generate HTTP GET requests for resources that do not exist on the
server, but the server may still provide a valid response (e.g., 200 OK).

5.4.4 Traffic Integration

The second step Chameleon performs is the integration of the VAA traffic, ob-
served between client and server, into the original trace provided as input. First,
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Figure 5.3: Overview of VAA covert channel implementation by Chameleon. The
left part of the Figure shows the collection phase, where Chameleon extracts
HTTP messages from a victim’s trace (i.e., .pcap), it parses the messages, and
stores the sequences of headers it has observed, and the list of values associated
with each header. The right part of the Figure shows how Chameleon generates
templates from the collected information (i.e., Header set and Header-value dict),
and how it combines them with the secret data (i.e., data) in order to generate
adaptive messages. Each dotted arrow indicates the parameter associated to each
element.

the traffic of the VAA channel is captured using tcpdump, and it is stored into a
temporary network trace. Then, the IP addresses in the temporary trace are rewrit-
ten according to the victim’s IP contained in the original trace using tcprewrite.
Similarly, the timestamps are rewritten in order to fit the time period of the orig-
inal trace, and we achieve this using editcap. Finally, now that both traces are
consistent in terms of IP address and timestamps, we merge them using mergecap.
These tools are part of the Wireshark suite. The final trace contains both victim’s
traffic and the attack, and it is easily labeled, thereby being ideal for an evaluation
of detection systems.

5.5 Evaluation

We evaluate the detection performance of three state-of-the-art solutions against
a dataset generated by Chameleon. In this section we describe how we generated
the dataset and its characteristics, give an overview of the three detection mecha-
nisms, describe the evaluation setup, and show the results. Lastly, we summarize
the lesson learned from this study and the limitations of Chameleon.

5.5.1 Dataset

For the generation of the dataset, we need network traces of benign traffic repre-
senting different hosts, and thus, potential victims. We choose the dataset pub-
lished by Sharafaldin et al. [136] for this purpose. The reasons behind this choice
are the following: 1) it contains traffic from multiple hosts over a time period of
a week, allowing defenses to be trained with the traffic of the beginning of the
week, and to be tested on the rest; 2) it contains traffic emulating user behavior
and it contains different type of machines (e.g., servers and workstations); and 3)
it is publicly available, so our generated dataset can be publicly released, without
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compromising any user privacy, making our work easier to be reproduced.
We extracted from the dataset of Sharafaldin et al. [136] all outbound traffic

generated by 9 different hosts, which represent, in our work, potential victims of
VAA data exfiltration. For each host, we obtained 5 days of network traffic (from
Monday to Friday), where each day of traffic is a single network trace. For each
host, we choose a different set of message parameters MP , which represents a
strategy a VAA covert channel may use to exfiltrate data. We ran Chameleon
using each host’s network trace and defining the MP according to the strategy
assigned to the host. Overall, the dataset resulted in 45 pcap traces containing
both our VAA data exfiltration and hosts traffic. The dataset contains 16.6 GB
of network traffic, of which 476 MB (120k HTTP requests) originate from the
adapted communications.

Table 5.1 lists the message parameters of each strategy applied to each host.
The column file indicates the size of the file we transmitted during the adaptive
communication. The values of l are denoted by B for body, H for a random header,
U for URI parameters and M for a random choice between header and URI. While
the values of a are given as B for browser, N for non-browser, or M for a mix of
both. The parameter s represents the exfiltration rate per message, in other words,
the size of secret data that can be hidden in an adapted message. The strategies
represents different exfiltration scenarios. Such scenarios include data exfiltration
of files large 50 Kb and 500 Kb at different speeds, exfiltration locations, and
application types. For instance, strategies for hosts 8 and 16 wait up to 5 seconds
between sending messages, whereas strategies for hosts 5, 9, and 12 do not wait
between attempts at all.

Our dataset is relevant for our experiment because it helps to test the detection
performance against different scenarios of VAA data exfiltration. This choice is
important because the traffic of data exfiltration is strongly influenced by the
different parameters an attacker may choose. Nevertheless, we are aware that our
dataset does not comprehend all possible exfiltration scenarios. However, it is still
unclear whether a finite set of exfiltration scenarios can be defined.

5.5.2 Existing Detection Solutions

The three detection tools are: DUMONT [42], DECANTeR [1], and HED [53]. We
selected these tools from the state-of-the-art for three reasons: 1) their detection
models rely on network traffic characteristics that include payload and headers,
and 2) their detection models leverage benign traffic information; and 3) they
cover both semi-supervised (DUMONT and DECANTeR) and supervised learning
(HED). We obtained the code of HED from the authors, while the implementations
of the two other systems were available from our previous research, as discussed
in Chapter 3, where descriptions of both DECANTeR and DUMONT are also
provided. On the other hand, HED [53] is a supervised detection solution, which
generates a binary SVM classifier from a training dataset containing “normal”
background traffic and covert channel traffic. HED considers a set of more than
a thousand features, such as entropy, length and n-grams for all string features.
Feature selection is applied to identify the most relevant subset of features, which
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Host file Message Parameters

c s l i b a
[KB] [s] [B] enum [s] [s] enum

5 500 5 128 H 0.00 ∞ M
8 50 5 0-128 U 0-5.00 ∞ B
9 50 5 128 B 0.00 5 M
12 500 5 128 H 0.00 ∞ N
16 50 5 0-128 U 0-5.00 ∞ N
17 500 5 0-128 B 0-1.00 ∞ B
25 500 5 0-128 U 0-0.05 5 B
50 500 5 0-128 H 0-0.05 5 B
51 500 5 0-128 B 0-0.05 5 B

Table 5.1: Mimicking strategies applied in our dataset. Each row represents a
strategy, and it uses the network traces of a specific host. The strategy is described
as a combination of parameters (i.e., the columns).

is then used to train the model. In the testing phase, HED classifies a HTTP
request as malicious or not according to the SVM trained decision function.

5.5.3 Evaluation Setup

We evaluate the classification performance of each detection tool in terms of ac-
curacy (ACC), false positive rate (FPR), true positive rate (TPR), detected attack
(DA) and detected strategy (DS). An attack is detected if at least one HTTP re-
quest is triggered as malicious within a single traffic sample. A strategy is detected
if at least one HTTP request is flagged as malicious within all the four traffic sam-
ples of that specific strategy. We compute the number of true positives (TP),
false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN), for the whole
dataset. The accuracy is computed as ACC = TP+TN

TP+FP+FN+TN , the false positive
rate as FPR = FP

FP+TN , and the true positive rate as TPR= TP
TP+FN .

DUMONT

As we discussed in Section 5.5.1, the traffic of each host is represented as five
network traces labeled as days of the week (i.e., from Monday to Friday). For the
evaluation of DUMONT, we first train a model for each host using the first half
of the benign training data of the Monday sample. The second half, and the same
amount of malicious data present in the Monday sample, is subsequently used for
calibration2. We test the remaining four samples, from the same host, against the
model and we collect the results. The learning technique used by DUMONT is a
One-Class SVM (OCSVM), which takes two parameters to define the non-linear

2Please note that in the original work [42] there is no clear guidance about the quantities of
data needed for the calibration step.
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model: the width of the Gaussian kernel γ, a value fp (i.e., soft margin) which
represent an upper bound on the fraction of training errors, and a parameter α
that helps DUMONT to further calibrate the soft margin, in order to be more
or less restrictive against false positives. We specify the width of the Gaussian
kernel as γ = |features|−1, the default value of Scikit-learn’s One-class SVM [124].
In addition, our upper-bound on the false-positive rate was chosen as fp = 0.001
allowing for a maximum of 0.1% false-positive rate without calibration. To select
the α value, we ran the experiments with α = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, through 0.9. In
our results we only show the outcome of α = 0.01 as it gave the best accuracy in
our tests.

DECANTeR

We train a model for each host using the Monday traffic sample and ignoring
malicious requests, since DECANTeR requires only benign traffic for training. We
test the remaining four samples from the same host against the model and collect
the results. Our evaluation considers the classification performance in terms of
HTTP requests, and not fingerprints. Thus, we consider all requests to be malicious
if the fingerprint is classified as malicious, and benign otherwise. As discussed in
Section 3.4.3, we also assume that an operator updates the fingerprints in case of
false positives.

HED

We train a single model for all hosts using their Monday samples, and evaluate
it against their remaining four samples, as described in the original work [53].
However, if we generate a supervised model from a set of known VAA malicious
samples, we effectively train the model to detect the malicious samples in the
context of their specific victims. Hence, it is not guaranteed that the same samples
are effectively detected in the future, because their traffic may look different if
they affect other victims. In order to give a full overview of the performance of
HED, we evaluate it in two scenarios representing two different assumptions in its
deployment.

We define the first scenario, HEDpk, assuming HED has partial knowledge of
the malicious host traffic. Thus, the training model contains all benign host traffic,
but only a subset of malicious traffic. In this way, we can verify if the trained model
is able to effectively detect “unknown” malicious traffic (i.e., not used to train the
model). In our evaluation we decided to randomly exclude the malicious traffic
of half of the hosts to test this scenario. We excluded host 50, 12, 8 and 25. The
second scenario, HEDtk, assumes HED has total knowledge of the malicious hosts’
traffic. Thus, the training model contains all benign and malicious host traffic.
HEDpk is a more realistic scenario, because it assumes the defender may not know
all the characteristics of a VAA attacker upfront.
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5.5.4 Results

As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, our goal is to evaluate the detec-
tion performance of existing detection solutions against adaptive data exfiltration.
More specifically, we want to know whether the existing solutions are effective or
not.

We consider a solution to be effective if it has a true positive rate higher than
70% and a false positive rate lower than 2%. A high TPR means that it is unlikely
that the attack is going to be missed. Thus, in practice a low TPR can be very
costly for a company. A low FPR means the detection solution rarely triggers false
alarms. According to Sommer and Paxson, in their seminal work about IDSs and
machine learning in real environments [76], limiting false positives must be a top
priority of any IDSs. Table 5.2 shows the overall detection performance of the
evaluated detection solutions for all the 9 strategies. Table 5.3 shows a detailed
overview about detection performance per strategy.

Semi-supervised learning

DECANTeR and DUMONT are not effective in detecting VAA covert channels,
as shown in Table 5.2. The main reason is that adaptation allows the malware
to camouflage its characteristics with those of the victim. Thus, the malware fits
the trained model and breaks the fundamental assumption of anomaly detection,
namely that malware shows different patterns than benign traffic. The results of
the evaluation are shown in Table 5.2.

DECANTeR is not effective against Chameleon because its classification
system is based on exact matches of some header values or header names. Since
Chameleon uses existing header values and names in its template, DECANTeR
considers adapted messages as generated by existing applications. Chameleon can
exfiltrate data through the URI, Body, Accept, and other headers, without being de-
tected, as long as the “key” header values (i.e., Host, User-Agent, Accept-Language)
match the profile values. If data is hidden within such “key” headers, then DE-
CANTeR would likely detect the adapted traffic.

The most successful strategies involve mimicking background applications. The
reason is that adapted messages have the same header sequences, Host values and
User-Agents, these are three fundamental features for background application
fingerprinting in DECANTeR. By adapting to the victim traffic, Chameleon
completely avoided detection in two cases (strategies 12 and 16), as shown in
Table 5.3. DECANTeR considered all adapted message to be benign, because the
set of headers analyzed by DECANTeR matched exactly with benign traffic, while
the exfiltration occurred in other message locations. DECANTeR performs poorly
for strategies 5 and 9, when the malware randomly adapts to different applications.
DECANTeR does not suffer as much when the adaptation involves a browser
application. This can be explained by the Referer graph. Malicious requests do not
always create a valid Referer graph despite being adapted, because they may adapt
to requests without Referer field (e.g., OCSP requests). Therefore, these messages
are considered to be generated by a background application, and a match with the
correct application is not found. However, a VAA attacker could decide to always
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include the Referer header with a value from previous requests.
DUMONT is not effective against Chameleon because its learning model

(i.e., OCSVM) relies on statistical features describing the length and structure of
different parts of a message (i.e., headers, URI and Body), their entropy, and the
average length of header and URI values. The template created by Chameleon
contains mostly the same data used by benign applications, excluding the element
where secret data is hidden. Therefore, the data contained in the template has
similar statistical features to the traffic used to train the OCSVM model. This
similarity to benign characteristics helps the adapted traffic to hide its presence
from detection. Furthermore, if Chameleon also hides data in locations that
typically contain large amounts of data, such as Body and URI, then Chameleon
is likely to fit the trained length characteristics learned by the model and, thus,
to avoid detection. The use of base64 as an encoding technique allows to have
entropy values not far from the values of URI or Body content, thereby reducing
the impact of such features. Finally, temporal features used by DUMONT did not
show enough impact in the detection. Hence, since adapted traffic share most of
the characteristics with benign traffic, the feature vectors of adapted traffic fall
within the boundary delimited by the decision functions, thus malicious requests
are often misclassified as benign.

Overall, DUMONT misses almost a third of the samples. It misses all the
samples for strategies 16 and 9, probably due to the small amount of data being
exfiltrated. Although DUMONT detects some malicious requests for strategies 5,
8, 25 and 50, the vast majority of malicious requests are still not detected. This
justifies the low TPR.

Supervised learning

HED yields the best results, as shown in Table 5.2. All the samples are detected,
and the accuracy is higher compared to semi-supervised defenses for both scenarios
HEDpk and HEDtk. Supervised learning leverages the extra knowledge about the
attack to improve its performance.

HED leverages over a thousand statistical features of both requests and re-
sponses in its classification system (e.g., unigram, entropy, length). The static
responses of Chameleon provide a detection advantage for HED, because the
detection model can be trained using malicious static characteristics. Nonetheless,

Table 5.2: Overall performance of existing defenses in terms of accuracy (ACC),
false positive rate (FPR) and detected attacks (DA).

Existing Defense Performance
Acc TPR FPR DA

DUMONT (fp=0.001, α = 0.01) 49% 10% 2% 17/35
DECANTeR 70% 50% 3% 12/35
HEDpk 89% 85% 7% 35/35
HEDtk 96% 93% 7% 35/35
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the FPR of both scenarios is 2 or 3 times higher than for the other solutions,
making HED not effective against Chameleon. In the original paper [53], HED
showed a FPR of 0.01% against non-adaptive covert channel. In our evaluation
the FPR increases two orders of magnitude. This highlights the difficulties of de-
tecting VAA covert channels. HED has a FPR of 7%, which is too high to be
considered practical. Usually, 1% is already considered too much, since millions of
events should be classified each day.

The reason behind the high FPR is the similar statistical representations of
benign and adapted messages. Similarly as for DUMONT, templates contain data
statistically similar to the one used in training, because it is data from the same
application. Consequently, when the model is generated, it is difficult to find a deci-
sion function that can reliably separate the two classes of traffic. Moreover, due to
high number of requests observed in HTTP traffic and the inherent heterogeneity
of HTTP, HED often misclassifies benign HTTP traffic as malicious.

Table 5.2 shows that HED achieves 96% accuracy in its ideal settings HEDtk,
where all strategies are known during training phase. However, the accuracy is
89% in the more realistic setting HEDpk, where only some strategies are known at
training time. This 7% accuracy drop is due to the lack of knowledge about new
adaptive strategies. As shown in Table 5.4 the true positive rate is lower for strate-
gies 8, 25, and 50, which were excluded from the training dataset. Additionally,
the templates of new adaptive messages are similar to the messages of the victims,
which during the training phase were labeled as benign. Therefore, this makes it
harder to correctly classify the data. The accuracy drop shows that HED does not
have a stable detection performance, and that HED is sensitive to the data used in
training. Furthermore, these drops occurred despite the static malicious responses
across all strategies. This limitation of our implementation helps HED to achieve
89% accuracy, but it does not affect DUMONT and DECANTeR because they do
not analyze server responses. It is possible that by creating more realistic server
responses for the adaptive covert channel, the accuracy of HED could decrease
even further.

Lessons Learned

Our evaluation shows that existing defensive mechanisms are not effective against
detecting VAA covert channels, because they cannot effectively detect them while,
at the same time, triggering few false alerts. Semi-supervised learning solutions are
not effective against VAA attackers, because malicious traffic fits the model of be-
nign communication, and thus, malicious connections are not flagged as anomalies.
Supervised learning solutions are not effective for two reasons. First, the classes in
the training dataset are represented by similar sets of data, thus there is not a clear
distinction between the two classes features, which is a fundamental requirement
for supervised approaches to be effective. Second, the VAA covert channel data
used during the training of the system may not be representative for successive
attacks, since the attacker mimics the traffic of new victims, which may show dif-
ferent network patterns. Both issues are present in HED: the first is highlighted
by the high FPR, while the second is described by the accuracy drop between the
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Strategies DUMONT DECANTeR
TPR FPR DS TPR FPR DS

5 0.001 0.01 X 0.50 0.02 X
8 0.005 0.01 X 0.18 0.05 X
9 0.000 0.01 × 0.09 0.05 X
12 0.133 0.03 X 0.00 0.00 ×
16 0.000 0.01 × 0.00 0.03 ×
17 0.371 0.03 X 0.51 0.03 X
25 0.023 0.01 X 0.61 0.02 X
50 0.001 0.03 X 0.78 0.31 X
51 0.150 0.06 X 1.00 0.03 X

Table 5.3: Overall performance of DUMONT and DECANTeR per strategy, in
terms of true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR) and detected strategy
(DS) (× represents a missed strategy).

Strategies HEDpk HEDtk
TPR FPR DS TPR FPR DS

5 0.99 0.06 X 0.50 0.02 X
8 0.50 0.05 X 0.99 0.07 X
9 0.98 0.07 X 0.99 0.07 X
12 0.99 0.07 X 0.99 0.05 X
16 0.98 0.07 X 0.99 0.07 X
17 0.99 0.10 X 0.98 0.09 X
25 0.55 0.12 X 1.00 0.10 X
50 0.68 0.04 X 0.93 0.14 X
51 0.99 0.10 X 0.99 0.05 X

Table 5.4: Overall performance of HEDpk and HEDtk per strategy, in terms of
true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR) and detected strategy (DS)
(× represents a missed strategy).
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two HED scenarios HEDtk and HEDpk.

5.5.5 Performance Analysis of Chameleon

In this section we analyze two different aspects of Chameleon’s performance.
First, we investigate the memory costs of collecting victim information for a VAA
covert channel. Second, we evaluate the computational complexity of Chameleon
operations in terms of big O notation.

Memory costs

During the collection phase, the client stores in memory the network information
observed from the victim. We evaluated the memory footprint of Chameleon
based on the amount of memory it needs to store for each collected message. Our
analysis evaluates the memory costs for the first thousand messages. Please note
that in our previous evaluations, as shown in Table 5.1, Chameleon performed
collection phases lasting 5 seconds, where it collected a much lower number of
messages.

We computed the memory costs for all the samples. The results show that,
in the worst case scenario of our dataset, Chameleon would have stored 250Kb
of information in memory after collecting a thousand messages. On average, the
memory costs for a thousand messages is slightly above 100Kb. This fluctuation
in memory costs is caused by the different usage of the protocol by the installed
applications. An application using large unique values, such as long URLs, forces
the client to store large strings, thereby increasing the costs. On the other hand,
the client stores less information when applications repeat the content in their
messages. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. Unsurprisingly, the memory size
linearly increases with the increase of messages. The memory costs is also highly
dependent on the traffic of each host. In case messages are repeated, the memory
size does not increase, as shown by the orange series around the 700th message.

We consider the memory footprint of Chameleon to be acceptable, consid-
ering the large amount of memory available in modern systems. Especially, if we
consider that the collection phase can run, periodically, every few seconds only,
as we did in our experiments. In such setting, the memory footprint is almost
negligible.

Computational Complexity

We analyze the two phases performed Chameleon separately. The collection
phase has complexity O(n), where n is the number of messages being collected.
The collection is linear because each message is collected and parsed only once.

The complexity of the blending phase depends on the amount of data that
should be exfiltrated to the server. Let’s assume the attacker wants to exfiltrate
a file f , which is split in k data chunks. k represents the amount of adapted
messages that must be transmitted. For each message, Chameleon chooses one
list of headers h from the header set data structure, and, for each header, it chooses
a random value stored in the header-value dictionary. Thus, the computational
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Figure 5.4: Chameleon memory costs in a pessimistic scenario where the covert
channel client collects a thousand messages. The orange line represents the worst
case we observed in our dataset, while the blue line represents the average of
memory costs across all hosts.

complexity of this step is O(|h|), where |h| is the amount of headers that should
be associated with a value. The operations of choosing a header set or a value has
constant complexity O(1), since we only extract a random value from a set. Thus,
the computational complexity to exfiltrate a file f is O(k·|h|). Considering that in a
message the number of headers is often between 5 and 10 headers, the complexity is
more dependent on the number of data chunks created to split the file. The amount
of data chunks represents the stealthiness of the covert channel, meaning that more
data chunks means slower and stealthier exfiltration. However, the higher is the
number of data chunks, the higher is the computational complexity. An increase of
computational complexity and a longer period of activity may potentially expose
the presence of the attacker.

5.6 Limitations

Chameleon has three main limitations. First, it only mimics the content of net-
work packets and not the interaction between client and server. A detection mech-
anism that models client-server interactions may effectively detect Chameleon.
However, web traffic is heterogeneous and inconsistent client-server interactions
may be frequent, considering the large volumes of web traffic. Thus, designing an
effective heuristic is non trivial.

Second, Chameleon does not implement the concept of connection state.
Thus, Chameleon can be easily detected if it is used to mimic stateful proto-
cols such as FTP. To avoid detection in those protocols, Chameleon should be
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extended to mimic also connection states. However, this limitation does not af-
fect Chameleon over HTTP, because it is challenging to reliably monitor, for
detection purposes, HTTP connection states (i.e., Cookies) due to the high het-
erogeneity of their usage and values across different web services.

Third, Chameleon can be detected using signatures or dedicated heuristics to
identify specific patterns in the tool implementation. A simple example is to create
a signature to the static server response. As discussed by Houmansadr et al. [127],
this is always possible for defenders to detect mimicking techniques. However, these
detection approaches are easy to evade since they rely on implementation details
rather than on the underlying patterns of the exfiltration technique. Therefore,
they cannot be considered a final solution to the problem of detecting VAA covert
channels.

Finally, it may seem trivial to detect Chameleon using heuristics that identify
replicated content in network messages. However, this is not the case due to some
challenges that defenders must take into account: 1) benign applications regularly
generate similar messages over time (e.g., scripts uploading data or downloading
dynamic content), 2) defenders have to monitor large quantities of data and keep
a detailed historical record for each host; and 3) Chameleon is a tool that can be
configured with different parameters (e.g., increase delay to enforce larger historical
analysis for defenders). These challenges make it non-trivial to effectively detect
VAA covert channels using heuristics that rely on passive network traffic analysis.

5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed the design of a VAA covert channel for data
exfiltration, in which an attacker mimics the legitimate traffic generated by the
victim to hide information and to avoid detection from a security monitor. We
have implemented a configurable toolchain called Chameleon, which can generate
network traces containing VAA covert channels that can be used as groundtruth
datasets. We used the output of Chameleon to evaluate three existing detection
systems against VAA data exfiltration attacks. Our evaluation showed that these
systems are not suitable to effectively detect these advanced attacks.

This chapter has shown that a detection solution for VAA data exfiltration
is needed, thereby partially addressing RQ2. In the next chapter we continue to
address RQ2 by investigating a detection system for a specific case of VAA data
exfiltration.
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Chapter 6

Detecting Victim-Aware
Adaptive Data Exfiltration via
HoneyTraffic 1

In this chapter we continue to address RQ2 by investigating the problem of de-
tecting victim-aware adaptive (VAA) data exfiltration. In the previous chapter,
we have shown that existing detection techniques cannot effectively detect VAA
data exfiltration attempts. The main cause of the ineffectiveness is that existing
detection systems assume that malicious software creates network messages with
general message characteristics that differ from benign traffic. This assumption
can be broken by VAA attackers, as shown by Chameleon. Unless we assume
some limitations about the attacker mimicking capabilities (e.g., the attacker in-
troduces distinguishing and observable patterns), we believe it is very difficult
to design passive heuristics to effectively detect such threat. Thus, we decided to
avoid passive heuristics and investigate a different defensive mechanism: deception-
based detection. The overall idea of these techniques is to lure the attacker to make
some mistakes that expose her presence. Examples of deception-based techniques
are honeypots and canary tokens. A honeypot is a purposefully vulnerable ma-
chine that waits to be compromised by greedy attackers, thereby exposing their
presence. Similarly, in the setting of canary tokens, an attacker uncovers her pres-
ence by accessing decoy files. Following the same line of thoughts, we introduce a
deception-based detection mechanism for VAA covert channels: HoneyTraffic.
The concept behind HoneyTraffic is to generate fake messages from each moni-
tored machine such that a VAA attacker, while mimicking network traffic, includes
the content of fake messages thereby exposing herself to detection. Following [137],
there are no comparable network-based deception techniques. We evaluate our ap-
proach under certain assumptions, and we show it is a practical technique against
specific strategies of VAA data exfiltration.

1This chapter is an edited version of a peer reviewed paper that will appear in SecureComm
‘19 [3]
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HoneyTraffic focuses on effectively detecting the type of VAA covert chan-
nels represented by Chameleon, where the attacker generates messages using
“message templates” containing only victim’s data, and she embeds secret data
to exfiltrate in one of the message headers. HoneyTraffic does not detect all
possible types of VAA covert channels. More importantly, HoneyTraffic is not
intended to detect covert channels that do not adapt to the victim, because this
scenario is already covered by existing approaches (e.g., [42], [1], [53]). We discuss
these limitations at the end of the chapter. We consider HoneyTraffic to be
a complementary solution to existing detection approaches. The combination of
HoneyTraffic with existing detection solutions makes it harder for VAA attack-
ers to evade detection, but not impossible. Despite the improvements introduced
by HoneyTraffic to detect some VAA covert channels strategies, VAA covert
channels remain a threat hard to detect.

6.1 Motivation

The main motivation for the need of a technique to detect VAA covert channels
is the inadequacy of existing detection mechanisms against this type of threat. In
the previous chapter 5, we have shown that both semi-supervised and supervised
detection techniques fail to effectively distinguish between the traffic of an VAA at-
tacker and the infected victim traffic. Summarizing Section 5.5.4, semi-supervised
learning solutions are not effective against VAA attackers, because malicious traf-
fic fits the model of benign communication, and thus, malicious connections are
not flagged as anomalies. Supervised learning solutions are not effective for two
reasons. First, the classes in the training dataset are represented by similar sets of
data, thus there is not a clear distinction between the two classes features, which
is a fundamental requirement for supervised approaches to be effective. Second,
the VAA covert channel data used during the training of the system may not
be representative for successive attacks, since the attacker mimics the traffic of
new victims, which may show different network patterns. Due to these limitations
of the aforementioned methodologies, we decided to investigate a new detection
mechanism based on deception.

6.2 Intuition

The main idea is to leave the challenging task of detecting VAA covert channels to
the attacker. Our approach consists of a client-side component that generates VAA
traffic containing honey tokens. When an attacker mimics the generated benign
traffic to hide malicious communication, she will end up mimicking the Honey-
Traffic. This produces inconsistencies in the network traffic that can be detected
by a security monitor. The attacker has to distinguish between the honey messages
(i.e., adapted messages including honey tokens) and benign messages. As discussed
in the previous chapter, defensive techniques are not able to effectively use heuris-
tics to distinguish between adapted and non-adapted messages. Consequently, the
attacker should face the same difficulties.
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6.3 Threat Model

We assume there exists a honey client installed on each machine (i.e., potential
victim). The honey client generates network messages mimicking the machine’s
traffic, and sends them towards a server, which we call honey server. Moreover,
we assume there exists a security monitor (e.g., next-generation firewall or NIDS).
The monitor is usually already part of the company’s infrastructure. The honey
server can establish secure communications with both the honey client and the se-
curity monitor to provide the setup information. Please note that the honey server
could be part of the security monitor, and it is not necessarily an independent
entity. However, in the rest of the text, we treat it as an independent component.
As discussed in Section 5.3, VAA attackers assume a strong defender capable of
accessing all communication in plaintext. Thus, we assume HoneyTraffic to be
capable of accessing the communication in plaintext (e.g, using a TLS proxy).

We assume the attacker compromises a machine where a honey client is in-
stalled. We assume the attacker is aware of the presence of honey messages, but
she does not know the setup information (e.g., list of honey tokens).

In order to avoid detection, the attacker may attempt to identify honey mes-
sages, such that she can only mimic legitimate application. However, the attacker
must analyze the whole traffic to succeed. Since we assume the attacker does not
know the setup information, she must analyze the content of each message and
identify the honey messages. Essentially, the attacker tries to identify a covert
channel, which is a complicated task even for defenders as we discussed in the
previous chapters. Analyzing the content of host’s traffic is computationally ex-
pensive, thus it could potentially expose the presence of the attacker. Since it is
in the interest of the attacker to be stealthy, we assume the attacker to be not
capable of running advanced detection heuristics such as running analysis on the
messages’ payload.

Finally, we assume the attacker mimics messages uniformly at random, as the
victim-aware covert channels implemented by Chameleon. Messages are ran-
domly picked so defenders cannot predict what messages the attacker may be
attracted to.

6.4 HoneyTraffic

The architecture of HoneyTraffic is composed of three main components: a
client, installed on each monitored host, a server and a security monitor. We refer
to the client and server as honey client and honey server, respectively. The system
works in two alternating phases: a setup phase and a detection phase. The setup
phase is responsible for delivering the information necessary to run the detection
mechanism to each component. During the detection phase, the system monitors
the network to identify VAA covert channels. We discuss a detailed example in
subsection 6.4.1. An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 6.1.

In the rest of this section, we discuss in detail the setup and detection phase.
Moreover, we discuss an example describing HoneyTraffic. Finally, we discuss
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NIDS Internet

App 1

App 2

Honey Client

Adap. Malware

Honey
Server

Setup parameters for NIDS

Signatures for honey tokens 
List of fake destination IPs 

Setup parameters for 
Honey Client:

Honey Tokens
List of fake destination IPs

Monitored Host

(a) Overview of the setup phase. The honey server provides all the
setup parameters to the NIDS and the honey client.

NIDS

App 1

App 2

Honey Client

Adap. Malware

Honey
Server

Internet

Honey Client Messages:

Contain a honey token
Trigger a NIDS signature
Have a fake destination IP.

Adaptive Malware Messages:

Contain a honey token (due to
mimicking)
Trigger a NIDS signature
Have a "real" destination IP.

Normal Application Messages: 

Do not contain a honey token
Do not trigger a NIDS signature

Monitored Host

(b) Overview of the detection phase, where a VAA attacker is detected
because its messages contain honey tokens but are not sent to random
destination IPs known to the honey server.

Figure 6.1: Architecture of HoneyTraffic. Green components are needed to run
HoneyTraffic. The red component represents the VAA attacker.

how honey tokens can be generated and how difficult it is, for an attacker, to
distinguish the honey tokens from normal traffic.

Setup Phase

The honey server is the main component during the setup phase. It is responsible
for the generation of all the information needed to run the detection system. The
honey server generates a set of honey tokens, a set of random IP addresses, a set of
honey signatures (e.g., regex) to identify the tokens in the network traffic, and the
setup and message parameters (i.e., SP and MP discussed Section 5.4.3) to hide
the tokens in the network message. The random IP generation process excludes
existing network nodes that may trigger network errors from existing machines
using the chosen IPs, or by network devices that know these IPs do not exist.
This precaution is needed to avoid attackers being able to easily identify honey
traffic. Then, the server securely communicates the tokens, IP addresses, and setup
and message parameters to the honey client, while it sends the signatures to the
security monitor. An overview of the setup phase is depicted in Figure 6.1a.

The setup phase is repeated after a specified time period (a day) in order to
change tokens and signatures. In other words, the system updates regularly its
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key detection material. These changes make it difficult for an attacker to reliably
identify honey tokens.

Honey Client Communications

Upon receiving the information from the server, the honey client starts collecting
information about the machine’s traffic (i.e., collection phase). Once enough infor-
mation has been collected, the client creates a template for its network messages
that resemble the machine’s traffic, and it embeds the honey tokens within the
template (i.e., blending phase). In other words, the honey client follows the same
process of the VAA covert channel client discussed in Section 5.4.3. In this process
it uses the SP andMP parameters provided by the honey server. Lastly, the client
spoofs the destination IP of its messages using one of the addresses provided by
the server, and it sends the messages.

Detection Phase

Once the security monitor receives the signatures from the honey server, it starts
monitoring the network traffic. Whenever the security monitor identifies a honey
token (signature hit), it redirects the message to the honey server for further
inspection.

Assuming the tokens are unique strings, which is a common assumption in
signature-based detection, a signature hit can occur for two reasons: either the
token was included in the message by the honey client or from a VAA malicious
application.

The server can identify if the message is generated from the honey client, by
verifying whether the destination IP address matches with one of those provided
during the previous setup phase. If the address does not match, then the message
was generated by a VAA malicious application. In fact, since the attacker’s goals
is to communicate with a remote server that she controls, the attacker’s messages
very likely do not present a destination IP address that matches one of those
provided during the setup phase, which is a small set of randomly generated IP
addresses.

In case the message is identified as originating from the honey client, the server
can answer with a standard response, or it can even communicate additional data
back to the client. It is important that responses are not static and look like
legit traffic, to avoid that the attacker easily identifies honey communications.
The response is needed because the IP is spoofed, and a real destination is not
reached.

In case the message is considered malicious, the server triggers an alert. An op-
erator could then decide to drop the connection or keep investigating the incident.
Figure 6.1b represents an overview of the detection phase.

6.4.1 Example of HoneyTraffic

Assume that during the setup phase the honey server generates three different
honey tokens:
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GET /pypi/v/dpkt.svg HTTP 1.1

Host: img.shields.io
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 ... Firefox 54.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Languate: en-US;q=0.5,en;q=0.3
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Cookie:__cfduid=dce101b3e09a9a09d5dbf
2afed17dcdc71413792427910
Connection: keep-alive

GET /pypi/adlogin_page/v/dpkt.svg HTTP 1.1

Host: img.shields.io
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 ... Firefox 54.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Languate: en-US;q=0.5,en;q=0.3
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Cookie:__cfduid=dce101b3e09a9a09d5dbf2afe
d17dcdc71413792427910; timestamp: 13 Nov 
2018; 10:00
Connection: keep-alive
 a) b)

GET /pypi/adlogin_page/v/dpkt.svg HTTP 1.1

Host: img.shields.io
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 ... Firefox 54.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Languate: en-US;q=0.5,en;q=0.3
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Cookie:__cfduid=RXVybyBJRUVFIFMmUCAyMD
E4IFN1Ym1pc3Npb24h
Connection: keep-alive
 

c)

(real) dst IP: 120.13.21.2 (fake) dst IP: 23.45.21.32 (real) dst IP: 123.23.67.97

Figure 6.2: Example of honey traffic. Figure 6.2 a) represents an example of a
message from an existing application, and Figure 6.2 b) depicts a honey message,
which mimics an existing application but also embeds the honey tokens (in red),
and Figure 6.2 c) shows a malicious message that adapts to the victim’s traffic,
hides its secret data (in blue), but also includes the honey token (in red), which
the malware did not detect.

1. "/adlogin_page/", as a subfolder of a URI path;

2. "timestamp: 13 Nov 2018; 10:00", as a COOKIE parameter;

3. "686897696a7c976b7e", as a ETAG value.

The honey server also generates: i) a list of random destination IP addresses
[192.168.1.100, 23.45.21.32, 142.59.23.1]; and ii) signatures for a NIDS to identify
each honey token. For instance, using Snort syntax, the following can be a signature
for the first token:

alert tcp any any -> any 80 (msg:"HONEY token 1";
content:"/adlogin_page/"; http_uri; sid:2000001;)

Please note that signatures can also specify IP addresses, however, in this work
we treat the verification of the destination IP as an additional step. The generated
honey tokens, signatures and list of random destination IPs are shared with the
honey client and the NIDS, as shown in Figure 6.1a.

Now assume that during the detection phase the honey client mimics a message
of an existing application (e.g., message shown in Figure 6.2a), and it embeds two
different honey tokens in the message. The message is then sent over the network
to one of the random addresses: 23.45.21.32. Figure 6.2b shows how the message
generated by the honey client may look like.

At this point, the security monitor, which analyzes each single message, finds
two signature matches with the honey client (i.e., one per token). The monitor
forwards the message to the honey server, which verifies that the destination IP
is part of the set of random destination IPs generated during the setup phase.
Hence, the message is considered to be generated by the honey client. Finally, the
server responds to the client with a different response for each message, such that
it is harder for the malware to identify which messages contained honey tokens.
In other words, static responses may introduce obvious patterns that could alert
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the attacker and would let her identify honey messages, and possibly, the honey
tokens.

Now let us assume a malware uses an VAA covert channel to communicate with
its server with IP 123.23.67.97. The malware sniffs the victim’s traffic, and it ob-
serves the messages shown in Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.2b. It generates an adapted
message, and it embeds the data to exfiltrate in the Cookie (see Figure 6.2c), and
it sends it to 123.23.67.97. In this scenario, the security monitor finds one signa-
ture, because the token in the URI (i.e., "/adlogin_page/" in red in Figure 6.2c)
is present in the message. The monitor forwards the message to the honey server,
which marks the message as malicious because it has a destination address that
does not match with those created during the setup phase. An overview of this
whole process is shown in Figure 6.1b.

6.4.2 Generating Honey Tokens

Honey tokens, and therefore honey messages, are easy to generate but hard to
distinguish from normal traffic. For this reason HoneyTraffic is an effective
defensive mechanism against VAA attackers, because they cannot reliably detect
which messages contain tokens and which do not. In this section we discuss why
it is hard for an attacker to reliably identify honey tokens in network traffic. Since
our evaluation focuses on HTTP, we only analyze the possibilities of generating
honey tokens on HTTP.

A honey token must be a sequence of bytes that is unlikely to appear in traffic
generated by other applications. These sequences are not difficult to generate.
We can use typos in header fields (e.g., USER-Agent instead of User-Agent), new
header fields (e.g., IEEE:), fake header values (e.g., non-existing Firefox User-
Agent version, or a non-existing domain), random values or any combination of
these techniques.

Although there are several possibilities to generate tokens, the best locations
are those headers that are commonly used, but are often associated with different
values. If a header value often changes in benign traffic, it becomes difficult, even
for an advanced attacker, to identify when a sudden change indicates the presence
of a honey token. The headers that are commonly used in HTTP and have such
properties are: Host, Cookie, Referer, Body and URI. For example, for Host we
can generate a fake domain (or subdomain), or for the Referer we can generate
a fake URL that was never requested before. These values are likely to be unique
in the traffic. The values associated to each header field follow certain patterns.
For example, Host accepts strings representing DNS hostname. Therefore, honey
tokens should be formatted according to the same patterns, such that the attacker
is not able to easily recognize the token by identifying the wrongly formatted
string. Other headers that can be used for honey tokens are: time-based headers
(e.g., If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-since, Date), where the tokens are
represented by timestamps, or headers related to check resources updates (e.g.,
If-Match, If-None-Match, ETAG), where the tokens are represented as “random”
sequences of alphanumeric characters. Table 6.1 shows some example of tokens
that can be associated to HTTP headers, and it compares them with header values
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HTTP Header or Field Example Normal Traffic Example with Honey Token

URI /pypi/v/dpkt.svg /pypi/adlogin_page/v/dpkt.svg
Host www.google.com honieee.google.com
Referer https://google.com https://google.com/submission2018/I
Cookie cfduid=dce101b3e09a9a09d5dbf2afe uid=sckji13e1nsksad
If-Modified-Since Sat, 29 Oct 1994 19:43:31 GMT Mon, 13 Nov 2018 10:10:11 GMT
If-None-Match 737060cd8c284d8af7ad3082f209582d 245221fe8c484j3xz3ad3991j298421d

Table 6.1: Examples, for some headers, of what can be represented as a honey
token (in bold).

commonly observed in normal traffic.
Honey tokens can be automatically generated by the honey server, as long

as the server is aware of the expected syntax for the header value. Following
the aforementioned example, Host accepts strings representing DNS hostname.
Therefore, the honey server can generate tokens by selecting English words from
a dictionary, and it can use these words as subdomains, second level domains or
even top level domains. For time-based headers, the server can generate random
timestamps with the correct format, while for URI it can embed words from a
dictionary as part of the URI path, query parameter or query values.

Generating honey tokens requires limited computational capabilities. Tokens
can be chosen as random words or strings according to a predefined format. Despite
being easy to generate, they are hard to detect. Without knowing how honey tokens
look like, for an attacker is difficult (if not impossible) to effectively distinguish
between strings representing honey tokens and normal traffic, because there are no
clear patterns that differentiate these two string classes. Furthermore, Chameleon
has shown how difficult it is even for defensive mechanisms, which use advanced
heuristics and have access to high computational capabilities, to identify hidden
data within HTTP traffic.

6.5 Evaluation

HoneyTraffic relies on the assumption that, sooner or later, an attacker adapts
to messages including honey tokens. Thus, the detection of VAA covert channels is
not deterministic but probabilistic. We are not aware of existing malicious software
using VAA covert channels. Consequently, it is not possible to verify the effective-
ness of HoneyTraffic traffic with realistic data. Thus, we decided to evaluate
our approach using an hypothetical but realistic scenario. In our evaluation we
make a set of assumptions that defines the scenario, and we estimate the detection
performance, the relation between false positives and tokens, and the network and
memory overhead of HoneyTraffic.

6.5.1 Assumptions

We make the following assumptions: 1) both the attacker and the honey client
mimic the traffic of a browser application, namely the target application; and 2)
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the honey client hides honey tokens into a fixed number of header values.
Attackers are more likely to adapt to browser traffic, because browsers com-

municate often and they generate a lot of traffic. This gives the attacker more
chances to adapt to the victim’s traffic. Moreover, browsers represent the worst-
case scenario for the honey traffic in terms of traffic overhead. The large volumes
of browser traffic force honey clients to generate more honey traffic in order to
detect a VAA attacker with a high probability.

Applications can use different sets of headers during their communication. How-
ever, there is always a subset of headers that is used in all applications’ network
messages, as we discussed in Section 3.4.2. Thus, a honey client can use such head-
ers to hide tokens in it. For example, browser traffic always contains a URI (i.e.,
needed to retrieve a web resource) and a Host value (i.e., domain to contact). Both
headers contain data that changes very often, making it hard for an attacker to
detect potential tokens. For this reason, we believe is realistic to assume that a
honey client can hide tokens in a fixed set of headers. Specifically, following the
aforementioned example, we assume the honey client hides tokens in two different
headers for each message.

In this evaluation we analyze honey traffic for a specific application. However,
in practice, honey traffic should be generated for all applications installed on the
host.

6.5.2 Attacker Strategies

The probability of detecting a VAA covert channel depends on the strategy an at-
tacker uses to mimic application traffic. The attacker can mimic a message accord-
ing to two different strategies: the attacker copies one of the previously observed
messages from the target application entirely, and hides her secret data in one of
the message headers (S1); or the attacker creates her messages by combining the
list of elements (e.g., headers and header values) that were previously observed
from the target application, and substitutes one header value with her secret data
(S2). The latter strategy, S2, is the same we used to generate adapted messages
with Chameleon (see Section 5.4.3).

In our evaluation we evaluate the effectiveness of honey traffic against both
strategies. Since we assume an attacker cannot distinguish honey traffic from nor-
mal traffic, the attacker chooses the values to adapt at random. For this reason,
our evaluation assumes that the attacker mimics messages, or elements, uniformly
at random.

In the rest of the section we use the following terminology: c represents the
collection timeout (see Section 5.4.3); A is the number of messages the target
application generated during c; and Hmsg is the number of honey messages hmsg
mimicking the target application during c.

Adaptation per Message (S1) Let us assume the attacker runs a collection
phase for a period of time c, where it collects all the messages for the target
application. A is the total number of messages generated by the target application,
and Hmsg is the number of honey messages mimicking the target application.
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The attacker cannot distinguish between A and Hmsg, so she collects both. The
attacker adapts to the target application by randomly choosing one of the collected
messages. Then, the attacker hides the data and sends the message, according to
the message parameters MP she uses.

The probability p that the attacker chooses one of the honey messages with
this strategy, which allows us to detect the attack, is:

pS1 =
Hmsg

A+Hmsg
. (6.1)

Consequently, the probability of detecting an attacker after sending xmessages,
can be modeled as a binomial distribution, and it can be defined as

P (detection within x messages) = 1− (1− pS1)x. (6.2)

Please note that in a VAA covert channel, the secret data is hidden in a single
header. Therefore, it is not possible for the attacker to overwrite all the tokens,
since they are stored in two (or more) different headers.

Adaptation per Header (S2) Let us assume the attacker runs a collection
phase for a period of time c, where it collects: a header set L = {L1, . . . , Lj}
where Li represents a list of headers; and a list of values Vhead containing all the
values associated with header head in the observed traffic. Vhead also contains
the observed honey tokens generated for header head during c, which we define
as thead. After choosing a list of headers Li, the attacker generates an adapted
message by randomly choosing a header value from Vhead for each corresponding
head ∈ Li. Then, the probability pS2 to detect a VAA malicious message with this
strategy is

pS2 = 1−
∏

head∈Li

(1− thead
|Vhead|

). (6.3)

Similarly as for S1, the probability of detecting an attacker after sending x
messages, during blending phase, can be modeled as a binomial distribution, and
it can be defined as

P (detection within x messages) = 1− (1− pS2)x. (6.4)

A comparison between Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.3, already highlights how S2 is less
favorable for the attacker, in case more tokens are associated to different headers,
since there are more chances for her to include a token in her messages.

Parameters

We evaluate the effectiveness of honey traffic against the two adaptation strategies
(i.e., S1 and S2) in different scenarios, assuming the target application is a browser.

In order to estimate how many requests a web browser may generate within a
certain period of time, we collected one hour of browsing activities (e.g., streaming
videos in the background and moderate web browsing) from a single machine
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Figure 6.3: Probability of a VAA attacker being detected by the number of mes-
sages it sends, for both strategy 1 (red lines) and strategy 2 (blue lines). The
percentage values represent the overhead of honey messages, compared with the
amount of browser traffic.

controlled by us, using BurpSuite 23. We observed that roughly 2,200 requests
were generated.

Consequently, within a collection timeout c = 30s, the number of requests a
browser may generate within c, which is also collected by the attacker, is 19. There-
fore, we defined Ac = 19. We choose a short collection timeout because malware
may want to communicate closely to the benign application to avoid suspicion.
Since we assume that there are specific headers always present in application traf-
fic, we define |Vhead| = A+ thead, because the values observed from a single header
contains all those generated by the normal application (i.e., A) and those gener-
ated by the honey client containing a token (i.e., thead). Finally, we evaluate our
mitigation according to different amounts of honey messages generated during c.
We define four cases, where the honey client generates 1, 2, 5, and 10 messages.
The network overhead introduced by the honey client for these values is approxi-
mately 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%, respectively (e.g., for 19 browser messages in c, we
introduce 1 honey message, which represent roughly the 5% of the browser traffic).

We want to remark that, although we covered the two strategies an attacker
may use to mimic applications traffic, the detection probabilities are still influenced
by the number of messages generated by the target application and the honey
client, the collection timeout, and how tokens are hidden. In this work, we evaluate
our honey traffic approach only with the parameters mentioned above to estimate
the practicality of this detection method.

2https://portswigger.net/burp/communitydownload
3We installed a certificate on the machine to read also HTTPS messages.
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Results

The results show that S2 is less convenient strategy for an attacker compared to
S1, as depicted in Figure 6.3. Nonetheless, independently from the strategy, the
attacker is detected after few messages. In case of S1, the attacker can be detected
with 80% probability after she sends only 16 messages, costing only 2 honey mes-
sages every 30 seconds. If only one honey message is sent (i.e., 5% overhead), the
attacker can still be detected with 80% probability after 30 messages. This makes
it problematic for an attacker to persist on the host, because she cannot perform
many malicious operations before she is detected. Another fundamental charac-
teristic of HoneyTraffic is that it generates almost no false positives, as long
as tokens are properly chosen, because it works like a signature. Moreover, we can
choose what patterns the signature should match.

Unsurprisingly, the increase of honey messages allows a faster detection. By
multiplying the number of honey messages (within c) with the average size of an
HTTP request, we can estimate how many kb/s our solution costs. Let us assume a
pessimistic scenario, where the average size of a message is 1kB. By using 0.03kB/s
(i.e., 5% overhead, 1 request in 30 seconds) of extra bandwidth, the attacker is
detected within her first 43 messages in case of S1 and 23 messages in case of
S2. The overall cost in a day of extra bandwidth is 2.59MB, for each browser we
want to mimic in the network. Moreover, this is a worst-case scenario because this
extra bandwidth is needed if the browser is active for 24 hours. If we consider the
overhead to be 50%, which is the worst-case scenario for honey traffic due to the
high number of messages it generates, the bandwidth cost in a day is 28.5MB, for
a single browser.

The memory costs for the honey client are represented by the amount of infor-
mation collected from the machine traffic, which is needed to establish VAA covert
channels, and the list of honey tokens. The costs for collecting network informa-
tion have been discussed in Section 5.5.5. The memory costs for storing the list
of tokens are relatively low. We evaluate a scenario where the setup phase waits
one week to refresh the tokens, each token is used only once and is 10 bytes long.
These are pessimistic settings since many tokens should be generated and hold
in memory for a long time. For a bandwidth overhead of 50%, storing the tokens
approximately costs 4,032 kB. A lower bandwidth of 5% has 403 kB of memory
costs. Table 6.2 shows the costs in terms of storage of the honey traffic. In case
the setup phase is executed more often, the memory costs decreases. For instance,
a setup phase refreshing every day would cost 576 kB in case of a 50% bandwidth
overhead, and of 57 kB only in case of a 5% bandwidth overhead.

This evaluation assumes the attacker adapts every time she sends a message.
In case the attacker would sends multiple messages with the same collected data,
our evaluation still holds, but the X-axis of Figure 6.3 should be interpreted as
“adaptation attempts”, instead of messages.

Moreover, our analysis assumes browser messages are evenly spread across dif-
ferent collection phases. We do not expect this to happen in practice, because the
browser generates bursts of messages. This implies that some collection phases
are more favorable to the attacker, and some to the defender. Nevertheless, honey
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Table 6.2: Memory costs for the honey tokens, assuming each token is used only
once (i.e., one-time tokens) and the setup phase is repeated once a week. We
consider tokens to have an average size of 10 bytes.

Bandwidth Overhead Unique Tokens Storage Size [kB]

5% 5760 403
10% 11520 806
20% 28800 2,016
50% 57600 4,032

clients can also generate bursts. Therefore, since the attacker is not able to recog-
nize in which collection phase there are honey messages, the attacker cannot take
advantage of it.

6.5.3 Tokens and Potential False Alerts

Honey tokens are supposed to be unique strings, because if they occur in normal
traffic they would trigger false alerts. One of the main factor that can influence
the uniqueness of tokens is their length, the shorter the token, the more likely it
is to match strings in benign traffic. Thus, we decided to investigate what should
be the length of a token in order to have low probabilities of false alerts.

We analyzed tokens from three to eight bytes long. Although there are many
different ways of generating tokens, such as combining words from dictionaries
or generating format-specific strings (e.g., timestamps), we decided to use the
simplest method of all: generating random strings. Hence, for each of these lengths,
we randomly generated 5000 unique tokens using alphanumeric characters and
digits. We then verified how many of these tokens would trigger at least one false
alert, for each of the 45 samples of the Chameleon dataset. For this evaluation
we considered only the baseline traffic, and we excluded the VAA traffic from the
dataset.

In other words, for each day of traffic we evaluated how many tokens were not
unique. This would represent a lower bound of false alerts. Figure 6.4 shows the
average amount of non-unique tokens we observed in the whole dataset for different
token lengths. The results show that tokens longer than 6 bytes are all unique in
our dataset, meaning that they would trigger no false positives. The uniqueness
of tokens follows an exponential distribution, suggesting that the longer the token
becomes, it becomes much harder to find a match in normal traffic. Our analysis
shows that tokens cannot be shorter than 6 bytes, since many matches have been
found in our small dataset. On the other hand, we cannot say that 6 bytes is the
ideal length for a token, because our dataset was not large enough to represent
a real network. However, considering that the uniqueness of tokens follows an
exponential distribution, we can expect few matches in larger network for tokens
of approximately 10 bytes. Finally, we should consider that in this evaluation we
performed a string search in the whole message. However, in practice, honey tokens
may be hidden in specific parts of the message (e.g., as URL query parameter),
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Figure 6.4: Average amount of non-unique tokens observed in Chameleon traffic
samples. For each token length, we randomly generated five thousand tokens. We
counted how many of these tokens were present at least once in each traffic sample,
which represents one day of traffic for a single host. Finally, we computed the
average of occurrences of non-unique tokens.

reducing the chances of triggering false alerts.

6.6 Limitations

6.6.1 Full vs Partial VAA Data Exfiltration
As we explained throughout this chapter, HoneyTraffic can detect VAA covert
channels that use similar techniques as those used by Chameleon. More specif-
ically, HoneyTraffic can detect VAA covert channels that generate messages
using a template containing only data from the victim. Let us call these VAA
covert channels full VAA (F-VAA). In this setting, there is a chance for the at-
tacker to include a honey token in its messages. Therefore, HoneyTraffic can
detect the attacker.

HoneyTraffic may not work in case the attacker partially mimics the vic-
tim’s traffic, meaning that she generates a template containing some victim’s data
and some data generated by herself (i.e., partial VAA ). In this case, it is possible
that honey tokens are never included in the adapted messages, because the attacker
used her own data for that specific header value. Thus, HoneyTraffic works as
long as the headers values that should contain honey tokens are not overwritten
by the attacker data.

Nonetheless, it remains unclear whether an attacker substituting several header
values with randomly generated valid data reduces her chances to mimic honey to-
kens to zero. Moreover, it remains also unclear if the generation of these strings may
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Detection Technique Exfiltration Techniques
No Adapt. APA F-VAA P-VAA

Existing Solutions X X × ?
HoneyTraffic × × X ?
Existing Solutions + HoneyTraffic X X X ?

Table 6.3: Overview of what type of exfiltration techniques are addressed by ex-
isting detection techniques. We describe four types of adaptation: no adaptation,
a priori adaptation (APA), full victim-aware adaptation (F-VAA), and partial
victim-aware adaptation (P-VAA). All the rows contain a question mark for P-
VAA, because now one has evaluated the case of partial adaptation.

introduce distinctive patterns that could be modeled by existing covert-channel de-
tection solutions, thereby exposing the attacker to detection. Further investigation
is required to understand what are the limits of partial VAA covert channels.

Due to these limitations against partial VAA covert channels, HoneyTraf-
fic cannot be considered a standalone solution to detect VAA covert channels.
However, HoneyTraffic can complement existing detection methods to make
evasions more difficult for VAA covert channels and provide overall better net-
work protection. Table 6.3 shows the threat scenarios covered by HoneyTraffic
compared with existing solutions, such as DECANTeR or HeadPrint, and with
the combination of both techniques.

6.6.2 Lack of Existing Malware Samples

The lack of malware samples using VAA covert channels, does not allow us to eval-
uate our solution with real data. An evaluation using a synthetic dataset containing
both benign and honey messages can be performed, in order to verify after how
many messages a VAA covert channel would have been mimicked. However, the
only implementation we are aware of for this attacker is Chameleon, which is de-
veloped by us. Thus, we considered this option to be sub optimal. Consequently,
we decided to make an estimate of HoneyTraffic performance by evaluating
with an hypothetical, but realistic, scenario. In this scenario, our estimates give
an indication that HoneyTraffic can be a practical solution with low network
and memory overhead.

6.6.3 Evasion

Honey traffic cannot be proven secure, because we assume the attacker can run
with high privileges, so, in theory, the malware can do anything on the compro-
mised host. For instance, the attacker may be able to identify the process of honey
client at system level and avoid mimicking packets that it generates. Nonetheless,
we believe an attacker, especially if automated such as malware, faces severe diffi-
culties in identifying the honey client, even more so if the client is properly hidden
(e.g., by using rootkit techniques).
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The setup phase of HoneyTraffic is also a limitation, because the attacker
can get to know the list of tokens that will be used. However, also in this case, the
attacker must be aware of the presence of the honey client on the system. Moreover,
she should also be able to intercept and interpret the messages provided by the
server.

The attacker can try to evade our detection mechanism generating its own
traffic. As we discussed in Section 6.6.1, partial VAA can be a potential solution
for attackers to evade HoneyTraffic. However, it is unclear whether a similar
technique would also be effective against existing detection mechanisms. In case
the attacker generates its own traffic, she may introduce patterns that could expose
her to detection. Introducing patterns is exactly what VAA data exfiltration wants
to avoid.

The attacker can try to mimic traffic according to a different distribution than
by mimicking messages at random. For instance, the attacker may learn the set of
most visited websites and mimic only messages sent towards those websites. The
limitation of our work in this regard is that we did not analyze the scenarios of
different mimicking distributions. However, such techniques can reduce the chances
of detection, but cannot guarantee evasion. Since honey messages are randomly
generated, they may also mimic a commonly visited website.

Lastly, an attacker can evade honey traffic by creating messages without using
victim information. However, by doing so the attacker is not adapting, thus she
would be detected by already existing techniques, such as DECANTeR or Head-
Print.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we proposed a novel detection strategy for a specific VAA data
exfiltration attacks, which we call Full-VAA and this type of attack is the same
implemented by Chameleon. Full-VAA data exfiltration attacks where the at-
tacker tries to maximize the similarity of her messages with the victim’s traffic
by mimicking as much information as possible. We named our approach Honey-
Traffic, since it involves the generation of fake network messages that hide honey
tokens, and aims at deceiving the attacker and let her adapt to the fake messages.
The presence of a VAA malicious software can be identified by a security moni-
tor that is aware of the honey tokens. We evaluated our approach under certain
assumptions and we have shown that it can detect VAA data exfiltration with a
negligible overhead on the network bandwidth. Since the approach is essentially a
signature-based detection solution, it generates few false alerts.

In Chapter 3 and 4 we have proposed to use application fingerprinting to de-
tect data exfiltration attempts performed by non-adaptive attackers. In Chapter 5
we have described the threat of VAA data exfiltration and we have shown that
existing detection solutions are not adequate to effectively detect such threat. In
this chapter we proposed a detection mechanism that can detect a specific type of
VAA data exfiltration, namely Full-VAA, thereby addressing RQ2. The detection
of other types of VAA attackers, such as Partial VAA, where the attacker mimics
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only “some” victim’s network information, requires different detection methods.
This chapter concludes our work on the detection of data exfiltration. In the

next chapter, we discuss how can we determine what has leaked after data exfil-
tration has been detected.
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Chapter 7

Impact Evaluation of Data
Exfiltration by Determining
What Has Leaked1

In the previous chapters we have addressed the research questions related to the
detection of data exfiltration. This chapter focuses on the impact evaluation of data
exfiltration. As we discussed in the introduction, existing solutions do not allow for
a precise evaluation of the impact of data exfiltration. Solutions such as logging
systems cannot be used for impact evaluation, because they can be tampered
by an attacker. In this setting, an investigator has to assume that all data may
have leaked, because he cannot prove otherwise. Alternatively, there exist secure
cryptographic systems that allow computations over the data while never revealing
the data in cleartext. Using these systems, nothing leaks. Unfortunately, these
systems are practical only in very limited settings, due to their high computational
costs.

In this chapter we address RQ3, and we propose an approach capable of deter-
mining data leakage that is not just all-or-nothing. Our system provides tamper-
resistant logs against adversaries capable of taking complete control of a machine.
The log also stores all data access information needed to determine what may have
leaked.

The main limitation of existing logging solutions is that each machine is solely
responsible for generating log content. Therefore, if the machine is compromised,
there is no way to distinguish whether the new log content is tampered by an
attacker or not. The main idea of our work is to shift the responsibility for the
generation of log content from a single machine to a coordinated group of machines.
Thus, even if one or a subset of machines is compromised, it is still possible to
obtain a copy of a log that has not been tampered.

While this responsibility shift thwarts an attacker to tamper or to inject infor-
mation in the logs, the nodes should also be aware of all accesses to cleartext data,

1This chapter is an edited version of a peer reviewed paper that appeared in ACSAC ‘16 [4]
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otherwise data can be leaked without being reported. The idea to solve this issue
is to leave data encrypted at rest, and to decrypt it only when a computation is
requested at a random node. Using secret sharing we ensure data can be decrypted
only through a collaboration of machines, meaning that multiple nodes acts as a
decentralized access control mechanism, thus, they are aware of all data accesses.
Moreover, we randomly choose a node for the computation so an attacker cannot
predict where data can be decrypted.

Our approach does not rely on trusted hardware, but on a combination of ex-
isting cryptographic primitives with a Byzantine consensus protocol. We demon-
strate for the specific application setting of client-server authentication that our
distributed log is feasible in practice, and that it can be integrated with existing
services.

7.1 Motivation

The law requires that a company has reliable information in order to correctly
understand what data has been leaked after a data breach. Existing work on data
leakage focuses on prevention by providing Data Loss Prevention solutions [138]–
[140]. However, these solutions cannot be used to determine the data leakage in
case the prevention fails.

The most promising existing solutions are provenance-aware systems [141]–
[143], which record the entire data lifecycle including its origin and where it has
been sent. Unfortunately, these systems make strong assumptions on what the
attacker cannot do (e.g., the attacker cannot access the OS kernel), which is un-
realistic given the occurrences of sophisticated malware in data breaches [22], and
the recent increase of rootkit development [23].

This lack of solutions against such powerful attackers, has only been recently
addressed by Bates et al. [52] who proposed LPM, a Linux kernel module capable of
collecting and protecting evidence against such a powerful attacker. Unfortunately,
LPM’s security mainly relies on trusted hardware and it is platform dependent.
Trusted hardware, which is invasive because it imposes significant changes to the
infrastructure, often is not a feasible option for companies. This leaves companies
without a solution to create evidence to determine data leakage.

On the other hand, there exist cryptographic techniques, such as fully homo-
morphic encryption (FHE) [50] and secure multi-party computation (MPC) [51],
which allow data processing in the encrypted domain. Applications using these
techniques do not require digital evidence since data is protected by cryptographic
means. Therefore, determining the leakage is trivial, because nothing leaks to an at-
tacker. However, these techniques are computationally expensive and only suitable
in limited practical scenarios. Consequently, most of today’s data breach victims
have no other option than considering all data to be leaked.

For these reasons, we decided to investigate an alternative logging solution
that can reliably and precisely determine what data has leaked, without relying
on trusted hardware.
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7.2 Intuition
First let us assume that a central server is responsible for creating and maintaining
a log file with all accesses to data. If this machine is compromised by a powerful
attacker, for instance by using a kernel rootkit, there is no solution to protect the
evidence from being tampered or deleted by the attacker, unless trusted hardware
is used [52].

Now let us assume a decentralized logging setting with two machines, A and
B. A sends its data access information to B and B stores the log for A. If an
attacker compromises A, she can send fake information to B. There is no way for
B to distinguish real from fake information, so the log may store fake records,
which makes the log content not trustworthy. This is also true in case there are
n machines and A sends its information to all the other machines N1, . . . , Nn−1.
As long as a machine is solely responsible for the content of its own evidence, and
this machine can be compromised, it is not possible to rely on a logging system to
determine data leakage. All common logging mechanisms work as just described.

Our approach inverts this process. It is not A to tell the n− 1 other machines
what it had access to, but the n − 1 machines tell A what it is going to access.
So, the n − 1 machines store in the log file that A had access to a specific data
item. This approach can be considered a generalized digital analogue of the four-
eyes principle (n-eyes in our case), which requires two individuals to approve some
action before it can be taken. We enforce this approach by requiring data to be
encrypted at rest and to decrypt it (making it accessible) only when it is needed
for processing. The decryption step can be done only through the collaboration of
multiple machines, which have to agree on the decryption and, if so, write in the
log who is going to access the data.

7.3 Building Blocks
In this section we introduce the building blocks used in our approach and discuss
the choice of the specific implementations.

7.3.1 Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus Protocol
Byzantine fault tolerant consensus protocols are a form of state machine replica-
tion, such that a set of n distributed nodes can behave consistently as a centralized
implementation executing operations atomically one at a time. These protocols
survive f Byzantine failures. We decided to use PBFT [144] because it is a widely
accepted in practice and because it provides strong consistency guarantees despite
a communication complexity of O(n2). However, other Byzantine fault tolerant
consensus protocols can be used (e.g., [145], [146]). In PBFT there are n = 3f +1
nodes, and they move through a sequence of configurations called views. Within
each view one node is the primary node. The primary node is responsible to for-
ward client requests for operations to other nodes and to propose the order of their
execution. A request is executed if at least 2f +1 nodes have accepted it. When a
request is executed, a reply message is sent to the client. When the client receives
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2f + 1 reply messages, she considers the operation to be successfully executed.
Moreover, nodes periodically generate checkpoints, which are proofs confirming
that at least 2f + 1 nodes have executed the same number seq of requests. In
case the primary node is considered compromised, all nodes start a change-view
procedure, which elects a new primary node.

7.3.2 t-out-of-n Secret Sharing
Secret sharing (SS) is a cryptographic primitive that allows any party to split a
data item s into a set of n shares, such that any combination of t shares, where
t ≤ n, can be used to reconstruct s. In our case we consider t = f + 1 and
n = 3f + 1. The data item s can be recovered only if at least f + 1 shares are
combined. Therefore, until at least one correct node reveals its share, the attacker
learns nothing about s. A secret sharing scheme provides the following algorithms:

• Split(s)→ {s1, . . . , sn} generates a set of n shares from a data item s.

• Combine({si}f+1
i=1 ) → s combines a set of shares to obtain the original data

item s (or ⊥ if there are less than f + 1 valid shares).

In this work we propose to use AONT-RS [147] for its performance. Compared
to Shamir Secret Sharing [148], AONT-RS provides better storage efficiency2 and
faster sharing and reconstruction of secrets. AONT-RS is computationally secure
(based on AES), and does not require a setup phase to distribute encryption keys,
in contrast with other secret sharing schemes.

7.3.3 Commitment Scheme
A commitment scheme is a cryptographic primitive that involves two parties: a
committer and a receiver. The committer can commit to a specific value x, without
revealing x to the receiver (i.e., hiding property), unless the committer itself reveals
it. Once the committer commits to x, she cannot change her value (i.e., binding
property). A commitment scheme provides the following algorithms:

• Commit(x)→ c generates a commitment message for a value x.

• Reveal(x, c)→ 1/0 verifies if x is the committed value for c.

In this work we use the simple hash-based construction that commits to a value
x by computing H(r||x) for a random r and a cryptographic hash function H(·)
(modeled as a random oracle). However, other schemes might be used as well.

7.3.4 Digital Signature Scheme
A digital signature is a cryptographic primitive that allows a signer to authenticate
a message, and a verifier to verify the authenticity of that message. A digital
signature scheme provides the following set of algorithms:

2For example, given a 4 KB data block to divide 10-out-of-16 shares, Shamir Secret Sharing
requires 64 KB, while AONT-RS needs 6,45 KB [147].
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• KeyGen(1λ)→ (pk, sk) generates a signing key pair.

• Sign(sk,m)→ σm generates a signature for a message m.

• Verify(pk,m, σm) verifies a signature on a message m.

In this work we use RSA. Other digital signature scheme can be used as well.

7.3.5 Hash Chain

A hash chain is a consecutive application of a cryptographic hash function H to
multiple data items that binds all of them to a single value. Given a family of events
{Ei}li=1, the value stored in the hash chain for each event Ei, is Li = H(Li−1||Ei),
where Li−1 = H(Li−2||Ei−1). Each new entry is directly linked to the previous
event, and the base hash L0 is a predefined value.

7.4 System and Threat Model

Consider a scenario where users can upload data to a company infrastructure,
which can run computations over this data either on the user’s or system’s demand.
The company is responsible for the data storage and the computation. Moreover,
it wants to deploy a mechanism capable of reliably determining the data leakage
in case its infrastructure is compromised.

We consider the company’s infrastructure to be a distributed asynchronous
system composed of n nodes, which log and execute the operations requested by
clients. The set of possible operations is determined by the specific application.
Each node has an append-only log, which describes all operations executed by
the system and can be used to determine the data leakage. The nodes are con-
nected by a network that may: fail to deliver messages, deliver them out of or-
der, duplicate them, or delete them. We assume a Byzantine failure model, where
faulty/compromised nodes might behave arbitrarily (e.g., a compromised node
does not necessarily follow the protocol). Nodes are non-faulty/non-compromised
if they behave according to the protocol. Our approach guarantees that clients
eventually receive replies to their request (liveness property) and those replies
are correct according to linearizability (safety property) if we assume that: the
attacker can compromise at most f machines, where f = bn−13 c; the attacker is
computationally bounded, so she cannot break cryptographic primitives; there is
a delay T between the first time a message is transmitted and when it is received
by a non-compromised node, where T does not grow indefinitely [149]. The lat-
ter assumption appears to be reasonable in practice if network faults are quickly
repaired. These are common assumptions for Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus
protocols [149]. Finally, we assume the company deploys security solutions that
can detect compromised machines and determine the period of compromise (e.g.,
IDSs).

Attacker model. We consider a powerful attacker that can take complete con-
trol over the machines he compromises by using a kernel rootkit. However, we
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assume compromising a machine is time consuming and a difficult task even for
a skilled attacker. On these machines the attacker can tamper, disable or perma-
nently delete any possible evidence. The attacker is allowed to compromise any
machine and her choice may depend on previous information. The attacker may
compromise up to f machines, where the total number of nodes of our system
is defined as n = 3f + 1. This assumption is fundamental in order to achieve
Byzantine consensus. Finally, the attacker can also coordinate the compromised
machines to disrupt or to compromise the service.

7.5 Security Requirements for a Reliable Log

A log needs to fulfill the following security requirements to be considered reliable
to determine the data leakage:

• Tamper-Resistance: any unauthorized modification of the log, such as
addition, removal or content modifications of a log entry ei, should be de-
tectable.

• Availability: it should not be possible to remove all copies of the log from
the system.

• Trustworthiness: the log of a non-compromised node should contain only
events that have been requested by legitimate events. An attacker should not
be able to convince non-compromised nodes to log events that were never
requested. The difference to tamper-resistance is that the attacker may try
to remotely influence the log of other nodes by hijacking the protocol.

• Completeness: the log should store all the accesses on plaintext data. An
attacker should not be able to access any plaintext data item without being
recorded by non-compromised nodes.

7.6 A Distributed Secure Log

As follows from our high level description in Section 7.2, we infer two important
requirements: 1) a single node cannot access data without the consent of other
nodes, and 2) a group of nodes should agree on when and what data a node can
have access to. We address the first requirement using threshold cryptography,
which enforces that t shares are needed to access the data. A lower number of
shares does not reveal any information about the data. We address the second
requirement using a Byzantine consensus protocol, guaranteeing consistency in
the execution of operations among distributed nodes, despite (at most) f of them
may be compromised. With this protocol, all nodes can agree on which data items
a specific node can access, send the correct shares to the same node, and log the
access to the data consistently with the other nodes.

As a consequence of the liveness and safety properties of a Byzantine consensus
protocol (see Section 7.4) this setup requires n = 3f + 1 machines, where f is the
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number of compromised nodes. Considering this strict requirement, we define the
threshold for Secret Sharing as t = f + 1. This is the lowest value that guaran-
tees that the attacker cannot read the data, since the system assumes at most f
compromised machines.

We now discuss how the log is created and how we can determine the data
leakage using the log.

7.6.1 Creating Evidence of Data Access

We assume a finite universe of clients that can request to upload data, or to perform
computations over data stored in a distributed systemN = {n1, . . . , nn} composed
of n nodes, where n = 3f +1, and f is the maximum number of nodes that can be
compromised by an attacker. All clients and nodes have a public-private key pair
(pk, sk)← KeyGen(1λ). All public keys pk are known to each node. Node keys are
securely shared when the system is deployed, while client keys are securely shared
at the time of client registration to the system. We assume the attacker is not
present at registration time, and we assume clients to be trusted. We note that
this is a simplified setup that considers clients to be trusted and authenticated. In
the next sections we also discuss our approach for scenarios with untrusted clients.

Requests Need to be Accepted and Logged

Clients interact with the distributed system by sending upload or query requests.
These requests have to be accepted and logged by each node before being exe-
cuted. This process is performed in the three-phase protocol of PBFT, as shown
in Figure 7.1a.

In both cases, a client generates a request REQ, which describes the opera-
tion the client would like to perform. She generates a signature for the request
σREQ ← Sign(sk, REQ), and she sends the signed request 〈REQ, σREQ〉 to the primary
node, which then forwards it to all nodes (i.e., pre-prepare phase). Each node
accepts 〈REQ, σREQ〉 if Verify(pk, REQ, σREQ) = 1 and if the message is formatted as
specified by the protocol, otherwise it is discarded. Furthermore, depending on the
application setting, nodes can apply additional checks (e.g., verify if the user is
allowed to perform request on some particular data). Finally, PBFT requires addi-
tional verification steps during the execution of its protocol, which are independent
from our solution. We refer to the original work for further details [144].

If 〈REQ, σREQ〉 is accepted, nodes broadcast their decision to other nodes (prepare
and commit phases). When a node receives 2f + 1 responses during the commit
phase, it logs 〈REQ, σREQ〉. Each log entry ei = (i, 〈REQ, σREQ〉, Li) has a sequence
number i, the content of a request along with its signature 〈REQ, σREQ〉 and a re-
cursive hash value Li = H(Li−1||REQ). Li links REQ to its previous request.

Once ei is stored, each node sends a signed reply message back to the client.
The client considers REQ to be successfully logged if it receives at least 2f + 1
signed reply messages from distinct nodes. At this point, REQ is executed.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the interaction between a client and four nodes: a) shows
the common process for each request, which is validated and logged through the
PBFT protocol [144], where n0 is the primary node; b) shows how data is uploaded
once the request has been logged, where the client t-out-of-n secret shares a secret
s, and sends each share si to each node; c) shows how the computation is performed
once the request has been logged, where the execution node (n1) receives the shares
needed to reconstruct the data, performs the computation and sends back the
result to the client.

Upload Requests

Clients can store new data items on the nodes or update existing items. An upload
request REQU = 〈ID, ts, σREQU 〉 has an identifier ID of the item the client wants to
upload, a timestamp ts and a digital signature σREQU . The request is sent to the
nodes for approval and logging, following the process discussed above.

After receiving 2f + 1 reply messages, the client runs Split(D) → {s1, . . . , sn}
and generates n shares for the item D that has ID as identifier. Finally, as shown in
Figure 7.1b, the client sends to each node ni a message 〈ID, si, ts, σd〉 containing:
the identifier ID, a share si of D, a timestamp ts, and a signed digest σd where
d = H(ID, si, ts).

Each node accepts the share si if the following verification steps succeed (oth-
erwise, the node discards the share): 1) compute the digest d from the received
message and check that Verify(pk, d, σd) = 1, and 2) check if a request REQU with
same ID and from same client was already logged. If another share si is stored
with the same ID, it is overwritten with the new share. Otherwise si is stored as
a new item with identifier ID.

Although the information stored in REQU does not influence the determination
of data leakage, it is stored in the log to avoid possible data inconsistency in case of
concurrent updates. For instance, if two clients are concurrently trying to update
the same data item, all non-compromised nodes can decide, based on the log, to
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keep only the shares of the latest request they executed.
Replay attacks are possible, but do not affect the determination of data leakage

and can be prevented by integrating orthogonal techniques in the protocol (e.g.,
nonce).

Upload by Nodes. Non-compromised nodes are not allowed to upload data,
unless a client requests it. A non-compromised node uploads data only if there is a
query request REQQ from a client that specifies a write(ID) command. The details
of query requests are discussed below. A node upload request REQU is generated
and processed through PBFT as a client’s request. The identifier ID for the new
item is the one specified in the write(ID) command.

A node accepts the request if: 1) after computing the digest d from the received
message, Verify(pk, d, σd) = 1; 2) there exists a query request REQQ that specifies a
write(ID) command such that ID matches the identifier in REQU ; and 3) the node
that generated REQU is the same node that executed REQQ, and no upload requests
have been accepted yet for that write command. The rest of the protocol follows
as in the client case.

Upload failure. It is possible that REQU is logged, but the shares are not sent or
are delayed. Once REQU is stored, each node starts a timer. All following requests
that involve the uploaded item are logged and queued. Once the shares have been
successfully received, requests are executed on the new item. If the timer reaches
a globally set timeout value, the log is “rolled-back". REQU is removed from the
log, the hash chain is updated and the following requests are executed on the old
item.

Timeouts can be exploited by an attacker to degrade the performance of the
system (e.g., wait for shares and delay computations), however these denial of
service attacks do not influence the determination of data leakage.

Query Requests

Clients can perform computations over data stored on the nodes. A query request
REQQ = 〈D, O, r, ts, command,σREQQ〉 has a set D of unique data item identifiers, an
operation O to apply to the data, a uniformly distributed random number r, where
0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, a timestamp ts, a command read or write(ID), and the signature
σREQQ .
D is the set of items requested for the computation. O is any possible computa-

tion allowed by the application. r is a random number used to select the execution
node. This node is responsible for reconstructing the data from the shares, per-
forming the requested computation and returning the result to the client. The
execution node for a request is the node ni = r. The command write(ID) is used
by a client when she wants to retrieve the result of the computation and then store
it in the system with the specified identifier ID. A client uses a read command if
she only wants to retrieve the result.

REQQ is validated and logged as discussed at the beginning of the section.
If the request is accepted, each node retrieves the set of requested shares S =
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{s1, . . . , sm} where m = |D| (i.e., one share per item). Each node sends S to the
execution node. The execution node waits until it receives at least f + 1 set of
shares (including its own). It reconstructs each requested item in D, such that
D ← Combine({si}f+1

i=1 ). The execution node performs the requested operation O
over the reconstructed set of items. Lastly, it sends the result of the computation
to the client. This process is shown in Figure 7.1c. The execution node deletes all
the received set of shares and the reconstructed data. Finally, it verifies whether a
write(ID) command is specified in the query request or not. If so, the result needs
to be uploaded through an upload request.

It is worth noting that if k shares are generated and uploaded instead of n,
where k < n, the attacker may be able to block the execution of a query request
by not sending the share she stores. We choose to generate n shares to guarantee
the functionality of the system in a Byzantine model.

Execution Node Unavailable. In case the execution node is not available
at the time the shares are being transmitted, all nodes run an instance of the
collaborative protocol to select the execution node (discussed below). This selection
protocol allows distributed nodes to agree on selecting a random execution node.
The shares are then retransmitted to the new execution node.

The execution node might also fail to deliver the result of the computation
to the client after it received the shares. For instance, the attacker controls the
execution node of a specific request and wants to disrupt the service. Therefore, a
client expects a response from the execution node within a predefined timeout. If
the timeout is exceeded, the client generates a new query request with a different
execution node.

A compromised execution node can send wrong computation results to the
client. Overcoming this problem is not the goal of this work. Nonetheless, this
does not affect the determination of leakage provided by our solution, because
the nodes already logged all the data the (in this case) compromised execution
node had access to. This happens independently from a successful or unsuccessful
execution.

Untrusted Clients

In certain application scenarios, we cannot assume clients to be trusted. When
assuming clients to be untrusted, we cannot rely on the authentication based on
cryptographic keys.

This affects our approach in three ways: 1) a compromised primary node can
successfully execute requests that were never generated by a client, because nodes
cannot verify a request’s authenticity; 2) a compromised node can generate fake
client requests, and append them in the log while maintaining a consistent hash
chain; 3) if an attacker compromises one node of the system, she can pretend to
be any client and generate fake requests. She can modify r in REQQ, such that
r = ni and ni is the node she controls, so it gets always selected as execution
node. These issues are related to the verification and logging process of requests,
shown in Figure 7.1a.
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The first problem breaks the Trustworthiness requirement discussed in Sec-
tion 7.5. To solve this problem, untrusted clients should broadcast their requests
REQ to all nodes, instead of forwarding them only to the primary node. Then, the
primary can continue the PBFT protocol as usual. Non-compromised nodes accept
REQ if they have received two copies of it, one from the primary node and one from
the client. Thus, if a compromised primary node forwards fake requests, they are
rejected by all non-compromised nodes.

The second problem breaks the Tamper-resistance requirement. This problem
is solved by including the checkpoints generated by PBFT in the log. We briefly
discussed checkpoints in Section 7.3. A more in depth description can be found
in [144]. A checkpoint is included in a log entry along a hashed value that links it to
the previous request REQ. Checkpoints are generated periodically after z requests.
An attacker cannot forge a checkpoint because she cannot forge the signature of
2f+1 nodes. She can forge at most z−1 requests without being detected. However,
the attack is detected as soon as the z-th request is stored and the checkpoint is
created.

The third problem affects the random number r in REQQ. Manipulating this
value can guarantee plaintext data access to an attacker. We solve this problem by
removing r from a query requests, and forcing nodes to agree on a random num-
ber without involving the client. After accepting REQ, all nodes run a distributed
protocol to randomly select an execution node. The details of this protocol are
discussed below. Hence, even if an attacker controls a node and can impersonate
an untrusted client, she cannot deterministically analyze data in plaintext on ma-
chines she controls. However, there is no way to prevent a compromised client to
access the result of the computation.

A collusion of an untrusted client and a compromised node, can lead an attacker
to attempt accessing any other users data, and the lack of digital signatures impede
the nodes to determine whether those requests are originated by the owner of the
data or not. However, the attacker has no control over the random selection of
the execution node, because, as discussed below, the attacker must control all
nodes (i.e., n nodes) to manipulate the execution node selection and in our threat
model the attacker can compromise at most f nodes (see Section 7.4). Since the
execution node is the only node that can access the plaintext data, the attacker
has no guaranteed data access.

The attacker can send (or replay) multiple requests to increase her chances to
have her compromised node selected as execution node. This misuse can be limited
by enforcing security policies such as limiting the number of requests on certain
data.

Lastly, although the attacker can access more data by compromising clients,
the log is still able to reliably determine the data leakage, and it is not affected by
the collusion.

Collaborative Selection of the Execution Node

We now describe a protocol that allows distributed nodes to agree on a specific
random number, which is then used to select the execution node for query requests.
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The selection is guaranteed to be random as long as the attacker cannot compro-
mise more than f machines. This protocol is used in two occasions: in presence of
untrusted nodes, or in case the execution node of a request is not available and a
new node should be selected.

Each node ni generates a value xi uniformly distributed at random. xi is the
value used to select the execution node. Each node computes a commitment ci ←
Commit(xi). In our specific scenario Commit(xi) = H(Ri||xi) for a cryptographic
hash function H and some random value Ri. Each node sends ci to the primary
node. The primary node selects a set F = {c1, . . . , cf+1} of commitments, and
forwards it to each node. Each node ni check if its commitment ci is in F . If
so, it sends xi and Ri to the other nodes. Each node verifies the commitments
Reveal(xi, ci) = 1,∀ci ∈ F . If they are all correctly verified, the execution node is
computed as r =

∑
i∈F xi mod n− 1.

In case the primary node does not forward F , it is considered compromised
and all nodes start an instance of the change-view protocol (cf. Byzantine Fault
Tolerant Consensus Protocol in Section 7.3) to select a new node as primary node.
Nodes selected to reveal their committed value can also be compromised and may
not reveal xi. For this reason, there exists a timeout that limits the waiting time
for revealing the commitments. In case the timeout is exceeded, the primary node
sends another set F ′ of commitment values, that differs from F only for those
commitments that were not revealed within the timeout.

The Benefit of using a Commitment Scheme. Suppose every node ni in
the system broadcast a random value xi to all other nodes, and the sum of all
those values is the execution node. A compromised node can wait until all other
n− 1 nodes broadcasted their value. At this point, the attacker can compute the
sum S of these values and she can choose a value xi such that xi + S = ni, where
ni is a compromised node. This attack cannot be detected given that the network
is asynchronous.

The commitment scheme thwarts a compromised node from learning what
other nodes have committed to, and it impedes an attacker to change her value
after she has committed to it. Therefore, the aforementioned attack is mitigated by
the commitment scheme. Our approach also resists the adversary model described
in Section 7.4 because, even though an attacker controls f nodes including the
primary node, she has to select a set of f + 1 commitments. Therefore, there is
always at least one value that is uniformly distributed at random, which guarantees
r to be random as well.

7.6.2 Determining Data Leakage using the Distributed Log

As discussed in Section 7.4, we assume the company knows the setM of compro-
mised machines, and the period of compromise (Tbegin-Tend). This information is
often the result of a breach investigation. Typically, IDS are deployed in order to
detect whether a machine is compromised, as we discussed previous chapters.

Algorithm 2 describes how to determine the data leakage from a log V . First, it
verifies the integrity and authenticity of the content of each log entry ei (Line 4).
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Figure 7.2: Overview of the collaborative protocol to select the execution node. In
the first phase each node i sends their commitment ci to the primary node (i.e.,
n0 in this case), which then selects f + 1 commitments (i.e., c2 and c0 in this
example). The selection is then forwarded to all nodes. The selected nodes n2 and
n0 reveal their values sending xi and yi. All nodes verify that x2 and x0 match
with c2 and c0, respectively. Finally, they sum the commited values and compute
the module n− 1 to retrieve r, which represents the execution node.

Second, it verifies the integrity of the hash chain (Line 5). If any of these two steps
fails, V is considered tampered and discarded. Otherwise, Algorithm 1 checks if ei
describes a computation over a compromised node within the period of compromise
in Line 6. If so, the set D of items is added to a list of leaked items. This process
is repeated recursively on each entry in the log. Lastly, Algorithm 1 returns the
list of leaked items. The data leakage is determined by identifying all data items,
within the period of compromise, accessed by compromised nodes.

For scenarios where clients are trusted, it is also possible to determine the
data leaked to a specific compromised client. This can happen in case of malicious
insiders, which is also a severe threat scenario in data breaches.

7.6.3 Analysis

In this section we discuss how the distributed log satisfies the security requirements
discussed in Section 7.5.

Tamper-resistance. Each log entry ei = (i, 〈REQ, σREQ〉, Li) contains a signature
σREQ and a hashed value Li that links the ith entry with the (i− 1)th. An attacker
is not able to break cryptographic primitives, therefore she cannot modify REQ and
generate a valid signature σREQ. Any addition or removal of entries in the log is de-
tected by the hash chain values L0, . . . , Li−1, Li, where L0 is a root value, because
an attacker cannot generate a new REQ′i such that H(Li−1||REQ′i) = H(Li−1||REQi).
Lastly, an attacker cannot forge the history of the log (e.g., providing a log with a
consistent hash chain but containing fake entries), because each entry ei contains
the signature of a client and the attacker cannot forge it. The only entry that
does not require a client signature is the upload of an execution node. However,
this operation is considered valid only if a client request containing a write(ID)
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Algorithm 2 Determination of Data Leakage

Require: M is the set of malicious machines, where |M| ≤ f ; Tbegin is the time
when the breach started; Tend is the time when the breach finished; a log V
from a non-compromised machine. Let us consider j as the client who signed
the request REQ.

1: procedure Data Leakage(V,M, Tbegin, Tend)
2: leaked_items ← [ ]
3: for all (i, 〈REQ, σREQ〉, Li) in V do . i.e., for each log entry
4: if Verify(pkj , REQ, σREQ) = 1 then
5: if Li = H(Li−1||REQ) then
6: if REQ.r ∈M and Tbegin ≤ REQ.ts ≤ Tend then
7: leaked_items.add(REQ.D)
8: end if
9: else

10: return ⊥
11: end if
12: else
13: return ⊥
14: end if
15: end for
16: return leaked_items
17: end procedure

has been accepted, which cannot be forged by the attacker. This attack is also
detectable in case of untrusted clients as discussed in Section 7.6.1.

Availability. Our solution is based on PBFT and it survives Byzantine failures
when the total number of nodes is 3f + 1. Therefore, even if an attacker compro-
mises f machines (i.e., worst-case scenario) and additionally f other machines fail
(e.g., hardware failure), it is still possible to access f +1 untampered logs from the
remaining non-faulty machines.

Trustworthiness. An attacker wants to remotely forge the log of non-compromised
nodes by convincing them to append requests that have never been requested by
clients. The attacker can achieve her goal only by being the primary node and
if she fulfills one of the following requirements: 1) forge a client’s private key or
2) control 2f + 1 nodes. In the former case, an attacker cannot forge a client
signature, because she has no access to her private key sk and she cannot break
cryptographic primitives. In the latter case, the attacker can compromise at most
f nodes, which is not enough to convince all non-compromised nodes that fake
events really happened (the safety property of PBFT).

Completeness. The distributed log is complete if all the accesses to plaintext
data are recorded by non-compromised nodes. Every time a request is processed,
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and data is reconstructed in plaintext to an execution node, all non-compromised
nodes log the event. If an attacker wants to access data in plaintext without being
recorded, she needs to collect enough shares si in order to reconstruct the data.
She can access at most f shares for each item in the system. However, f < f + 1,
where f +1 = t, so Combine({si}fi=1)→ ⊥. Therefore, she cannot access any data
item without any help from at least a non-compromised node, which always logs
when shares are sent to other nodes, and it does that only upon valid requests.

Communication and Computation Complexity

Our approach describes two types of requests: the upload of data and the com-
putation over data. Both request types use PBFT to verify and to log requests,
so their communication complexity is O(n2) per request. This is caused by the
nodes broadcasting the request in the prepare and commit phase, as shown in
Figure 7.1a. The remaining phases for both query types, shown in Figure 7.1b and
Figure 7.1c, are responsible for transmitting shares over the network and their
communication complexity is O(n). The computational complexity to split a data
item in t-out-of-n shares is O((n− t)t) [147]. In our case, we have t = f + 1. The
communication complexity of the distributed protocol used to select the execution
node is O((f + 1)n), because f + 1 (or t) nodes broadcast their values to every
node once their commitment has been selected.

The above complexity analysis only considers the additional overhead imposed
by our approach when used on top of an existing service. The plaintext operations
of the specific underlying service that are performed by the execution node are
excluded in our analysis.

Quality of Leakage Determination

Recall that we have shown in Section 7.6.3 that our approach reliably determines
data leakage, which was the goal of this work. So, in principle, we could stop here
as we have achieved our goal. However, it does not prevent leakage because data
is processed in the clear by the execution node (which might be compromised).
Looking at our construction, we notice that it can still happen that all data leaks
or that nothing leaks to an attacker. For instance, let us assume that an attacker
manages to access all data in our system. In this case, our mechanism accurately
and reliably determines the data leakage as 100%. Therefore, in order to evaluate
where our approach lies between “all data has leaked" as opposed to “nothing
has leaked”, we would like to evaluate the expected data leakage in our system.
More precisely, we want to evaluate the quality of leakage determination, which
we define as the expected leakage in the system in the worst-case attack scenario.
Recall that, following our adversary model (as defined in Section 7.4), our worst-
case attack scenario is met when an attacker has fully compromised exactly f (out
of n) nodes.

While the worst-case attack scenario is fixed in our adversary model, the ex-
pected leakage clearly depends on the concrete application setting we deploy our
system in. Due to this dependence, evaluating the quality of leakage determination
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is not feasible in general terms. However, there is a specific category of applica-
tions for which the quality of leakage determination can be accurately evaluated
without looking at individual applications within this category. We do our analysis
of the quality of leakage determination for this category of applications which can
be described by the following representative setting.

Consider a setting in which users are associated with a specific set of data items.
The users can run computations only on their own dataset, and the computations
are independent events. A very important example is a client-server authentication
as discussed in Section 7.6.4. Moreover, let us assume an attacker controls f nodes
during the whole system lifetime, which is the worst-case scenario of our approach.
For this setting, we can derive a formula that allows us to compute the expected
data leakage. Specifically, we can compute the number of distinct clients/users that
would have their data leaked. We assume each user i requests mi computations on
his data during the whole system lifetime. A user’s dataset is considered leaked if
at least one computation out of mi is reconstructed on a compromised node. Since
the execution node is selected uniformly at random, a user’s dataset is leaked with
probability p = 1− (1− f

n )
mi , where n is the total number of nodes and f is the

number of compromised nodes. The leakage of a user’s dataset is an event (X) with
two possible outcomes: either it is leaked (1) or it is not leaked (0). The expected
data leakage for a user’s dataset matches with the probability of its dataset to be
leaked. So, if M is the entire population of users in the system, the expected data
leakage is:

E[X] =

M∑
i=1

1− (1− f

n
)mi (7.1)

Overall, this shows that our approach is, on average, better than just saying
that all or nothing has leaked. In Section 7.6.4, we evaluate a specific real-world
application scenario using equation (7.1).

7.6.4 Application: Client-Server
Authentication

In this section we evaluate the efficiency and the quality of our leakage deter-
mination approach in the setting of authentication. We have chosen this type
of application because credentials are often a major target of data breaches. A
specific example is the case of LinkedIn that, despite knowing they have been
compromised in 2012, they were not able to determine the data leakage. Their
estimate was around 7 million records. Only in 2016, when the attacker sold the
data online, they realized that the leakage affected around 160 million records [24].
In biometric authentication, the data is even more sensitive because it cannot be
changed, and determining its leakage is essential for customers to prevent identity
theft.

We evaluate password-based, biometric-based and PUF-based (Physical Un-
clonable Function) authentication. These authentication mechanisms represent the
three authentication categories: something we know, something we are and some-
thing we have, respectively. All three types of authentication involve a registration
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phase, where users or devices register their authentication token. In the specific
case of biometrics, the token is a biometric template of a physiological or behavioral
user characteristics, whereas in the PUF case, the token is a challenge-response
pair [150].

Efficiency of Our Approach

Our distributed log is based on two main building blocks, AONT-RS [147] and
PBFT [144], whose performance and functionalities have been already verified in
literature and are adopted in practice [147], [151]. We believe an implementation
would not improve the understanding of our solution. However, we estimate the
efficiency of our approach to show its feasibility. Our analysis considers the case
of normal operations, where there are no compromised nodes. We consider nodes
to run operations in sequence and we do not consider protocol optimizations,
especially for PBFT. We are aware that this estimate does not reflect the real
efficiency. However, we believe the estimate suffices to give an indication on the
feasibility of integrating our approach.

We estimate the efficiency our approach in a biometric-based authentication
such as iris recognition [152]. Let us consider a scenario where iris scanners (on
company premise) are trusted clients, which have a RSA 2048-bit key pair and
communicate through a 100Mbits network link with n nodes. Nodes are also con-
nected with a 100Mbits network link. A biometric-based authentication, with our
approach, would work as follows: first the client uploads the iris feature vector,
then it requests a comparison between the recently uploaded vector and the one
uploaded at registration time. If the feature vector would not be uploaded in a
separate step, but sent in the clear within the query request, it would automat-
ically leak to any node. Thus, each phase of the PBFT consensus mechanism
(Figure 7.1a) is run twice, while phases of data upload (Figure 7.1b) and compu-
tation (Figure 7.1c) are run only once. We calculate the estimate by summing the
time to transfer each message from one party to another, and the time to validate
the signatures. We consider all operations to be in sequence, for instance if four
nodes have to validate a signature, we sum four times the validation time.

Table 7.1 shows that PBFT is the bottleneck of our approach. When there are
four nodes, during one instance of PBFT 29 messages are transmitted over the
network. Messages are upload or query requests. Since an authentication attempt
needs two requests, the number doubles3. Due to the communication complexity of
O(n2), the performance of PBFT degrades quadratically as the number of nodes
increases. The upload and computation phases, which send shares4 over the net-
work, do not influence the performance much and their overhead linearly increases
with the number of nodes. The low overhead is a consequence of the small number

3For this use case, we assumed the upload requests to be 276 bytes, and the query requests
to be 288 bytes. In both requests, 256 bytes represents the digital signature. The different size
between the two request is due to the larger amount of arguments in the query requests.

4The data that we secret share is composed by 256 bytes of the iris feature vector, plus
additional 64 bytes needed for AONT-RS. For this use case shares have the following size: 160
bytes (4 nodes), 106 bytes (7 nodes), 80 bytes (16 nodes), because the size of shares is dependent
to the threshold value t, such that data

t
[147].
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Nodes PBFT (2x) Upload Computation Total time Op/s

n=4, f=1 1.5ms 0.1ms 0.1ms 1.7ms 588
n=7, f=2 3.7ms 0.2ms 0.2ms 4.1ms 243
n=16, f=3 21.2ms 0.5ms 0.4ms 22.1ms 45

Table 7.1: Estimates of the additional overhead (per authentication) caused by
our approach for an iris recognition application. The column “PBFT” represents
the protocol steps in Figure 7.1a, while ‘Upload’ and ‘Computation’ represent the
steps depicted in Figure 7.1b and Figure 7.1c, respectively. Op/s is an estimate
of the number of authentication operations that can be performed. Our estimates
are computed for different number of nodes.

of messages, the small size of the reconstructed item (i.e., an iris feature vector of
256 bytes [152]), and the encoding performance of AONT-RS [147].

Considering the performance values shown in Table 7.1, we believe this ap-
proach is efficient enough to be integrated in existing biometric-based authenti-
cation applications. Moreover, our estimation does not take into account PBFT
optimizations, the parallelization of operations, and the fact that only f+1 shares
are needed to perform computations and not n. This approach is also practical in
password-based and PUF-based solutions given the fact that they run the same
number of requests and transmit smaller shares.

The Quality of Leakage Determination in a Real-World Application

In this section we show by using a real-world example that our approach is not an
all-or-nothing approach. Undoubtedly, a nothing approach is the ideal scenario.
However, this is not (yet) achievable in practice, since required cryptographic tech-
niques (e.g., FHE or MPC) are not efficient enough in most practical applications.
The remaining option is to consider all data to be leaked, which is the other
extreme case.

Our approach explores a middle-ground between the two approaches, where
the company might still suffer a leakage of data but it can precisely show what
has been leaked. We show that our approach is not all-or-nothing by determining
the data leakage using equation (7.1) in the setting of a real-world application.
The same equation can be used by operators to understand the behavior of their
application under the proposed distributed systems and understand its possible
benefits a priori.

Real-world Example. We consider a currently centralized real-world applica-
tion such as the internal ePrint web service of the entire faculty of Computer
Science at an international university. We evaluate the quality of leakage determi-
nation in case this service would be integrated with our solution. We analyze the
authentication log, which contain over 10 years of login information. We consider
the time of compromise to be 256 days, which, according to a recent study on data
breaches [25], has been identified as the average time to identify a data breach.
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(a) Quality of leakage determination with n = 4 and f = 1 in
5 years, for a compromise time of 256 days [25].

(b) Quality of leakage determination in 2013 with number of
nodes: n = 4, 7, 10, 16.

Figure 7.3: Representation of our quality of leakage determination in the setting
of the ePrint service of CS faculty.
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We apply the model discussed in Section 7.6.3 to our password-based authen-
tication dataset, where we consider the user’s dataset as the user’s password.5 A
user computation is a login, in which the user requests the system to compare
whether the provided password matches the stored password or not. We extracted
the amount of logins (mi) for each of the 2330 users, and we computed the overall
expected data leakage with equation (7.1).

Figure 7.3a represents the average quality of leakage determination in case an
attacker had compromised f nodes (i.e., n = 4 and f = 1) for a period of 9
months (i.e., 256 days), which is the average duration of a data breach before
being detected [25]. We computed this value over the last 5 years data and it is
possible to see how the leakage of the entire user base is determined to be lower
than 9%. If we consider only the set of users that logged in at least once, the leakage
is at most 68%. In both cases, it is clear that our solution is not an all-or-nothing
approach.

We have also analyzed the unrealistic worst-case scenario where we consider
an attacker to compromise f nodes for the entire 10 years. In this case, 32,5% of
the entire dataset is leaked, while if we consider only users who logged in at least
once, the leakage is 86,4%. Therefore, even in the unrealistic setting of 10 years of
compromise, our solution proves to not be all-or-nothing.

Figure 7.3b depicts the quality of leakage determination from the log data of
2013 considering a different numbers of nodes. As expected, a lower number of
compromised nodes results in less data leakage. Finally, it is worth noting that the
determination of leakage in the worst-case scenario, where f nodes are controlled
by the attacker, slightly increases with the number of nodes. This is due to the
different ratio of fn (e.g., 1

4 = 0.25, 5
16 = 0.31).

This evaluation holds also for biometric-based and PUF-based authentication
scenarios, because also in these cases one token is reconstructed for each authen-
tication.

Finally, in password-based and PUF-based cases, it is possible to update of
authentication tokens after a fixed period of time, such that leaked data becomes
useless. This computation can help in defining such policy. For instance, an opera-
tor can learn from the computation the subset of users whose passwords are more
prone to be leaked in case of compromise. With this very specific information, the
operator can define a policy to enforce a change of password for this specific set
of users, so that the leaked data can become useless for the attacker.

7.7 Discussion

Other Applications. Our approach is not limited to authentication applica-
tions. Any service running computations over data, can be integrated with our
approach. It is important to notice that our system moves the data over the net-
work every time a computation is requested, therefore applications that are often

5The term password can be substituted with other authentication tokens such as fingerprints
for a biometric-based scenario, or the one-time challenge-response pair for the PUF-based sce-
nario.
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computing on large data items (e.g., hundreds of megabytes) can suffer severe
performance issues. A possible solution for those application could be to encrypt
the data with a symmetric encryption scheme and secret share the secret key. The
storage requirements would increase (e.g., an encrypted copy of each item on each
node), but the network performance would significantly improve.

Practicality. Compromising a central server containing sensitive data is often
a complicated task and it requires time, because the infrastructure is often well
protected. Nonetheless, central servers are still being compromised. A distributed
solution, protected with the same degree of attention, makes it harder for an at-
tacker to achieve her goal, because compromising one machine is not enough. This
preserves the functionality of the system for a longer period (i.e., determination of
leakage), and it exposes the attacker to a higher risk of detection because she has
to try additional attacks. This holds if the system is heterogeneous, which implies
that the system possibly runs different OSs, uses different passwords, software
implementation, etc.

The major limitations of our system is inherent to the quadratic overhead of
PBFT. Scaling to a huge number of nodes would make it incredibly difficult for
an attacker to compromise the entire system, making the system very secure. Un-
fortunately, despite the fact that there are more efficient Byzantine fault tolerant
consensus protocols than PBFT, there are still scalability issues. The new ap-
proaches to consensus used in cryptocurrencies, such as Proof-of-Work [26] and
Proof-of-Stake [27], might be an alternative that can solve the problem of scal-
ability. However, these techniques introduce new problems (e.g., consumption of
resources) that can limit the practicality of our approach. Nonetheless, investigat-
ing these alternatives is a topic for future research.

Finally, considering the performance estimate of our approach, we believe our
system is practical for a small number of nodes. We also consider it practical when
it comes to keeping the system heterogeneous for few machines.

7.8 Related Work

Most of the work on the topic of data leakage focuses on prevention. One of the
most obvious approaches for leakage prevention is cryptography [50], [51]. Data
Leakage Prevention (DLP) [138]–[140] is another category of techniques. All these
approaches are not capable of determining the data leakage in case the prevention
fails (in case they prevent it, the leakage is nothing).

Other research areas such as secure storage and data provenance can help
achieving data leakage determination. Strunk et al. [153] proposed a self-securing
storage that tracks and logs all the modifications to the data stored in the system,
unless the attacker can compromise the host operating system. However, to deter-
mine the data leakage is important to log the access to all files and this information
is not logged. If an attacker opens a file and reads its content, the operation is not
logged as evidence. Other secure versioning solutions such as [154] have the same
problem, and it is not known how much this would impact the system performance,
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especially on platforms performing a lot of computations.
Provenance-aware systems are promising solutions for data leakage determi-

nation because they aim to collect, store and manage the history of every single
data object in the system. The term provenance refers to the history of ownership
of an object. The vast majority of works on data provenance [141], [142], [155]–
[157] are not designed to resists malicious adversaries, which makes them unusable
in case of system compromise (one of our main assumptions). Pohly et al. [143]
proposed Hi-Fi, a provenance-aware system that collects provenance through the
Linux Security Module, which mediate any data manipulating operation on ker-
nel objects. Hi-Fi protects the integrity provenance data against adversaries in
user-space by using additional hardware such as read-only storage. Although this
allows for the investigation or detection of a compromised system, it does not help
the determination of data leakage because an attacker can append new fake en-
tries to the provenance log. Additionally, protecting from user-space attacker is
a weaker model. Zhou et al. [158] introduced secure network provenance (SNP),
a technique that provides forensic capabilities to an untrusted networked system,
where a subset of nodes can be fully compromised. SNP allows an administra-
tor to identify faulty nodes and to explain any unexpected state change on any
node. SNP focuses more on tracking faulty nodes and providing evidence for it,
rather than determining what data has been accessed and possibly leaked. Bates
et al. [52] have presented the only solution capable of collecting data provenance
against a strong adversary, which could be used to determine what data has been
leaked. The Linux Provenance Module (LPM) allows a secure provenance collec-
tion of processes, network activities and the kernel itself. Through the analysis of
the provenance graph, it would be possible to determine the data leakage. How-
ever, the security of the whole system mainly relies on trusted hardware, and it is
known that the storage and analysis of months (or years) of collected provenance
data is still a severe practical problem.

7.9 Conclusions

We presented an approach to determine data leakage using a reliable distributed
log. Our proposed log works even in the presence of powerful attackers that are
capable of taking complete control of a limited number of machines. In contrast
to previous work, we do not require any trusted hardware, despite the strong
threat model. We have demonstrated the quality in leakage determination of our
solution on real-world data; showing that it is not an all-or-nothing approach.
Given that we use well-known building blocks that have been demonstrated to
work in practice [147], [151] and based on the values obtained from a worst-case
estimation of our protocol, we believe our solution can be integrated with existing
(authentication) services.

This chapter addresses RQ3, and shows that it is possible to evaluate the
impact of a data breach. Although the approach is practical in specific settings
(e.g., few nodes), it is not legacy compliant, meaning that it is not possible to easily
adjust existing logging methods with our system. In the next chapter, we discuss
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the conclusions of this thesis, summarizing our contributions, the limitations of
our proposed systems and the future works.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

We conclude this thesis by discussing the contributions of our work in relation
with the research questions discussed in the introduction. Furthermore, we discuss
some remaining open problems.

8.1 Contributions
Today almost any business depends on digital technologies and data is becoming a
fundamental asset. At the same time, data can damage a business if it is not prop-
erly protected. The disclosure, or loss, of customer information, company secrets
and employee information can severely harm the reputation of a company and its
finances. This type of security incident is called data breach. Historically most of
the security research has investigated how to prevent security incidents, and less
attention has been paid towards their detection and mitigation. As a consequence,
companies can rely on fewer technologies to address the detection and mitigation
of data breaches. The difficulties in discovering and mitigating a data breach are
also highlighted by recent research [10]. Thus, in this thesis we decided to provide
technical improvements for both these aspects, specifically, the detection of data
exfiltration and the evaluation of its impact (i.e., determine what data has leaked).

The main research question of this thesis was:

How to detect a data breach and how to analyze its impact?

To address this research question, we have proposed, implemented and evalu-
ated different systems. The contribution of this thesis is threefold:

1. We proposed passive application fingerprinting for anomaly-based detection,
a technique to detect data exfiltration over the network. With this approach
we address RQ1:

How to detect data exfiltration without predefined threat knowledge?

We first introduced the concept of passive application fingerprinting with
DECANTeR, in Chapter 3. We have implemented and compared DECANTeR
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with the current state-of-the-art anomaly-based detection solution for covert
channels over HTTP, and we have shown that passive application finger-
printing performs significantly better. Our approach performs better because
it relies on fine-grained models (i.e., application fingerprints), rather than
coarse grained models (i.e., a single model for the whole HTTP traffic). Ad-
ditionally, passive application fingerprinting is effective because, currently,
malware does not adapt its traffic to its victim.

Then, we refined the fingerprinting technique introducing HeadPrint in
Chapter 4. HeadPrint automatically infers the distinguishing character-
istics of application traffic, instead of relying on a predefined feature set.
Compared with DECANTeR, HeadPrint is more accurate in correctly iden-
tifying application traffic. This improvement allows HeadPrint to generate
fewer false alarms in the setting of anomaly detection, thereby making passive
application fingerprinting more practical. The implementations and (part of)
the datasets used in these research works are publicly available.

2. The fact that malware is currently not adapting (to the best of our knowl-
edge) to its victim’s traffic, does not mean that it will not do so in the
near future. We have investigated the topic of victim-aware adaptive (VAA)
attackers by addressing RQ2:

How can we detect victim-aware adaptive (VAA) data exfiltration?

First, we have evaluated how existing HTTP covert channel detection tech-
niques would perform against VAA covert channels. We achieved this by
introducing Chameleon in Chapter 5, a toolchain to generate synthetic
datasets representing VAA data exfiltration attacks. We used these datasets
to evaluate the performance of existing detection solutions, and we have
shown that they are not effective in detecting adaptive data exfiltration.
Then, in Chapter 6, we proposed HoneyTraffic, a deception-based detec-
tion technique that is able to effectively detect specific cases of VAA data
exfiltration attacks (i.e., those implemented by Chameleon) with a negli-
gible network overhead and a low false positive rate.

3. Finally, we investigated how to evaluate the impact of data exfiltration by
addressing RQ3:

How to reliably determine what data was exfiltrated despite the host being
compromised?

In this work we proposed a distributed secure log to reliably determine what
data is exfiltrated after a data breach. The system, discussed in Chapter 7,
combines existing cryptographic primitives and Byzantine consensus proto-
cols to generate a distributed system that collaboratively log and provide
data access. We have evaluated our system in a realistic scenario, and we
have shown it can reliably identify an upper bound of what data may have
leaked. In contrast with existing work, our system is not an all-or-nothing
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approach and does not rely on trusted hardware assumptions. Lastly, we
discussed how it can be integrated with some existing services.

The contributions of our work to the security community are not limited to the
presentation of detection and impact evaluation techniques. During our research,
we have also developed and collected artifacts to perform our analyses, which have
been partly publicly released. The release of our artifacts is not only for research
reproducibility, but also to foster future research in data exfiltration detection,
which, so far, has mainly focused on non-adversarial use-cases.

In the context of the security lifecycle used by organizations to protect their in-
frastructure, this thesis reduces the technological gap for detecting and mitigating
data breaches.

Passive application fingerprinting (PAF) is a new technique that companies can
integrate in their arsenal of defensive tools in order to detect more quickly ongoing
data breaches. PAF helps to partially solve the problem of data exfiltration de-
tection over HTTP by providing better detection performance and by being more
practical than the current state-of-the-art solutions. We are aware that it is impos-
sible to completely solve the problem of data exfiltration detection, especially for
low bandwidth channels. However, we believe that it is important to propose new
techniques to maximize the chances of detecting such attacks. Moreover, an inter-
esting property of PAF is that it detects anomalous outbound traffic, therefore it
can potentially identify threats other than data exfiltration, such as command and
control channels and other types of malicious communication. Most importantly,
the idea behind PAF is independent from the protocol itself, and it leaves some
important open problems related to its applicability in other settings. We discuss
in the next section.

At the same time, our work gives insights regarding the inadequacy of tra-
ditional network-based detection tools against sophisticated attacks. VAA covert
channels break the assumption of detection tools that rely on the passive analysis of
network traffic. After this study, we have realized that passive network monitoring
solutions are inherently limited against such threats and that there is a big techni-
cal gap to fulfill. In our opinion, the combination of host and network information
can improve the detection capabilities. With our deception-based solution, we have
started to reduce this technological gap, because we propose a detection solution
effective against a specific of VAA covert channels, namely Full VAA covert chan-
nels, where the attacker maximizes the similarity of her messages to the victim’s
traffic by copying as much information as possible within her network messages.
Chameleon showed how this type of VAA covert channel cannot be handled by
existing detection solutions. However, the problem of effectively detecting VAA
covert channels is not solved, because our approach does not detect other types of
VAA covert channels, such as Partial VAA, where the attacker partially mimics
the victim’s traffic and partially generates message content by herself. Finding a
solution that can effectively tackle all types of VAA covert channels remains a hard
problem.

Lastly, our distributed logging system can help companies to better mitigate
data breaches. Under certain assumptions, our system solves the problem of deter-
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mining leakage in adversarial setting. The practical limitations of our solution are
mainly inherited from the consensus protocols. Nonetheless, the core idea behind
our solution is independent from the underlying consensus protocol. Thus, in case
more efficient protocols will be proposed in the future, our solution will likely be
more efficient as well. Nonetheless, it remains still an open problem how to exactly
identify what data has been leaked. Our approach only provides an upper bound.

8.2 Open Problems
In this section we discuss some of the open problems that relate to our work.
Since passive application fingerprinting is a new technique proposed for anomaly
detection, there are still several questions that should be answered. In this section
we discuss three important aspects to investigate about this technique: its appli-
cability to other protocols, its applicability to mobile traffic and how fingerprints
can be securely updated in adversarial settings. Moreover, HoneyTraffic is a
detection technique that works on some cases of VAA covert channel, namely Full
VAA (e.g., Chameleon), however it does not cover other cases such as Partial
VAA. Thus, the investigation of new detection techniques remains a relevant issue.
Finally, we discuss the problem of how to exactly determine the data leakage in
adversarial, which is still an open problem in literature.

Generalization to other protocols. An important open problem related to
our work is the investigation on how passive application fingerprinting can be ap-
plied to encrypted protocols, such as TLS. A solution to this problem would make
the whole approach more practical, because it could be applied to most of the
networks without relying on any expensive proxy. One way to tackle this prob-
lem is to identify distinguishing patterns in the TLS Handshake protocol, which
is in plaintext. JA3 1 fingerprints are a good starting point, because they show
that it is possible to fingerprint TLS clients from Handshake protocol information.
However, JA3 fingerprints are mainly being used as signatures for TLS-based mal-
ware. It is unclear how well JA3 can track the connections of a single application,
and how well it reacts to software updates. These characteristics are important
for “whitelisting” approaches such as passive application fingerprinting. Perhaps,
one way to start investigating this issue would be to study and compare JA3 with
HeadPrint. The method used in HeadPrint is protocol agnostic, so, in prin-
ciple, HeadPrint may be able to identify distinguishing characteristics in the
Handshake protocol. After a thorough study, it could be possible to find a solution
in between that can correctly fingerprint applications over the encrypted traffic.
A challenge for this research is also the collection of a large labeled dataset with
traffic from different applications.

Another important problem is the generalization of passive application finger-
printing to other protocols. An attacker may use different channels for the commu-
nication, which are not necessarily covered by our solution. Among others, known
protocols used for malicious activities are SMB, SMTP, and SSH. Therefore, it is

1https://github.com/salesforce/ja3
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important to extend the coverage also to other protocols. Ideally, a single solution
can be applied to model the usage of any protocol. To achieve this we see two main
challenges. First, the solution should work only on the byte sequences observed
in the messages (i.e., assuming no parser is available for the specific application
protocol). Solving this challenge would increase the processing speed of network
messages. This is important in case all the network protocols would be monitored.
Second, the solution should automatically infer the invariants and distinguishing
characteristics of the usage of a network protocol. Solving this challenge would
allow to apply the same method to multiple protocols.

Mobile Traffic. Our work mainly focused on enterprise environments, with a
special focus on workstations and server traffic, which often contains the most
sensitive data. On the other hand, our solution is not suitable for monitoring
mobile devices, which install and run several applications over a short period of
time. In this setting, triggering alerts when new applications are installed is not
a viable option, because it would likely cause a surge of FPs. Thus, the system
should be able to identify new applications, to automatically generate fingerprints
for them, and to alert the operator only when there are signs of malicious behavior.
The main challenge lies in the generation of new application fingerprints, because
in mobile traffic it can occur that many different applications are talking at the
same time.

Secure Fingerprint Update. Ideally, a passive application fingerprinting sys-
tem would be able to automatically update the fingerprints over time. Software
gets updated and new functionalities are added, thus, the network traffic may
change accordingly. In our work, we purposely do not try to automatically and
systematically update the content of the fingerprints over time, other than in rare
situations (see fingerprints update in Section 3.4.4). The reason for this choice is
that we are in an adversarial setting, and the attacker may abuse the updating
mechanism to evade the detection. We consider the investigation of secure up-
date procedures a relevant open problem, in order to achieve an evolving system
without human intervention.

Detecting Victim-Aware Adaptive Attackers In literature there are no ef-
fective detection mechanisms that can effectively identify victim-aware attackers.
Our proposed solution, HoneyTraffic, is a solution to detect attackers as de-
scribed by Chameleon (i.e., full victim-aware adaptive attackers), but we do not
know whether HoneyTraffic is effective against other types of VAA attackers,
such as partial victim-aware adaptive attackers (P-VAA). We briefly discussed this
topic in Section 6.6.1. A more in depth study on the capabilities of P-VAA attack-
ers may help to answer this question. Moreover, it remains unclear how difficult it
is for a VAA attacker to hide from a detection system analyzing both host and net-
work information. The effective detection of VAA attackers remains a challenging
open problem.
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Determining the Exact Data Leakage. The distributed system we have pro-
posed for the impact evaluation of a data breach provides an upper bound of what
data may have leaked. However, it cannot tell exactly what has leaked. The precise
identification of leaked data items would be ideal for data breaches investigations,
however it is difficult to achieve in adversarial settings. A potential approach to
achieve this is to monitor how data is manipulated by the node. For instance, by
verifying if the performed operation on the data is the one requested by the client.
However, the threat model should be also revisited, because we currently assume
that the attacker can fully compromise the host (i.e., including a tool monitoring
the host). An alternative assumption could be to consider a virtual environment,
where the attacker is assumed not to compromise the hypervisor, which can be
used as a monitor.
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